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Dear Scientists.,

We have given place to total 8 articles in this issue of our magazine. There are valuable studies in this issue as well. 
We believe that each study in this issue is a precious scientific study in terms of both contribution to its branch and 
literature. We are observing more participation and increase in the number of studies being sent in every issue of our 
magazine. However, among the received studies, the publishing committee consisting of magazine management and 
editors committee is sensitive on utilizing outstanding and most valuable studies in terms of practice into the literature 
and put them into assessment process. For this reason, unfortunately we are not able to give positive feedbacks to the 
requests for publishing every study received. Our magazine, according to the initial publishing acceptance conditions, 
does not go beyond the disciplines accepted such as economics and administrative sciences, management, educational 
management, economics, labour economics and industrial relations, statistics and social sciences. Even if this situation 
makes some of our authors sad, we are in a firm determination on REJECTING the articles that are conflicting with 
the discipline of the magazine. In every issue, our magazine is tending towards more specific fields and acting more 
selective on received studies. Our magazine is going on applying to some indexes; and we are still being assessed by 
some of the international indexes. Our magazine –which will be scanned by different international indexes after a few 
issues- will have a seat among the worldwide magazines within a short time. We are continuing down our road with an 
understanding of a preeminent magazine and publishing. We hereby thank and present our compliments to our valuable 
authors who have not leave us alone in this issue as well, the issue reviewers, the editors committee and the valuable 
scientists in the publishing and board of management. Our next issue will be published in 2015 as January, February and 
March “Winter” period. We present our warm regards, respects and gratitude to all our readers, the valuable scientists 
taking place in the magazine’s science committee and our followers; and wish you welfare.

(In any kind of study requiring ethical board report in our journal, author(s) is/are obliged to enter the data of neces-
sary ethical board report while uploading their publication in editorship and journal system. Our journal, publication 
board, grant holder, editorial office, referee and science boards do not undertake any responsibility for a problem to 
occur under any circumstances and conditions. Author(s) is/are obliged to give this information to journal in written. 
All liability in this issue belongs to author(s)).

As per the “5187” of Press Law, material and emotional damage arising from the actions via published works, the con-
tent and legal responsibility of the publications published in our journal within the scope of m-13-14 unilaterally belong 
to author(s). Our journal, executive board, referees, editor, science board and publisher don’t accept these obligations. 
The scientifically valuable papers with scientific content which contribute to literature are accepted and published in 
our journal. Apart from this, the papers with political, legal and commercial content which are against the intellectual 
property rights are not accepted. in case of a possible negative situation, author(s) is/are regarded as accepting and 
undertaking all kinds of possible material and emotional damage beforehand. Therefore, our journal’s management and 
other boards don’t accept any responsibility regarding the second, third and other persons and institutions under any 
condition. in this sense, a legal sanction on our journal and its boards is out of question. The content and the current 
status of the papers belong to author(s) and our journal only takes part in the publication of these papers and contribu-
tion to literature. Respectfully announced to all readers, public and followers by publication.

Ayhan AYTAÇ 
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Değerli Bilim İnsanları., 

Dergimizin bu sayısında toplam 08 makaleye yer vermiş bulunmaktayız. Bu sayımızda da yine birbirinden 
değerli çalışmalar bulunmaktadır. Sayı içerisinde yer alan her bir çalışmanın alanına katkı ve literatür açısından 
değerli bilimsel çalışmalar olduğuna inanmaktayız. Dergimizin her sayısında katılım ve gönderilen çalışma 
sayısında artış gözlenmektedir. Fakat gelen çalışmalarda dergi yönetimi ve editörler kurulu başta olmak 
üzere yayın kurulu seçkin ve uygulama açısından en değerli çalışmaların literatüre kazandırılması konusunda 
hassasiyet göstermekte ve değerlendirmeye tabi tutmaktadır. Bu nedenle her gelen çalışmanın yayınlanması 
konusunda oluşan taleplere maalesef üzülerek olumlu dönüş veremiyoruz. Dergimizin yayın kabul koşullarının 
başında özellikle iktisadi idari bilimler, yönetim, eğitim yönetimi, ekonomi, çalışma ekonomisi ve endüstriyel 
ilişkiler, istatistik ve sosyal bilimler alanından derginin yayın kabul ettiği disiplinler dışına çıkılmamaktadır. Bu 
durum bazı yazarlarımızı üzüyor olsa da dergi disiplinine ters düştüğünden yayınların RED edilmesi konusunda 
kesin kararlılık içerisindeyiz. Her sayımızda dergimiz daha spesifik alanlara yönelmekte ve gelen çalışmalarda 
daha seçici hareket etmektedir. Dergimizin indekslere olan başvuruları devam etmekte olup, bazı uluslararası 
indeksler tarafından değerlendirmelerimiz sürmektedir. Birkaç sayı sonunda uluslararası farklı indeksler 
tarafından taranacak olan dergimizin dünya dergileri arasındaki yerini alması kısa sürede tamamlanacaktır. 
Seçkin bir dergi ve yayıncılık anlayışıyla yolumuza devam etmekteyiz. Bu sayımızda yine bizleri yalnız 
bırakmayan değerli yazarlarımıza, sayı hakemlerimize, editörler kurulumuza, yayın ve yönetim kurulundaki 
değerli bilim insanlarına sonsuz teşekkür ve saygılarımızı sunuyoruz. Bir sonraki sayımız Ocak, Şubat ve Mart 
“Kış” dönemi olarak 2015 tarihinde dergimizdeki yerini alacaktır. Tüm okurlarımıza, dergi bilim kurulunda yer 
alan değerli bilim insanlarına ve takipçilerimize sevgi, saygı, şükran ve esenlikler diliyoruz. 

(Dergimizde etik kurul raporu gerektiren her türlü çalışmada yazar(lar) editörlüğe ve derginin sistemine 
yayın yüklerken gerekli etik kurul rapor bilgilerini girmekle yükümlüdür. Hiçbir koşul ve şartlarda oluşan 
ya da oluşacak bir sorunda – problemde dergimiz, yayın kurulu, imtiyaz sahibi, yazı işleri, hakem ve bilim 
kurulları sorumluluk kabul etmez. Yazar(lar) bu bilgiyi dergiye yazılı olarak vermekle yükümlüdür. Bu 
konuda tüm sorumluluk yazar(lar) a aittir). 

Basın Yayın Kanunun “5187” gereğince basılı eserler yoluyla işlenen fiillerden doğan maddi ve  manevi 
zarar m-13-14 kapsamında dergimizde yayınlanan yayınların içeriği ve hukuki sorumluluğu tek taraflı 
olarak yazar(lar) a aittir. Dergimiz, yönetim, hakem, editör, bilim ve imtiyaz sahibi bu yükümlülükleri kabul 
etmez. Dergimizde bilimsel içerikli, literatüre katkı yapan, bilimsel anlamda değer ifade eden çalışmalar 
kabul edilir ve yayınlanır. Bunun dışında siyasi, politik, hukuki ve ticari içerikli fikri sınai haklar kanununa 
aykırılık içeren yayınlara yer verilmez. Olası bir olumsuzluk durumunda yazar(lar) doğabilecek her türlü 
maddi ve manevi zararı peşinen kabul etmiş ve yüklenmiştir. Bu nedenle ikinci üçüncü ve diğer şahıs ile 
kurumlar konusunda dergimiz yönetimi ve kurulları hiçbir sorumluluğu kabul etmez. Bu yönde dergimiz ve 
kurulları üzerinde bir hukuki yaptırım uygulanması söz konusu olamaz. Eserlerin içeriği ve mevcut durumu 
yazar(lar) ait olup dergimiz bu yayınların sadece yayınlanması ve literatüre kazandırılması aşamasında 
görev üstlenmiştir. Tüm okuyucu, kamuoyu ve takipçilerine ilanen duyurulur.
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THE EVALUATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL COMMITMENT IN 
HEALTH EMPLOYEES

Hilal BALLI1, Aygul YANIK2

1 T.R. Ministry of Health, Turkey  
2 Kirklareli University, Turkey

Absract: Organizational commitment is the psychological commitment of an individual to an organiza-
tion and is essential for organizational success. This study aimed to determine the level of organizational 
commitment in health employees and to evaluate the effects of sociodemographic characteristics on 
organizational commitment. This cross-sectional and descriptive study was conducted at the Tekirdag 
State Hospital in Turkey in January 2013. Data was collected using the survey method. A study sample of 
660 employees was selected with the random sampling method and 272 questionnaires with no missing 
data were evaluated. The SPSS for Windows 17.0 software was used in order to analyze data. When we 
examined the organizational commitment of employees, we found that emotional commitment was high 
on average, continuity commitment was moderate, and normative commitment was high. Dimensions of 
organizational commitment showed significant differences according to employees’ titles, gender, age, 
education, job experience, hospital experience, type of working, and the units they work at. Male employees 
had higher levels of emotional and normative commitment and lower levels of continuity commitment 
than females. It was determined that sociodemographic characteristics affected the level of organizational 
commitment in health employees. It is assumed that this study will guide similar research and will support 
health managers’ decisions regarding organizational commitment.

Key Words: Organizational Commitment, Health Employees, Hospital

1. INTRODUCTION

The structure of health organizations beco-
mes more complex and complicated with 
each passing day and they have to deal with 
many difficulties. In this regard, organizatio-
nal commitment becomes a more important 
factor in means of health personnel’s success. 
Ensuring that the personnel believe in the or-
ganization meeting their wishes and needs, 
that the personnel love their organization, and 
that they want to continue their employment 
in that organization, or in other words, en-
suring that the personnel feel a belonging to 
the organization can be achieved via creating 

organizational commitment. Organizational 
commitment provides a foundation for both 
satisfying the personnel and for actualizing 
organizational aims in an effective and effici-
ent way. Organizational commitment denotes 
the psychological commitment of an individu-
al to the organization (Blau, 1985) and means 
that the personnel feels love for the organi-
zation or identifies with it (Uyguc & Cimrin, 
2004). Also, organizational commitment can 
be considered as an attitude which reflects the 
nature and quality of the relationship between 
an employee and the organization.
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The most widely accepted model of organi-
zational commitment is Meyer and Allen’s 
three-dimensional model of organizational 
commitment. These dimensions are affecti-
ve, continuance, and normative commitment 
(Allen & Meyer, 1990; Meyer & Allen, 1991; 
Cohen, 1993; Jaros, 2007, WeiBo et al., 2010; 
Kondratuk et al., 2004; Wasti, 2005; Akbolat 
et al., 2010; Kaya & Selcuk, 2007; Cihangi-
roglu, 2010; Goksel & Aydıntan, 2012). Af-
fective commitment involves an individual’s 
identifications with the organization, being 
satisfied with being an employee at the orga-
nization, and being strongly attached to the 
organization. Individuals with high affective 
commitment continue to stay at the organiza-
tion willingly and put effort into the organiza-
tion. Continuance commitment means that an 
individual feels dependent on the organizati-
on in means of payment, social status, and ac-
cess to social networks. These benefits would 
be at risk or be lost in case of leaving the or-
ganization. There are a few job opportunities 
and there are no alternatives. Individuals with 
high continuance commitment see staying at 
the organization as an obligation for avoiding 
financial and other losses. Normative com-
mitment is shown as an obligation to feel mo-
rally responsible and  corresponds to the fee-
lings of voluntary obligation and loyalty. The-
se feelings are formed via familial or cultural 
tools of socialization. Individuals with high 
normative commitment continue to work at 
the organization because they consider wor-
king at the organization to be their mission 
and they feel that staying at the organization 
or showing commitment to the organization is 

the right behavior. In a study by Wasti, (2000) 
it was found that satisfaction with the general 
structure of the job and organization culture 
were the most important factors effecting af-
fective commitment and that loyalty norms, 
organization culture, family, and recruitment 
affected normative commitment. Among the 
dimensions, affective commitment is the most 
desired dimension to be achieved and it leads 
to the strongest positive job behaviors. The-
se dimensions correspond to three distinctive 
topics, which are effective attachment to the 
organization, recognition of costs associated 
with leaving the organization, and the obliga-
tion to remain with the organization (Baysal & 
Paksoy, 1999).  Continuance of employment 
in an organization involves three distinctive 
components including affective commitment, 
which corresponds to the feeling of desire, 
continuance commitment, which corresponds 
to needs, and normative commitment, which 
corresponds to  obligation (Meyer & Allen, 
1991). Dimensions of organizational com-
mitment have several common characteristics 
including representing the psychological sta-
te of an individual, showing the relationships 
between an individual and an organization, 
being related to the decision of continuing or-
ganization membership, and being effective 
in reducing employee overturn (Gumustekin 
et al., 2010; Uyguc ve Cimrin, 2004). Among 
employees, the most sought out characteris-
tic is high affective commitment, followed 
by normative commitment and continuance 
commitment (Gumustekin et al., 2010). In the 
study, all three dimensions of organizational 
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commitment in health personnel were evalu-
ated.

2. OBJECTIVE 

Organizational commitment is the psycholo-
gical commitment of an individual to an or-
ganization and is essential for organizational 
success. This study aimed to determine the 
level of organizational commitment in health 
employees and to evaluate the effects of soci-
odemographic characteristics on organizatio-
nal commitment. 

3. METHODS 

This cross-sectional and descriptive study was 
conducted at the Tekirdag State Hospital in 
Turkey in November 2013. The hospital whe-
re the study was conducted has a historical 
background. The Tekirdag Country Hospital 
was built on the Etyemez District Cemetery 
with the initiative of Governor Zekeriya Zihni 
and local military recruiting office comman-
der Salim Pasha. The Turkish soldiers who 
were injured during the battles that took pla-
ce in Canakkale and the Gallipoli Peninsula 
were being treated in the portable tents set up 
at the Country Hospital. The Country Hospital 
served with 50 beds until 1950 and reached a 
bed capacity of 250 in 2002, and 400 in 2006 
by merging with the 82. Year State Hospital. 
Today, the hospital provides services under 
the name of Tekirdag State Hospital (http://
www.tdh.gov.tr/tarihce.html, 2013). Data 
was collected using the survey method. The 
questionnaire consisted of two parts, which 
include the “organizational commitment sca-
le” developed by Meyer and Allen in order to 

measure affective, continuance, and normati-
ve commitment (Meyer & Allen, 1991) and 
the part that identified sociodemographic cha-
racteristics. The organizational commitment 
scale is scored according to 5 Likert-type 
response categories. In the evaluation of the 
items in the organizational commitment scale, 
“1” corresponded to the least perceived level 
of agreement (I do not agree at all) and “5” 
corresponded to the highest perceived level 
of agreement (I completely agree). Criteria 
shown in Table 1 were taken as a basis for 
evaluating scale items and dimension scores. 

A study sample of 660 employees was selec-
ted with the random sampling method and 
272 questionnaires with no missing data were 
evaluated. The SPSS for Windows 17.0 soft-
ware was used in order to analyze data. 

In data evaluation, nonparametric methods 
are used if the number of cases in a group is 
not sufficient or if data does not meet para-
metric test assumptions despite a sufficient 
number of cases (Demirgil, 2010;  Sumbulog-
lu & Sumbuloglu, 2007). In case of using the 
ANOVA test, multiple comparison methods 
(post hoc tests) differ according to the results 
of the homogeneity test (Levene test) (Buyu-
kozturk, 2010). In data analysis, the indepen-
dent samples t-test, one way analysis of vari-
ance, the Mann Whitney U Test (MW), and 
the Kruskal Wallis H Test (KW), which were 
appropriate for the data, were conducted. The 
MW test was used when it was necessary to 
perform nonparametric tests. The Scheffe and 
Dunnett’s C multiple comparison tests were 
used for determining differences after con-
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ducting one way analysis of variance. The 
relationship between variables was tested via 
spearman correlation analysis. Correlations 
between dimensions were evaluated as r=0.00 
– 0.25  very weak, r=0.26 – 0.49 weak, r=0.50 
– 0.69 moderate, 0.70 – 0.89 high, and r=0.90 
– 1.00 very high (Sungur, 2010). Results 
were evaluated within 95% confidence inter-
val and according to the significance level of 

5%. Study findings cannot be generalized and 
they are limited to the study hospital.

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Sociodemographic Characteristics 

Among the personnel, 66.9% were female, 
87.1% were married, 61% were nurses, 8.5% 
were doctors, and 27.9% were other employe-
es. It was determined that 83.1% of the partici-
pants had associate degrees or higher (Table 3).
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Table 3. Sociodemographic Characteristics of The Employees

Variables Groups N=272 %
Title Physician 23 0.8

Nurse-Midwife 166 61.0
Administrative officer 7 2.6
Other (Secretary, technician)  76 27.9

Gender Male 60 22.1
Female 212 77.9

Age 21-30 52 19.1
31-40 148 54.4
41-50 72 26.5

Marital status Married 237 87.1
Single 35 12.9

Education High school or equivalent 31 11.4
Associate degree 119 43.8
Bachelor’s degree 107 39.3
Master’s degree 15 5.5

Job experience (year) 1-5 45 16.5
6-10 136 50.0
11-15 31 11.4
16-20 28 10.3
21 and above 32 11.8

Organizational seniority(year) 1-5 119 43.8
6-10 138 50.7
11-15 15 5.5

Type of employment Constant day shift 55 20.2
Rotating shifts 45 16.5
Constantnight shift 42 15.4
Day shift and occasional night shifts 39 14.3
Day shift and often shift 91 33.5

Unit Surgery room 36 13.2
Surgecal clinics 28 10.3
Internal clinics 39 14.3
Intensive care 29 10.7
Polyclinic 23 8.5
Laboratory 35 12.9
X-Ray 22 8.1
Emergency service 34 12.5
Administrative units 10 3.7
Other 16 5.88
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4.2. Scale Reliability and Employee’ Levels 
of Organizational Commitment 

The Cronbach’s alpha (α) reliability coeffi-
cient was used for evaluating the scale’s re-
liability. The alpha coefficient is a measure 
of the internal consistency between the scale 
items. A scale is accepted to have no relia-
bility if α=0.00-0.39, to have low reliability 
if α=0.40-0.59, to have notable reliability if 
α=0.60-0.79, and to have high reliability if 
α=0.80 - 1.00 (Alpar, 2011). Reliability co-
efficients of the organizational commitment 
scale and its dimensions were calculated and 
the normative commitment dimension was 
found to be notably reliable (α=0.796), af-
fective commitment (α=0.930), continuance 
commitment (α=0.830), and general organi-
zational commitment (α=0.921) was found to 
be highly reliable. 

When we examined the organizational 
commitment of the personnel, we found 
that they had high affective commitment 
(3.541±0.978), moderate continuance com-
mitment (3.309±0.713), and high normative 
commitment (3.432±0.672). It can be said 
that the organizational commitment level of 
health personnel is at a desired level.

4.3. The Effect of Sociodemographic Cha-
racteristics on Organizational Commit-
ment

Dimensions of organizational commitment 
showed significant differences according to 
personnel’s titles, gender, age, education, job 
experience, hospital experience, type of emp-
loyment, and unit of employment (p<0.05). 

However, dimensions of organizational com-
mitment did not show significant differences 
according to marital status (p>0.05). These 
findings are shown in Table 4.

Affective commitment of doctors was found 
to be higher than that of nurses-midwives and 
other personnel (secretaries, technicians). Af-
fective commitment of nurses-midwives was 
determined to be higher than that of other per-
sonnel. Continuance commitment of doctors, 
nurses-midwives, and other personnel were 
found to be higher than that of administrati-
ve officers. Affective and normative commit-
ment of males was found to be higher than 
females; whereas their continuance commit-
ment was lower than females. Affective com-
mitment of personnel aged between 31-40 
and 41-50 years was higher than those aged 
between 21-30 years; while affective commit-
ment of personnel aged between 41-50 years 
was higher than those aged between 31-40 
years. Continuance commitment of person-
nel aged between 31-40 and 41-50 years was 
higher than those aged between 21-30 years, 
whereas continuance commitment of person-
nel aged between 41-50 years was higher than 
those aged between 31-40 years. Normative 
commitment of personnel aged between 41-
50 years was higher than those aged between 
21-30 and 31-40 years. Personnel aged betwe-
en 41-50 years had the highest affective, con-
tinuance, and normative commitment levels. 
Affective commitment in personnel who had 
associate and Bachelor’s degrees and in atten-
ding doctors were found to be higher than that 
of high school or equivalent graduates. Affec-
tive commitment of attending doctors was de-
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termined to be higher than personnel who had 
associate and Bachelor’s degrees. Affective 
commitment increases as the level of educa-
tion increases. Continuance commitment of 
attending doctors was found to be higher than 
personnel who had a Bachelor’s degree and 
who graduated from high school or equiva-
lent. Continuance commitment of personnel 
who had an associate degree was higher than 
those who had a Bachelor’s degree. Normati-
ve commitment of attending doctors was hig-
her than personnel who had an associate and 
Bachelor’s degree and who graduated from 
high school or equivalent.

Affective commitment of personnel whose job 
experience was 6-10, 11-15, and 16-20 years 
was found to be higher than those whose job 
experience was 1-5 years. Affective commit-
ment of personnel whose job experience was 
11-15 and 16-20 years was found to be hig-
her than those whose job experience was 6-10 
years. Continuance commitment of personnel 
whose job experience was 6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 
and 21 or more years was determined to be 
higher than those whose job experience was 
1-5 years. Normative commitment of person-
nel whose job experience was 16-20 and 21 or 
more years was found to be higher than tho-
se whose job experience was 1-5 years. Nor-
mative commitment of personnel whose job 
experience was 16-20 and 21 or more years 
was found to be higher than those whose job 
experience was 6-10 years. Normative com-
mitment of personnel whose job experience 
was 21 or more years was found to be higher 
than those whose job experience was 11-15 
years. Personnel whose job experience was 

less than 5 years had the lowest level of or-
ganizational commitment compared to others. 
Affective, continuance, and normative com-
mitment of personnel with a hospital seniority 
of 11-15 years were higher than those with a 
hospital seniority of 1-5 and 6-10 years. Nor-
mative commitment of personnel with a hos-
pital seniority of 1-5 years was found to be 
higher than those who worked at the hospital 
for 6-10 years.

Affective commitment of personnel who 
worked constant day shifts was higher than 
those who worked in alternating shifts and 
was lower than those who worked day shifts 
and occasional night shifts. Affective com-
mitment of personnel who worked constant 
night shifts, day shifts, and occasional night 
shifts was higher than those who worked in 
alternating shifts. Affective commitment of 
personnel who worked day shifts and occa-
sional night shifts was higher than those who 
worked constant night shifts. Affective com-
mitment of personnel who worked day shifts 
and occasional night shifts was higher than 
those who worked both day shifts and frequ-
ent night shifts. Continuance commitment of 
personnel who worked night shifts, day shifts, 
and occasional night shifts was found to be 
higher than those who worked constant day 
shifts. Continuance commitment of personnel 
who worked night shifts was higher than tho-
se who worked alternating shifts, day shifts 
and occasional night shifts, and day shifts and 
frequent night shifts. Normative commitment 
of personnel who worked constant day shifts 
was higher than those who worked alterna-
ting shifts and constant night shifts. Norma-
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tive commitment of personnel who worked 
day shifts and occasional night shifts and day 
shifts and frequent night shifts was higher than 
those who worked alternating shifts. Norma-
tive commitment of personnel who worked 
day shifts and frequent night shifts was higher 
than those who worked night shifts.

Affective commitment of personnel working 
at the polyclinic was found to be higher than 
those working at the surgery room, surgery 
clinic, internal diseases clinic, intensive care, 
laboratory, emergency service, administra-
tion, and other units. Affective commitment 
of personnel working at the surgery room, 
surgery clinic and radiology unit was higher 
than those working at the emergency service. 
Continuance commitment of personnel wor-
king at intensive care was found to be higher 
than those working at the surgery room, sur-
gery clinic, internal diseases clinic, radiology, 

administration, and other units. Continuance 
commitment of personnel working at the sur-
gery room was higher than those working at 
the laboratory and administration. Continuan-
ce commitment of personnel working at the 
surgery clinic, internal diseases clinic, poly-
clinic, laboratory, emergency service, and 
other units was higher than those working at 
the administration unit. Normative commit-
ment of personnel working at the polyclinic 
was higher than those working at the surgery 
room, surgery clinic, intensive care, labora-
tory, emergency service, and administration. 
Normative commitment of personnel working 
at the internal diseases clinic was higher than 
those working at intensive care and administ-
ration. Normative commitment of personnel 
working at intensive care, laboratory, and the 
radiology unit was found to be higher than 
those working at the administration unit.

Table 4: The Effect of Sociodemographic Characteristics on  
Organizational Commitment

Sociodemographic characteristics Emotional 
commitment

Continuity 
commitment

Normative 
commitment

Title
Physician
Nurse-Midwife
Administrative officer
Other (Secretary, technician)  
F
p

4.141±0.790
3.590±0.757
3.643±0.523
3.242±1.335
5.710
0.001*

3.348±0.673
3.455±0.554
2.286±0.787
3.073±0.882
11.014
0.000*

3.88±0.773
3.365±0.593
2.714±1.022
3.508±0.686
7.455
0.000*

Gender
Male
Female
MW 
p

3.675±1.234
3.503±0.892
4 986.000
0.010*

2.862±0.957
3.436±0.569
4 460.000
0.000*

3.648±0.940
3.371±0.562
4 901.500
0.006*

Age
21-30 
31-40
41-50
KW 
p

3.204±0.975
3.570±0.835
3.724±1.185
15.844
0.000*

2.937±0.873
3.356±0.573
3.482±0.760
24.056
0.000*

3.291±0.513
3.243±0.655
3.922±0.559
49.838
0.000*
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Marital status
Married
Single
MW
P

3.548±0.993
3.496±0.881
4 039.500
0.803

3.322±0.690
3.225±0.862
3 862.500
0.506

3.442±0.698
3.364±0.460
3 898.000
0.564

Education
High school or equivalent
Associate degree
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree
KW
p

2.339±1.332
3.622±0.803
3.683±0.808
4.367±0.439
38.138
0.000*

3.065±0.872
3.466±0.651
3.156±0.724
3.667±0.139
31.626
0.000*

3.516±0.536
3.333±0.652
3.408±0.686
4.217±0.452
22.654
0.000*

Job experience (year)
1-5
6-10  
11-15  
16-20  
21 and more
KW
p

3.075±0.991
3.571±0.795
3.879±0.826
3.915±0.946
3.414±1.481
20.359
0.000*

2.781±0.919
3.392±0.560
3.475±0.368
3.520±0.342
3.357±1.072
29.294
0.000*

3.247±0.444
3.335±0.653
3.415±0.655
3.737±0.833
3.856±0.652
20.114
0.000*

Organizational seniority(year)
1-5  
6-10  
11-15  
KW
p

3.568±0.884
3.400±1.032
4.625±0.183
34.261
0.000*

3.245±0.793
3.301±0.638
3.895±0.402
14.394
0.001*

3.457±0.589
3.292±0.664
4.525±0.118
43.659
0.000*

Type of employment
Constant day shift
Rotating shifts
Constant night shift
Day shift and occasional night shifts
Day shift and often shift
KW
p

3.573±0.939
3.061±0.963
3.691±0.088
4.333±0.410
3.350±1.178
53.391
0.000*

3.133±0.686
3.175±1.096
3.650±0.127
3.465±0.480
3.259±0.680
27.102
0.000*

3.552±0.750
3.247±0.697
3.173±0.297
3.670±0.864
3.468±0.586
17.359
0.002*

Unit
Surgery room
Surgecal clinics
Internal clinics
Intensive care
Polyclinic
Laboratory
X-Ray
Emergency service
Administrative units
Other
KW
p

3.681±0.768
3.661±0.899
3.654±0.656
3.552±0.703
4.141±0.790
3.321±1.123
3.716±1.072
3.169±1.032
3.600±0.709
2.852±1.664
27.203
0.001*

3.433±0.158
3.388±0.470
3.480±0.617
3.562±0.605
3.348±0.673
3.294±0.766
3.078±0.879
3.324±0.893
2.343±0.789
2.893±0.867
25.414
0.003*

3.368±0.580
3.295±0.654
3.606±0.527
3.263±0.509
3.880±0.773
3.439±0.506
3.557±0.762
3.257±0.630
2.788±1.083
3.641±0.811
21.720
0.010*
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4.4. The Relationship Between The Dimen-
sions of Organizational Commitment 

There was a statistically significant relations-
hip between continuance commitment and af-
fective commitment (r=0.393; p=0.000<0.05). 
According to this, affective commitment inc-
reases as continuance commitment increases. 
There were significant relationships between 
normative commitment and affective com-
mitment (r=0.653; p=0.000<0.05) and bet-
ween normative commitment and continu-
ance commitment (r=0.443; p=0.000<0.05). 
According to this, affective commitment and 
continuance commitment increase as norma-
tive commitment increases.

5. DISCUSSION

In the study, the majority of personnel was 
nurses-midwives, middle aged, experien-
ced, and senior and had high educational le-
vels. When we examined the organizational 
commitment of employees, we found that 
emotional commitment was high on avera-
ge, continuity commitment was moderate, 
and normative commitment was high. In one 
study, which was conducted at a training and 
research hospital, it was found that the per-
sonnel had moderate levels of organizational 
commitment in means of the three dimensi-
ons (Yanik et al., 2012. Tetik  (2012) deter-
mined that the level of affective commitment 
was low and continuance and normative com-
mitment levels were moderate among the 
employees; while Cihangiroglu (2010) found 
that military doctors’ level of organizational 
commitment was low. Akbolat et al. (2010)  
reported that medical secretaries had high le-

vels of normative and affective commitment 
and low levels of continuance commitment. 
Kaarna (2007) determined that doctors, nur-
ses, management and support personnel, and 
laboratory employees had very low levels of 
organizational commitment. In another study, 
it was reported that nurses had lower levels 
of organizational commitment compared to 
doctors (Sevinc & Sahin, 2012).  Al-Aameri 
(2000) found that nurses had a very high mean 
organizational commitment score. In another 
study, it was determined that nurses’ level of 
organizational commitment was above avera-
ge (Karahan, 2008). Generally, moderate and 
low levels of organizational commitment are 
not preferred.

It was determined that socio-demographic 
characteristics affected the level of organi-
zational commitment in health employees 
this research. Dimensions of organizational 
commitment showed significant differences 
according to employee’s titles, gender, age, 
education, job experience, hospital experien-
ce, type of working, and the units they work 
at. However, there were no significant diffe-
rences in dimensions of organizational com-
mitment according to employees’ marital sta-
tus. Demir et al. (2009) found that personnel’s 
level of organizational commitment did not 
show differences according to marital sta-
tus. Similar to our study findings, Pala et al. 
(2008) determined that gender, education, tit-
le, job and organization experience affected 
organizational commitment. In the study, the 
highest affective and normative commitment 
scores were obtained by doctors and the hig-
hest continuance commitment scores were 
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obtained by nurses-midwives. In addition, it 
was observed that the level of affective com-
mitment increased as the level of education 
increased. Colakoglu et al. (2009) indicate 
that employees’ perceptions regarding the  or-
ganizational commitment dimensions showed 
significant differences according to educatio-
nal level, department, and experience. 

Male employees had higher levels of emoti-
onal and normative commitment and lower 
levels of continuity commitment than females 
in the research.  Cihangiroglu (2010)  found 
that female doctors obtained more positive 
results regarding all dimensions of organiza-
tional commitment compared to their male 
counterparts. Ozkaya et al. (2006)  determi-
ned that continuance commitment showed 
differences according to gender. Gunes  et 
al. (2009) reported that women have higher 
levels of emotional commitment and lower 
levels of general organizational commitment 
than men. In other studies, it was reported 
that the dimensions of organizational com-
mitment did not show differences according 
to gender (Yanik et al., 2013; Durna & Eren, 
2005). In the study, a significant relationship 
between organizational commitment and age 
was found and personnel in the 41-50 age 
group had the highest level of organizational 
commitment. In some studies, significant re-
lationships between the dimensions of orga-
nizational commitment and personnel’s age 
were also found (Cohen, 1993; Durna & Eren, 
2005; Al-Aameri, 2000; Ozkaya et al., 2006). 
Similarly, Ozkaya et al. (2006) determined 
that the level of continuance commitment in 
personnel aged between 41-50 years was sig-

nificantly higher compared to personnel in ot-
her age groups. Karahan (2008) reported that 
there was no significant difference in nurses’ 
organizational commitment according to their 
age groups. In addition, the author also found 
that employees whose job experience was less 
than 5 years had the lowest level of organiza-
tional commitment compared to others. Al-
Aameri (2000) found a significant relations-
hip between experience and organizational 
commitment. In the study, it was determined 
that the level of organizational commitment in 
employees whose hospital seniority was 11-
15 years was higher than those who were less 
senior. Durna & Eren (2005)  found a partial 
relationship between affective commitment 
and seniority, but failed to demonstrate a re-
lationship between seniority and continuance 
commitment. Cohen (1993)  asserted that the 
benefits obtained from the organization wo-
uld increase as the duration of employment 
increases and that these benefits would affect 
organizational commitment. Hoff (2000) in-
dicated that the level of organizational com-
mitment in doctors increased in relation to the 
duration of employment at the organization 
and in turn, the doctors were more successful 
and participated more in senior management. 
It was found that the level of organizational 
commitment in doctors changed from organi-
zation to organization (Cetin et al., 2014). In 
another study, it was determined that doctors’ 
level of organizational commitment did not 
change according to the organization where 
they work and their duration of employment 
(Cetin et al., 2012; Cetin et al., 2014). 
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In the study, employees who worked day shifts 
and occasion night shifts had the highest level 
of affective commitment; whereas employees 
who worked constant night shifts had the hig-
hest levels of continuance ad normative com-
mitment. In addition, employees’ level of or-
ganizational commitment changed according 
to the unit they work at. In the study, it was 
determined that there was a significant relati-
onship between continuance commitment and 
affective commitment, between normative 
commitment and affective commitment, and 
between normative commitment and conti-
nuance commitment. Affective commitment 
increased as continuance commitment incre-
ased. Affective commitment and continuance 
commitment increased as normative com-
mitment increased. Gumustekin et al. (2010) 
also found a positive relationship between the 
dimensions of organizational commitment. In 
another study, a strong relationship between 
organizational commitment and normati-
ve commitment was found (Durna & Eren, 
2005). 

Organizational commitment is closely related 
to the personnel’s job satisfaction. Uyguc and 
Cimrin (2004) indicated that job satisfaction 
was the only determinant of organizational 
commitment, that there was a positive corre-
lation between job satisfaction and affective 
commitment, and that it had a positive effect. 
Al-Aameri (2000) also found a significant 
relationship between organizational commit-
ment and job satisfaction. In a study by Tas 
(2011), it was reported that information sha-
ring and job satisfacton affected emotional 
commitment  and that managers should take 

this fact into consideration. Shore and Martin 
(1989) found that organizational commitment 
is associated with job outcomes. When emp-
loyees’ level of organizational commitment 
decrease, leave of employment, arriving at 
work late, intentional slowdown, errors, tensi-
on, failure, ineffectiveness, etc. increase (Ya-
nik et al., 2012). In this context, creating or-
ganizational commitment and the sense of lo-
yalty  is a duty that rests upon the manager of 
the organization (Arslan et al., 2011). Briefly, 
organizational commitment is of paramount 
importance in means of achieving personnel 
satisfaction and organizational success. 

6. CONCLUSION

In studies that investigate organizational 
commitment, it was reported that sociode-
mographic characteristics affect organizatio-
nal commitment. However, in our study, both 
similar and different results were found. It can 
be said that organizational commitment chan-
ged from organization to organization and 
changed according to the duration of emp-
loyment at the organization and sociodemog-
raphic characteristics. Therefore, employees’ 
expectations should be determined and evalu-
ated in accordance to study findings and these 
expectations should be rapidly met. In order 
to provide effective and high quality services 
in health organizations and to promote pati-
ent and employee satisfaction, studies aimed 
at maintaining and increasing organizational 
commitment and affective commitment in 
particular. It should be provided that emp-
loyees feel their mission and themselves are 
important for the organization, believe mana-
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gement support is given, feel secure, continue 
to work in the organization willingly; while 
team work should be adopted, the lack of com-
munication within the organization should be 
reduced, fair and appropriate wages should 
be paid, and open information sharing should 
be provided. It is assumed that this study will 
guide similar research and will support health 
managers’ decisions regarding organizational 
commitment.
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SAĞLIK ÇALIŞANLARI  
ÖRGÜTSEL BAĞLILIKLARININ DEĞERLENDİRİLMESİ

Özet: Örgütsel bağlılık bireyin örgüte duyduğu psikolojik bağlılık olup, bireysel ve örgütsel başarı 
için esastır. Çalışanların örgütsel bağlılığını örgütsel bağlılığın üç boyutu olan duygusal, devam-
lılık ve normatif bağlılık düzeylerine göre değerlendirmek anlamlı olmaktadır. Araştırma, sağlık 
çalışanlarının üç boyut ekseninde örgütsel bağlılık düzeylerini belirlemek ve örgütsel bağlılık üze-
rine sosyo-demografik özelliklerin etkilerini değerlendirmek amacıyla yapıldı. Yöntem: Araştırma, 
Türkiye’de Tekirdağ Devlet Hastanesi’nde 2013 yılı Ocak ayında yapılmış olup, tanımlayıcı ve 
çıkarımsal niteliktedir. Veriler anket yöntemi ile toplandı ve ankette beşli Likert ölçeği kullanıldı. 
Anket, birinci bölümde Meyer ve Allen tarafından geliştirilen   duygusal, devamlılık ve normatif 
bağlılığı ölçmek için “örgütsel bağlılık ölçeği” ve ikinci bölümde çalışanların sosyo-demografik 
özellikleri olmak üzere iki bölümden oluştu. Araştırma için ilgili hastane yöneticisinden izin alın-
dı. Çalışanlara araştırma hakkında bilgi verilerek gönüllü olarak araştırmaya katılmaları sağlandı. 
Tesadüfi örnekleme yöntemiyle, 660 çalışandan oluşan  araştırma evreninden örneklem  seçildi ve 
eksiksiz yanıtlanan 272 anket değerlendirmeye alındı. Verilerin analizinde SPSS for Windows 17.0 
paket  programı kapsamında bağımsız örneklerde T testi, Tek yönlü Varyans Analizi, Mann Whitney 
U Testi ve Kruskal Wallis H Testi uygulandı. Farklılıkların tespitinde Scheffe ve Dunnett’s C çoklu 
karşılaştırma testlerinden yararlanıldı. Değişkenler arasındaki ilişki korelasyon analizi ile test edildi. 
Bulgular %95 güven aralığında, %5 anlamlılık düzeyinde değerlendirildi. Bulgular: Araştırmada 
çalışanların çoğunluğunun ebe-hemşire, orta yaş aralığında, eğitim düzeyinin yüksek, deneyimli ve 
kıdemli olduğu görüldü. Çalışanların örgütsel bağlılıkları incelendiğinde; ortalama olarak duygusal 
bağlılığı (3.541±0.978) yüksek, devamlılık bağlılığı (3.309 ± 0.713) orta, normatif bağlılığı (3.432 
± 0.672) yüksek düzeyde bulundu. Örgütsel bağlılık boyutları ile çalışanların unvanı, cinsiyeti, yaşı, 
eğitimi, mesleki deneyimi, hastane deneyimi, çalışma şekli ve çalıştıkları birim arasında istatistiksel 
açıdan anlamlı  farklılık bulundu (p<0.05). Doktorların ve ebe-hemşirelerin devamlılık ve normatif 
bağlılığı idari memurlardan yüksek belirlendi. Erkek çalışanların  duygusal ve normatif bağlılık 
düzeyleri kadın  çalışanlardan yüksek; devamlılık bağlılıkları ise düşük bulundu. Yaşa göre, 31-40 
yaş ve 41-50 yaş çalışanların duygusal ve devamlılık bağlılığı, 21-30 yaştakilerden; 41-50 yaş çalı-
şanların normatif bağlılığı, 21-30 ve 31-40 yaştakilerden yüksek belirlendi. Duygusal, devamlılık ve 
normatif  bağlılığı en yüksek grup 41-50 yaş çalışanlardı. Önlisans, lisans, tıpta uzmanlık veya dok-
tora mezunu çalışanların duygusal bağlılığı, lise ve dengi okul mezunu çalışanlardan yüksek bulun-
du. Tıpta uzmanlık veya doktora mezunu  çalışanların devamlılık ve normatif  bağlılığı, lisans, lise 
ve dengi okul mezunu çalışanlardan yüksek; önlisans mezunu  çalışanların devam bağlılığı,  lisans 
mezunu çalışanlardan yüksek belirlendi. Çalışanların eğitim düzeyinin örgütsel bağlılık açısından 
önemli olduğu görüldü. Mesleki deneyimi 6-10, 11-15 ve 16-20 yıl  olan çalışanların duygusal bağ-
lılığı ve mesleki deneyimi 6-10, 11-15, 16-20 yıl ve  21 ve üstü olan çalışanların devamlılık bağlılığı, 
mesleki deneyimi 1-5 yıl olan çalışanlardan yüksek bulundu. Mesleki deneyimi 16-20 yıl ile 21 ve 
üstü olan çalışanların normatif bağlılığı, 6-10 yıl olan çalışanlardan; mesleki deneyimi 21 ve üstü 
olan çalışanların normatif bağlılığı, 11-15 yıl olan çalışanlardan yüksek belirlendi. Mesleki deneyi-
mi 5 yıldan az olan çalışanların diğerlerine göre örgütsel bağlılığı en düşüktü. Hastane kıdemi; 11-15 
yıl olan çalışanların duygusal, devamlılık ve normatif bağlılığı, 1-5 ve 6-10 yıl olan çalışanlardan; 
hastane kıdemi 1-5 yıl olan çalışanların normatif bağlılığı, 6-10 yıl çalışanlardan yüksek bulundu. 
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Sürekli gündüz mesai şeklinde  çalışanların duygusal bağlılığı, vardiya usulü dönüşümlü çalışanlar-
dan yüksek, gündüz mesai ve ara sıra nöbet şeklinde çalışanlardan düşük tespit edildi. Sürekli gece 
vardiyası yada gece nöbeti, gündüz mesai ve ara sıra nöbet  şeklinde  çalışanların devamlılık bağlılı-
ğı, sürekli gündüz mesai şeklinde  çalışanlardan yüksek tespit edildi. Sürekli gündüz mesai şeklinde  
çalışanların normatif bağlılığı, vardiya usulü dönüşümlü, sürekli gece vardiyası yada gece nöbeti  
şeklinde çalışanlardan yüksek belirlendi. Poliklinikte çalışanların duygusal bağlılığı, ameliyathane-
de, cerrahi klinikte, dahili klinikte, yoğun bakımda, laboratuarda, acilde, idarede ve  diğer birimlerde  
çalışanlardan yüksek bulundu. Yoğun bakımda çalışanların devamlılık bağlılığı, ameliyathanede, 
cerrahi klinikte, dahili klinikte, radyolojide, idarede ve  diğer birimlerde  çalışanlardan yüksek tespit 
edildi. Poliklinikte çalışanların normatif bağlılığı, ameliyathanede, cerrahi klinikte, yoğun bakımda, 
laboratuarda, acilde ve idarede çalışanlardan yüksek belirlendi. Dahili klinikte çalışanların normatif 
bağlılığı, yoğun bakımda ve idarede çalışanlardan yüksek tespit edildi. Örgütsel bağlılık boyutları 
ile çalışanların medeni durumu arasında istatistiksel açıdan  anlamlı farklılık bulunmadı (p>0.05). 
Araştırmada devamlılık bağlılığı ile duygusal bağlılık,  normatif bağlılık ile duygusal bağlılık ve 
normatif bağlılık ile devam bağlılığı  arasında istatistiksel olarak anlamlı bir ilişki ve etkileşim oldu-
ğu belirlendi. Devamlılık bağlılığı arttıkça duygusal bağlılık ve normatif bağlılık arttıkça duygusal  
bağlılık ile devamlılık bağlılığı artmaktadır. Sonuç: Sağlık çalışanlarının örgütsel bağlılık düzeyini 
sosyo-demografik özelliklerin etkilediği belirlendi. Çalışanların isteyerek örgütte çalışmayı sürdür-
melerine yönelik önlemler alınmalı ve eğitim programları düzenlenmelidir. Araştırmanın  benzer  
araştırmalara yön vereceği ve örgütsel bağlılık konusunda sağlık yöneticilerinin kararlarına destek 
olacağı tahmin edilmektedir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Örgütsel Bağlılık, Sağlık Çalışanı, Hastane
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND 
KNOWLEDGE SHARING: KIRKLARELİ SAMPLE OF  

MANUFACTURING SECTOR(*)

Seda AKIN GÜRDAL1, İlknur KUMKALE2

1Kırklareli University Pınarhisar Vocational School of Higher Education
2Trakya University Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences

Abstract: Today, knowledge is a very important resource for business organizations. As well as supporting 
business organizations, knowledge has become one of the most important components of all products 
and services. Knowledge needs to go through knowledge management processes in order to provide or-
ganizations benefits. Knowledge sharing, which is one of the knowledge management processes,  brings 
organization in success. In terms of influencing behaviours, culture has a great importance on organiza-
tions as it has on societies. Organizatiınal culture is considered as an important factor which incluences 
the success of knowledge sharing. The aim of this study is to determine the organizational culture which 
is prevailing in organizations and to present the differences between the types of organizational culture 
and knowledge sharing. In the study, firstly  organizational culture and its types, knowledge, knowledge 
culture, knowledge management and knowledge sharing were examined and in the application section, 
378 questionaires were obtained from 12 organizations which are in service in manufacturing sector in 
Kırklareli Central district.  The study is based on   Cameron and Quinn’s “Competitive Values Model”. 
Knowledge sharing was examined as the type of knowledge sharing and the aspects of knowledge sha-
ring. The type of knowledge sharing has been tackled as tacit and explicit knowledge and the aspects of 
knowledge sharing have been tackled as reward, being mutual, self-sufficiency, liking helping the others 
and respectability. In the scope of the data gathered, the hypotheses of the study have been tested and the 
findings have been included.

Key Words: Knowledge, Knowledge Sharing, Organizational Culture

1.Introduction

The importance of knowledge concept for busi-
ness organizations increased more towards the 
end of 20th century as the economical changes 
in societies had influenced business organizations 
to a considerable extent. In agricultural society 

natural resources, in industrial society monetary 
fund, and in information society the source of 
power became knowledge. Knowledge had existed 
in every period of time, however, its meaning 
changed. In industrial society knowledge had 
helped the amount of production to increase 

(*) This article has been prepared by extending the academic paper which was composed from a postgraduate 
thesis called “A Research Concerning theRelationship of Organizational Culture and Knowledge Sharing” 
and presented in “13th National Congress of Business Administration.” 
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and in information society it became a means 
that enabled adaptability to the environment 
(Kurt,2005:253-254). Along with the information 
society, by managing the knowledge, business 
organizations understood that they could create 
change and they could turn this into a competitive 
advantage (Erdil and Kitapçı, 2009:114). 

The reason why the importance of knowledge had 
increased for business organizations is that it was 
taken to be considered as a“strategic resource”. 
Knowledge as a strategic resource creates added 
value to goods and services (Kurt, 2005:250).

Knowledge became the production factor of all 
the goods and services which were produced, 
sold and purchased (Stewart, 1997:13).  As well 
as supporting business organizations, knowledge 
and the relevant concepts became one of the com-
ponents of all products and services (Davenport 
and Prusak,2000:36). Knowledge can provide 
sustainable advantage for business organizations. 
A company which is rich in terms of  knowledge  
and which knows how to manage knowledge will 
have reached a new level of quality, creativity or 
productivity until it is realised (Davenport and 
Prusak, 2000:41). The fact that knowledge had 
become an important resource resulted in the 
fact that it is necessary to be managed. Today 
knowledge sharing, which is one of the knowledge 
management processes, is considered to be an 
important factor for business organizations to gain 
success. The success of knowledge management 
is related to the ability of organization to produce 
new knowledge and to transfer or share its present 
knowledge. The knowledge which remains in 
individuals’ minds, folders, computer harddisks 
and which is not shared have no importance for 

organizations. Even one of the staff asking the 
other about how to do the work points out to 
knowledge sharing  (Akgün, Keskin and Gün-
sel, 2009:190). Knowledge sharing is described 
as the process realised by the staff to share the 
knowledge related to the organization with the 
other staff (Bartol ve Srivastava, 2002: 65). The 
significant point about knowledge sharing is to 
create an available backdrop and culture in the 
organization for knowledge sharing. When an 
evaluation is carried out concerning the infrast-
ructure of knowledge management, the percentage 
of technology is 20%, the percentage of organi-
zational structure is 30% and the percentage of 
organizational culture is 50% (Barutçugil,2000: 
80). As well as being a factor that  enables the 
organization to coexist and to be distinguished 
from the others, in terms of knowledge sharing, 
culture also has the power to influence knowledge 
sharing of the staff positively or negatively.   Even 
if you have the best technology for knowledge 
sharing, as long as the people do not want to 
share, the knowledge wil not be shared. It has 
been pointed out that the most significant factor 
for knowledge sharing is the existence of a culture 
that supports knowledge sharing. It is important 
to lead the staff to a state that they can share their 
experiences and preconceived opinions (Celep and 
Çetin, 2003: 95-96). The concepts which  will de-
termine that the knowledge is shared successfully 
such as values, norms and behaviours are also the 
factors that will determine organizational culture 
(Davenport and Prusak,2000:141). In the cultures 
that are not based on respect and trust and that 
are predominated by fear, employees do not share 
knowledge. They regard knowledge as power and 
they keep the knowledge as an indispensible value 
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for their futures (Yeniçeri and Demirel, 2007: 11). 
Recently the idea that level of competition will 
increase when knowledge sharing is encouraged 
in organization has also enhanced the interest in 
knowledge sharing. 

Although the issues such as organizational culture 
and knowledge sharing are important for organi-
zations, the subject has not been examined a lot 
in the literature. Therefore, it is considered that 
the findings of this study will be referable for 
the future studies.

In the scope of this study, the aim is to determine 
the organizational culture that is prevailing in bu-
siness organizations and to present the differences 
between the types of organizational culture and 
knowledge sharing. The study, which was applied 
in manufacturing sector, was especially applied in 
lots of organizations in order to have the chance 
to evaluate knowledge sharing in various types 
of organizational culture.

2.Organizational Culture 

If we define culture as the lifestyle of a society, 
then organizational culture can be defined as the 
management style of an organization. Organizational 
culture is composed of features and values, beliefs, 
norms and symbols that help the organization to be 
distinguished from the others (Doğan, 2007: 102).  
The culture of every organization is unique. There 
is no organization which does not have an orga-
nizational culture even if they are newly founded. 
Organizations are social structures that produce 
goods and services. In this production process, 
some traditions, beliefs, values, stories and symbols 
come to the forefront while working. And these are 
the elements that represent organizational culture. 

(Erkmen, 2010: 31). Pettigrew who introduced the 
organizational culture concept to literature defined 
it as “the meanings systems which are shared in 
any place, time and group”, Peter and Waterman 
defined it as “the sets of shared values”, Deal 
and Kennedy defined it as “ a manner improver, 
the way everything in the  organization is done”, 
Simircich defined it as “the shared perceptions, 
meanings, beliefs and values of organization 
members” (Şişman, 2007: 81). The concept was 
introduced to American literature by Pettigrew with 
his article “On Studying Organizational Culture” 
that he had written for Admistrative Science Qu-
artley journal  in 1979. Deal and Kennedy’s book 
“Corporate Culture”  was published in1982 and 
Mc Kinsey, Peters and Waterman’s  book “ In 
Search of Excellence” was published in the same 
year. A large literature had been formed in Europe 
since then (Hofstede, 1990: 286), and apart from 
these  together with Pascale and Athos’s book “The 
Art of Japanese Management” during that period 
the concept of organizational culture had become 
more popular (Şişman, 2007: 73). In 1980s there 
was a big financial downfall in Western societies. 
Besides, Japan had started to become a leader in 
international market. During the period the fact 
that American administrative mentality, whose 
supremacy was widely accepted, could not res-
pond to the developments in 1980s caused it to be 
questioned. Academicians, who were in search for 
new solutions, had come to the conclusion that the 
answer to the problem to improve productivity in 
organizations was in organizational culture studies 
(Yağmurlu, 2006: 718).

2.1.Cameron and Quinn “Competing Values 
Framework”
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Cameron and Quinn had developed an organi-
zational culture framework called “Competing 
Values” in which, by gathering the studies of 
some researchers,  they present the relationship 
between culture and organizational activity  (Go-
odman, 2001: 60). Researchers had stated that as 
well as being financially successful, the strategy 
is effective for the payment that was expected 
by the members of the organization and suitable 
personnel management. They explained that to 
find and apply more successful and effective stra-
tegies depended on the desires and the capacity 
of creativity of the staff and it was stated that the 
emergence of these successful strategies depended 
on the capacity of creativity of the staff. In the 
recent studies it has been attempted to measure 
the relationship between organizational culture 
and organizational success and Competing Values 
Framework, which examines the relationship 
between organizational success and organizational 
culture, has been developed (Eren,2010: 147). 
Competing values approach reveals the available 
or desired cultural profile of an organization. In 
this respect, it is a kind of guideline for leaders, 
managers  and mentors who aim at cultural change 
(Hooijberg ve Petrock, 1993: 29). Cameron and 
Quinn defined organizational culture in four types. 
These are: clan, hierarchy, market and adhocracy 
cultures In common values under each type of 
culture, prevailing qualifications are leadership 
style, coalescence, and strategic importance 
(Eren,2010: 148). 

2.1.1.Clan Culture

This culture is a backdrop to improve team work 
and human resources (Cameron ve Quinn, 2006: 
41). Clan culture is a culture in which people 

make a self sacrifice and add something from 
themselves (Erdem, Adıgüzel ve Kaya, 2010: 
79). In this type of culture, values such as the 
working style of organization, team work, family 
awareness, protecting the traditions, impro-
ving human resources are much more superior 
than marketshare and financial earnings  (Eren, 
2010: 14).  In Clan culture the leader is called 
the mentor, facilitator and acts as a parent. The 
strategical point is the human resources. Loyalty 
and traditions interconnect the individuals. While 
the success is being described, it is based on the 
sensitivity and interest towards customers (Murat 
ve Açıkgöz, 2007: 5-7).

2.1.2.Adhocracy Culture

Adhocracy culture is a dynamic culture which 
attaches importance to enterpreneurship. The 
leader in this type of culture is enterprising and 
innovative. The staff are open to enterprise and 
innovations, too. And this strengthens the inter-
personal relationships.  Its strategical focus is to 
increase economically and find new resources 
(Murat and Açıkgöz, 2007: 5). Adhocracy culture 
encourages people to creativity (Cameron and 
Quinn, 2006: 43). In this type of culture organi-
zational status and positions are not  important 
and the structure is flexible to the highest degree 
(Erdem, 2007: 66). It is a culture in which the 
staff do not avoid taking risks and are able to take 
initiative individually. While the success is being 
defined, it is important to become a leader in order 
to have the unique and new goods and services. 

2.1.3.Market Culture

The major concern of the market culture is to finish 
and accomplish work. The leaders in this culture 
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have productive and competitive roles. This type 
of organizational structures generally focuses on 
the factors in the external surroundings (Erdem et 
al., 2010: 79). The concept of “earning” is impor-
tant  to hold the organization together. Success is 
regarded as the market share and penetrating to 
the market. It plans to reach competitive activities 
and measurable targets and aims in the long term. 
In terms of the relationship among individuals, 
the essentiality is to accomplish the duties and the 
aims successfully (Murat and Açıkgöz,2007:7). 
In the market culture, individuals struggle for 
their own interests. The staff’s contribution to the 
shared interest is measured and the staff who are 
contributing and not contributing are evaluated 
accordingly (Erdem, 2007: 66).

2.1.4.Hierarchy Culture

Hierarchy Culture is also called bureaucracy cul-
ture. The connection that holds the staff together 
is the formal rules and policies. The strategical 
focuses of this type of organizations are stability 
and consistency. The leaders praise themselves on 
being a coordinator and manager. The staff consult 
to the procedures on the management of their 
activities. The target is an organizational structure 
which works like clockwork (Murat and Açıkgöz, 
2007:5-7). The individuals are not expected to 
add something from themselves while working. 
According to this type of organizational culture, it 
is assumed that the more experienced, centralized 
and formal an organization is the better (Erdem 
et al., 2010: 80). Religious, military and formal 
organizations, big natural resource enterprises and 
developed fast food businesses can be given as 
an example to this type of organizational culture 
(Şişman, 2007: 145).

3.Knowledge and Knowledge Management

Knowledge and management; these are two concepts 
which are difficult to piece together. Knowledge 
is a personal concept related to knowing and 
comprehending. The concept of management, 
on the other hand, describes the organizational 
processes that require team work for the common 
purposes. Owing to the fact that knowledge is 
a resource which has a critical significance for 
businesses that helps them to outclass the others in 
the market, Knowledge management has become 
so important that it cannot be left up to chance 
(Barutçugil, 2000: 55).

3.1.Knowledge and Types of Knowledge

Knowledge is a concept that is difficult to define. 
According to Alavi and Leidner, knowledge is the 
internalised information  that an individual has 
concerning the events, procedures, concepts, ideas, 
observations and judgments  (Alavi and Leidner, 
2001: 109).  It is observed that the concept of 
knowledge has been classified  in the literature 
according to certain criteria in order to understand 
its meaning better. 

Polanyi had presented knowledge classification 
in his book “The Tacit Dimension” in 1967, and 
in 1994 Nonaka, by depending upon Polanyi’s 
study, procured  acceptance on  explicit and ta-
cit knowledge classification (Alavi ve Leinder, 
2001: 110). Explicit knowledge is the databases 
composed of words, numbers, data and for-
mulas and information that can be transferred 
and disseminated (Beijerse, 2000: 3). Explicit 
knowledge can also be coded and brought out 
with a systematic and formal language (Tiwana, 
2003: 87). Explicit knowledge, whose correctness 
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is acknowledged by everybody, is easilly being 
shared via information technologies. Due to the 
fact that explicit knowledge is comprehensible 
for everybody, it can easilly be spread within the 
organization. Books, brochures, databases, reports 
are examples to this type of knowledge  (Durna 
and Demirel, 2008: 144). Tacit knowledge is a 
type of knowledge which is in people’s minds 
so, which is difficult to transfer and spread, it is 
difficult to describe and it is relativistic (Odabaş, 
2005: 105). Tacit knowledge is related to people’s 
beliefs, values, feelings and experiences (Zaim, 
2005: 75). Individuals can define and express less 
than what they know because they do not need 
it. Tacit knowledge can be stated and recorded 
individually (Durna and Demirel, 2008: 142). This 
type of knowledge is formed as a result of ability 
and human relations (Aktan and Vural, 2005: 7).

3.2.Knowledge Management

Human beings have wanted to use knowledge 
in order to benefit from it since they had existed 
(Bayram, 2010: 67). Beijerse defined knowled-
ge management as “to realise the aims of the 
organization by making the knowledge factor 
productive” (Beijerse, 2000: 165).  O’Dell defi-
ned knowledge management  as an approach of 
obtaining, understanding, and using knowledge 
in order to create a value, Laudon and Laudon 
defined it as a systematic process which takes 
place in order to increase the level of knowledge  
in organization and to manage knowledge (Uzun, 
2007: 20).  Knowledge management, even if not 
in today’s meaning, is a process which has been 
known and practised for centuries. For centuries, 
family business owners have transferred their 
commercial skills to their children, Mentors have 

carefully taught their artisanship to their aprenti-
ce, and workers have exchanged their ideas and 
knowledge about their jobs. It was not until 1990s 
that senior managers have started to mention 
about knowledge management (Yeniçeri and İnce, 
2005: 73). Since 1990s knowledge management 
have been accepted  as a management process. 
In today’s successful organizations, knowledge 
management is defined as the process of creating 
and using of organizations’ own institutional and 
collective knowledge. Knowledge management 
can be applied in all organizations ranging from 
private sectors to government sectors. However it 
cannot be expected that knowledge management 
goes through the same processes in all organi-
zations. Even if the stages such as acquiring 
knowledge (supplying and improving knowledge), 
internalising knowledge (storing and preserving), 
sharing knowledge (transfering and spreading) 
and using knowledge (applying and evaluating) 
are not known by name in organizations they are 
actively existing (Keskin and Kalkan, 2005: 183).

4. The Concept of Knowledge Sharing

Knowledge sharing is an important stage of 
knowledge management. Knowledge is the most 
important means of creating values and its value 
increases as it is shared. This feature caused people 
to adopt “Knowledge sharing is power” approach  
(Gurteen, 1999: 3).Knowledge sharing  is described 
as the process in which the staff members share 
the knowledge related to the organization with 
the other staff members (Bartol and Srivastava, 
2002: 65).  Today, knowledge sharing is regarded 
as an important factor for organizations in order 
to gain success.When the staff members share 
their knowledge with the other members, they 
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can gain the competitive advantage that they 
need. The fact that the organizations have the 
ability of knowledge sharing among the staff 
brings success to the organization (Matzler, 2008: 
301). The contribution of knowledge sharing to 
the  organization’s performance takes place in the 
literature a lot (Szulanski, 2000: 12). In a research 
about knowledge sharing which was carried out by 
Toyota, it was observed that as knowledge sharing 
increased, organizational performance increased,too 
(Demirel, 2007: 103).  In the organization, every 
staff member in every level is expected to be open 
to knowledge sharing.  Drucker defines the priority 
of the organizations which want to be successful 
as “to be able to manage the intellegence and the 
character of every staff member in all levels of 
the organization to be able to create and share 
knowledge. As well as the technological obstacles 
that prevent knowledge to be shared, behavioural 
tendencies of the organization’s staff, control, and  
their reactions to motivation systems are also re-
garded as obstacles (Karadal and Özçınar, 2003: 
499). As well as the technological substructure 
in the organization, human factors are also in the 
foreground concerning the knowledge sharing 
(Yeniçeri and İnce, 2005: 124).  Human factor 
must not be neglected concerning the issue of 
knowledge sharing. Knowledge sharing can be 
realised interpersonally in organizations, it can 
be realised among organizations and customers, 
as well (Yeniçeri and Demirel, 2007: 10). The 
contributory factors to knowledge sharing have 
been discussed as individual factors, organiza-
tional factors and factors related to knowledge 
in lots of the studies. The knowledge sharing 
factors related to knowledge are about whether 
it is tacit or explicit knowledge. Sharing of  tacit 

knowledge and explicit knowledge is different 
from each other and Explicit knowledge sharing 
is easier than tacit knowledge sharing (Ipe, 2003: 
344). Among the factors related to organization, 
especially the culture factor has a great contribu-
tion to knowledge sharing. As the organizational 
culture is important in every process of   know-
ledge management, it is important in knowledge 
sharing, as well. Culture is a factor which holds 
the organization together and helps it to be distin-
guished from the others. Culture has the power to 
influence the staff’s knowledge sharing positively 
or negatively. The individual’s character is also 
important in terms of knowledge sharing. The 
motivation factor, which influences knowledge 
sharing among individuals, is divided into two 
parts as internal and external motivation. Internal 
factors, the belief that the knowledge is power, 
create a entanglement about knowledge sharing. 
The interactions with the receiver and rewards 
are regarded as external factors. The assimilative 
capacity is defined as the ability of using new 
knowledge in the organization by appreciating and 
internalising it (Akgün et al., 2009: 190). Cultural 
factors that block knowledge sharing are named 
as frictions by Davenport and Prusak. Frictions 
are thought to decrease knowledge sharing or 
put it completely away. Lack of trust, different 
cultures, not being able to find time and place 
to negotiate, the fact that the ones who have the 
knowledge hold the whip hand, the receivers’ 
lack of assimilative capacity and grouping are 
considered to be knowledge sharing obstacles. 
Interacting face to face, creating time and place 
for knowledge sharing, rewarding knowledge 
sharing, encouraging, not having a monopoly 
on knowledge and tolerating the mistakes done 
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are the possible solutions that are listed for these 
obstacles. (Davenport and Prusak, 2000).

4.1.Dimensions of Knowledge Sharing

The issues related to knowledge sharing in 
organizations, however, special methods of 
measurement in the literature are limited. The 
knowledge sharing scale which was developed 
by Kankanhalli, Tan and Wei is discussed in five 
dimensions. This scale was used in the applica-
tion part of this study. Therefore it is considered 
necessary to explain these knowledge sharing 
dimensions of this scale. The dimensions of the 
scale are as follows: 

Organizational Reward: When the encoura-
gement is more than the cost of the knowledge 
that is shared, knowledge sharing is thought to 
be rewarded (Hung and Chuang, 2011: 5).  Or-
ganizational rewards such as payment, premium, 
bonus, labor-job protection and promotion in the 
career increase knowledge sharing (Kankanhalli, 
Tan and Wei, 2005: 120).

Respectability: Knowledge enables the staff in the 
workplace to be regarded as precious. It provides 
the staff with respectability and a better image 
(Kankanhalli et al., 2005: 120). Knowledge sharing 
is important to create dignity in the organization  
(Hung and Chuang, 2011: 6).

Being Mutual: When the staff members share 
their knowledge, they tend to expect a response. 
Mutual advantage is important in knowledge 
sharing. According to the previous studies, the 
people who had shared knowledge believed that 
it needed a compensation in return. Being mutual 
has a positive relationship with knowledge sharing 
(Kankanhalli et al., 2005: 121-122).

Self-Efficacy: Especially sharing the useful know-
ledge for the organization is also an opportunity for 
the staff to develop their self-efficacy (Hung and 
Chuang, 2011: 5). It is related to the perceptions 
of the individial for his/her own skills. When the 
people share their useful experiences with the 
organization their self-esteem and self-efficacy 
increase. This belief can enable the person to 
motivate himself or herself (Kankanhalli et al., 
2005: 122).

Liking to Help to the Others: This benefit 
derived from the concept of  altruism. People 
can make a sacrifice willingly without expecting 
something in return. People can be motivated to 
help the others (Kankanhalli et al., 2005: 122). 
People can enjoy and feel satisfied when they 
help the others. 

5. The Relationship between Organizational 
Culture and Knowledge Sharing

Peters and Waterman draw attention to the fact 
that organizational culture is an important factor 
for the organizational success in their book “In 
Search of Excellence” which is one of the works 
written in the field of organizational culture that 
was introduced to the literature in 1980s. Or-
ganizational culture had become a much more 
popular subject especially after being associated 
with organizational assets (Erkmen, 2010: 1). Or-
ganizational culture  helps the organization to be 
distinguished from the other organizations. Every 
state of affairs in the organization is shaped by the 
organizational culture. Organizational culture can 
support the issues concerning the change, and it 
can prevent them, as well. And as well as being 
supportive to the applications of knowledge ma-
nagement, organizational culture sometimes can 
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be interceptive.  In an international study carried 
out on 500 firms, it has been stated by 80% of 
the attending firms that the biggest obstacle to 
knowledge management applications is  “the 
existing organizational culture”. Cultural factors 
play a key role on the success of knowledge ma-
nagement processes (Uzun, 2007: 90).  Delong 
and Fahey has emphasized the importance that 
the organizational culture attaches to knowledge 
and stated how it influences knowledge manage-
ment. Concerning the knowledge, organizational 
culture is effective on behaviours in four ways. 
These are; (Delong and Fahey, 2000: 116-123).

•	Culture shapes the assumptions about which 
knowledge is important.

•	Culture acts as an agent in the relationship 
among the levels of knowledge.

•	Culture creates a connection for social interaction.

•	Culture creates the new knowledge and enables 
people to adapt it.

Culture is also effective on  knowledge sharing 
and the issue of knowledge sharing is a matter 
of organizational culture further to that it is only 
the subject of knowledge management (Dinçmen, 
2010: 209). The things that will determine the 
success of knowledge sharing are factors that will 
determine the organizational culture such as values, 
norms and behaviours (Davenport ve Prusak, 2000: 
141). The staff who work in the fear-dominated 
organizations which do not depend on respect 
and trust do not share knowledge.. They regard 
the knowledge as power and keep knowledge as 
an indispensible value for their futuresd (Yeniçeri 
and Demirel, 2007: 11). Whereas, in Ruppel and 
Harrington’s study in which they examined the 

influence of organizational culture on knowledge 
sharing via intranet, there is a positive relationship 
between clan cultures, in which cooperation is in 
the forefront, and intranet using, it was concluded 
that market cultures, in which rivalry is important, 
do not support knowledge sharing via intranet. 
(Ruppel and Harrington, 2001: 37-52). In Suppiah 
and Sandhu’s study in which they examined the 
influence of organizational culture behaviours on 
the behaviour of tacit knowledge sharing, it is 
stated that the studies related to knowledge sha-
ring and organizational culture are limited. Tacit 
knowledge sharing behaviour has been examined 
in terms of organizational communication, trust, 
mentorship and eagerness to share knowledge. In 
the study that has been carried out in 10 organi-
zations, clan culture has a positive effect on tacit 
knowledge sharing. Market and hierarchy cultu-
res, on the other hand, have a negative effect on 
tacit knowledge sharing. In the study, it has been 
determined that the most suitable organizational 
culture to share tacit knowledge is clan culture 
(Suppiah and Sandhu, 2010: 462-477).

6. The Importance, the Purpose and the Met-
hod of the Research

This study has focused on organizational culture 
and knowledge sharing. The purpose of the study 
is to determine the organizational culture pre-
vailing the business organization and to present 
knowledge sharing differences in various types 
of organizational culture. It is observed that in 
most of the studies on organizational culture, 
Competitive Values Approach is used. However, 
it is aimed to contribute to the subject of orga-
nizational culture and knowledge sharing whose 
inadequacy in the literature attract attention to 
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be useful for the researchers in the future. In the 
study, survey method has been used to gather the 
data. Questionaire form consist of three scales as 
organizational culture, knowledge sharing types and 
knowledge sharing dimensions and demographical 
questions. The scales that has been used in the 
questionaire form are 5 likert-type sclaes. In the 
questionaire form there are 5 questions related to 
demographical information, 16 questions related 
to organizational culture, 7 questions related to 
knowledge sharing types and 21 questions related 
to knowledge sharing dimensions. In the study, 
clan, adhocracy, hierarchy and market cultures 
which was addressed in Cameron and Quinn’s 
(1992) “Competitive Values Approach” organi-
zational culture model have been used (Cameron 
ve Quinn,2006). Competitive Values Approach 
reveals the existing or desired cultural profile of 
an organization (Hooijberg and Petrock, 1993,29). 
In terms of knowledge sharing, the model that Xi 
Zhang had used (2011) in his study themed “Cultural 
Influences On Explicit and Implicit Knowledge 
Sharing Behaviour In Virtual Team”  has been 
predicated as the base. The questions related to 
knowledge sharing dimensions and the questions 
related to explicit and tacit knowledge sharing have 
been adapted from Kankanhalli (Kankanhalli, Tan 
and Wei, 2000;Lee, 2001;Zhang,2011).

A pilot study was carried out to test the reliability 
of the questions after the questionaire form had 

been shaped. After the pilot study, it has been 
confirmed that the questionaire is suitable to apply. 

Manufacturing organizations in Kırklareli Central 
District that has more than  50 workers is the 
population of the research. According to the re-
cords of Social Security Institution in 2012 there 
are 17 manufacturing organizations in Kırklareli 
Central District and the population of the research 
is composed of 3006 employees. According to 
± % 5 error level, When the population size is 
3006, then it is stated that the research sample 
size can be 341 (Altunışık, 2007,127). The sub-
jects of the research are organizations that are 
active in textile, food, machinery, aluminium 
manufacturing and moulding sectors. In the study, 
stratified sampling method has been used. There 
are 17 organizations in Kırklareli Central District, 
however, 12 organizations have accepted to take 
part in the research. 15% of the employees of each 
12 organization attending the research have been 
delivered a questionaire and 378 questionaires 
have been obtained.  

7. The Research Model

The research model is illustrated  in Figure 1 
below and the research has been configured 
according to this.
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Figure 1. The Research Model

8. The Hypotheses of the Research

In the scope of the research, the hypotheses to 
be tested in terms of the types of organizati-
onal culture, explicit knowledge, tacit know-
ledge and knowledge sharing dimensions are 
as follow:

Hypothesis 1: The knowledge sharing types 
differ according to demographical features.

Hypothesis 2: The knowledge sharing di-
mensions differ according to demographical 
features.

Hypothesis 3: The knowledge sharing types 
differ according to organizational culture 
types.

Hypothesis 4: The knowledge sharing di-
mensions differ according to organizational 
culture types.

9. Analyses of the Data

While evaluating the data SPSS 17.0 software 
program was used. Factor analysis have been 
applied to analyse the reliability and the structural 
validity of the scales used in the research. While 
analyzing the data, frequency tables, mean values, 
independent samples t test, analysis of variance 
have been applied.

 The table related to the demographical features 
of the research participants is below.
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Table 1:Demographical Features

Demographical Variable Category Number Percentage
Gender Woman

Man
184
194

48.7
51.3

Age 18-25
26-35
36-45
More than 46 years

86
179
98
15

22.8
47.4
25.9
4.0

Educational Status Primary school
Secondary school
Highschool
Associate degree
Bachelor’s and Master’s degree

42
124
151
34
27

11.1
32.8
39.9
9.0
7.1

Working Time Less than 1 year 
1-5 years
6-10 years
11-15 years
More than 16 years

154
179
31
4
10

40.7
47.4
8.2
1.1
2.6

Job Worker
Officer
Chief- Foreman
Engineer
Assistant Manager
Manager

263
67
31
9
3
5

69.6
17.7
8.2
2.4
0.8
1.3

When the gender distribution of  the research 
participants is examined in Table 1, It is seen that 
48.7% of the participants are women and 51.3% 
are men. When the age distribution of  the research 
participants is examined 22.8% are aged between 
18-25, 47.4% are aged between 26-35,  25.9% 
are aged between 36-45, 4.0% are 46 and above. 
11.1% of the research participants  are primary 
school graduates, 32.8% are secondary school 
graduates, 39.9% are highschool graduates, 9.0% 
have aassociate degree,  7.1%  have bachelor’s 
and master’s degree. When the distribution of  
the research participants is examined in terms of 
work time,  40.7%  have worked for less than 1 
year, 47.4% for 1-5 years, 8.2% for 6-10 years, 
1.1% for 11-15 years and 2.6% have worked for 
16 years and more. When the distribution of  the 
research participants is examined in terms of their 

jobs, 69.6% are workers, 17.7% are officers, 8.2% 
are chief and foremen, 2.4% are engineers, 0.8% 
are assistant managers and 1.3% are managers. 

9.1. Factor and Reliability Analysis

The purpose of factor analysis is to facilitate to 
understand and interpret the relationships among 
many variables that are thought to be related and 
it is an analysing method which is used to poten-
tially lower the number of variables into a basic 
form (Altunışık, 2007, 222). The matters in the 
scales related to knowledge sharing have been 
put through factor analysis.  It has been tried to 
get consistent factors less than the matters in the 
scales. Due to the fact that Cameron and Quinn’s 
organizational culture scale was adapted in lots of 
studies, the factor analysis was not necessary for it. 
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Table 2 :  The Results of Factor and Reliability Analyses of the Scale of  
Knowledge Sharing Types 

KNOWLEDGE 
SHARING TYPE

Question 
Number

Factor 
Weight

Explanatoriness of 
the Factor (%) Reliability

Tacit Knowledge 
Sharing

2

3

1

4

0.876

0.846

0.826

0.695

40.907 0.866

Explicit 
Knowledge 

Sharing

6

7

5

0.877

0.761

0.670

29.420 0.729

  Total                                                                70.327
 Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Scale Validity     0.817

 Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity          Chi-square    1195.379

                                                                         sd     21

                                                                p- value    0.000

The result of factor analysis (Table: 2) for the 
scale of knowledge sharing type KMO coeffici-
ent is 0.817 and Barlett’s Test value is 1195.379 
(p<0.001) and a two-factor structure that interprets 
70.32% of the total variance has been gained. As 
a result of factor analysis,  tacit knowledge sha-
ring factor (40.907%) that interprets the variance 
is a formation of four matters. The matters in 
this factor is related to tacit knowledge sharing. 
Explicit knowledge sharing factor(29.430%) is 
a formation of three matters. This scale, which 
was taken from Lee show different factoring in 

terms of tacit and explicit knowledge sharing. In 
the original scale, whereas the 4th matter comes 
under explicit knowledge sharing, in the study, it 
is factoring under tacit knowledge sharing. In the 
scale of knowledge sharing type, reliabity analysis 
result of tacit knowledge sharing has been found 
as 0.866 and reliability analysis result of explicit 
knowledge sharing has been found as 0.729. The 
result of tacit knowledge sharing is highly reliable 
and the result of explicit knowledge sharing is 
reliable. 
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Table 3 : The Results of Factor and Reliability Analyses of the Scale of  
Knowledge Sharing Dimensions

KNOWLEDGE SHARING 
DIMENSIONS

Question 
Number

Factor 
Weight

Explanatoriness of the 
Factor (%) Reliability

Reward

9
10
8
11

0.862
0.842
0.763
0.706

17.313 0.900

Being Mutual

13
14
15
12

0.832
0.809
0.749
0.672

14.816 0.854

Self-Efficacy

18
17
19
16

0.752
0.727
0.681
0.561

14.308 0.747

Liking to Help the Others

21
22
20
23

0.851
0.776
0.766
0.623

13.829 0.869

Respectability

26
27
25
28
24

0.783
0.773
0.771
0.717
0.698

11.020 0.895

            Total                                                                    71.286
 Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Scale Validity        0.910
 Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity        Chi-square        4960.737
                                                                        sd        210
                                                              p- value        0.000

The factor analysis results related to knowledge 
sharing dimensions are shown in Table 3 Related 
to knowledge sharing dimensions, the reward 
factor interprets 17.313% of the total varian-
ce  and consists of four matters. Being mutual 
factor interprets 14.816% of the total variance 
and consists of four matters. This factor is about 
taking something in return when the staff share 
knowledge. The self-efficacy factor interprets 
14.308% of the total variance  and consists of 
four matters. This matter is related to how the staff 
consider their knowledge efficiency.  The liking 
to help the others factor interprets 13.829% of the 

total variance  and consists of four matters. This 
matter describes the pleasure that the staff have 
when they help each other by sharing knowledge. 
Finally the respectability factor interprets 11.020% 
of the total variance  and consists of five matters.  
Reliability analysis results of Knowledge sharing 
dimensions are respectively; reward dimension is 
0.900, being mutual dimension is 0.854, self–effi-
cacy dimension is 0.747, liking to help the others 
dimension is 0.869 and respectability dimension 
is 0.895. The result is that self-efficacy dimension 
is reliable and the others are highly reliable. 
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9.2. Descriptive Statistics

Table 4: Prevailing Cultures of the Organizations Participating in the Research

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Market Adhocracy Market Market Market Market Market Clan Hierarchy Market Hierarchy Clan

As the average results of  organizations participating 
in the research, the prevailing cultures are: The 
organizations 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 10 are market 
cultures, in the organization 2, adhocracy culture 
is the prevailing culture. In the organizations 9 
and 11, hierarchy culture is the prevailing culture 
and in the organizations 8 and 12, clan culture is 
the prevailing culture. It is observed that in most 
of the organizations participating in the research, 
market culture is prevailing.

In the scope of the study, when the average values 
of explicit and tacit knowledge are examined, 
apart from the organizations 6 and 8, in all of 
the organizations tacit knowledge average value 
is higher than the explicit knowledge average 
value. When knowledge sharing dimensions in 

organizations are examined, the organization 10 
has the highest average value in reward dimension, 
the organization 7 has the highest average value in 
being mutual dimension, the organization 10 has 
the highest average value in self-efficacy dimen-
sion, the organization 7 has the highest average 
value in liking to help the others dimension and 
the organization 6 has the highest average value 
in respectability dimension.  

9.3. Knowledge Sharing Types According to 
Organizational Culture Types and the Averages 
of Knowledge Sharing Dimensions

In which culture the highest and the lowest average 
values of knowledge sharing type and knowledge 
sharing dimensions occur is in the table below.

Table 5: The Averages of Knowledge Sharing Types and Knowledge Sharing Dimensions 
According to Organizational Culture Types

Explicit 
Knowledge 

Tacit 
Knowledge

Reward Being 
Mutual

Self-
efficacy

Liking to 
Help the 
Others

Respectability

Clan 3.16 3.53 2.75 3.71 3.33 3.78 3.26
Adhocracy 2.86 2.93 2.21 2.66 2.86 2.73 2.49
Market 3.54 3.81 3.26 3.28 3.53 4.03 3.60
Hierarchy 3.41 3.57 3.40 3.59 3.65 3.88 3.66

In table 5, the highest averages of explicit and tacit 
knowledge sharing dimensions are in market culture 
and the lowest averages are in adhocracy culture. It 
is also seen that reward dimension has the highest 
average in hierarchy culture and the lowest in adhoc-
racy culture. Being mutual dimension is the highest 

in clan culture and is the lowest in adhocracy culture. 
Self-efficacy dimension is the highest in hierarchy 
culture and is the lowest in adhocracy culture.  Liking 
to help the others is the highest in market culture and 
is the lowest in adhocracy culture. And respectability 
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dimension is the highest in hierarchy culture and is 
the lowest in adhocracy culture.

9.4. Difference Analyses of Knowledge Sharing 
Types According to Demographical Features

Normal distribution is the first hypothesis that 
is necessary to obtain in order to use parametric 
tests such as correlation, regression, t test and 
one-way analysis of variance (Sipahi, 2010: 65). 
An interpretation about normal distribution can be 
done by looking at kolmogorov-smirnov value to 
examine the status of normal distribution. In our 

research, normal distribution, which is the initial 
condition of parametric tests, has been examined 
and and normal distribution condition has been 
fulfilled. It is necessary to pay attention to the fact 
that group variances in t test and one-way variance 
analysis, which are used to test the differences, 
are homogeneous. It is necessary that p value of  
Levene test statistics is higher than 0.05 for the 
homogeneity of the variances. This hypothesis 
has been taken into consideration in the t test and 
one-way variance analyses. 

Table 6 : The Test Results of the Differentness of Knowledge Sharing Types According to 
Demographical Features

Knowledge Sharing 
Types Gender Age Education Work Time Job

Explicit Knowledge 
Sharing  0.037* 0.163 0.202 0.320 0.502

Tacit Knowledge 
Sharing 0.080  0.001* 0.840 0.201   0.043*

According to the results of the  tests that were 
applied, the value averages of explicit knowledge 
sharing of women and men show difference from 
each other (p:0.037). For explicit knowledge sharing, 
in terms of demographical variables,  only in the 

gender variable a difference has been observed. 
As the result of one-way variance analysis which 
was applied for tacit knowledge sharing, significant 
differences are observed between the age groups 
(p:0.001) and the job groups (p:0.043). 

Table 7: Scheffe Test Results of Tacit Knowledge Sharing According to Age

Tacit Knowledge Sharing

Age 18-25 26-35 36-45
26-35 0.022 - 0.024
36-45 - 0.024 -
46 and above 0.025 - 0.019

In table 7, according to the results of scheffe 
test which has been used to test the differences 
between groups, differences have been observed 
between the age groups 18-25 year-olds and 
26-35year-olds(p:0.022),  between 26-35 year-olds 
and 36-45 year-olds (p:0.024),  between 18-25 

year-olds and 46 year-olds and above (p:0.025) 
and between 36-45 year-olds and 46 year-olds and 
above (p:0.019). As the result of one-way variance 
analysis, in tacit knowledge sharing dimension 
significant differences have been observed between 
the groups according to job (p:0.043).
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Table 8: Scheffe Test Results of Tacit Knowledge Sharing According to Job

Tacit Knowledge Sharing
Job Ass i s tant 

Manager
Worker 0.030
Officer 0.025

In table 8, differences are observed between wor-
kers and assistant managers (p;0.030) and between 
officers and assistant managers (p:0.025) according 
to Scheffe test results. In terms of demographi-
cal variables, a difference is observed between 
the variables age and job for tacit knowledge 
sharing. Knowledge sharing types according to 

demographical variables show difference and the 
hypothesis is accepted.

9.5. Difference Analyses of Knowledge Sharing 
Dimensions According to Demographical Features 

The differences of knowledge sharing dimensions 
according to demographical features have been 
analyzed.

Table 9 : The Test Results of the Differentness of Knowledge Sharing  
Dimensions According to Demographical Features

Knowledge Sharing 
Dimensions Gender Age Education Work 

Time Job

Reward 0.502 0.172 0.254   0.002*   0.000*
Being Mutual   0.008* 0.311 0.838 0.145 0.149
Self-Efficacy 0.801 0.347 0.069   0.016* 0.306
Liking to Help the 
Others 0.608 0.309 0.393 0.062   0.010*

Respectability 0.774 0.339 0.130 0.313 0.110

In table 9, in terms of demographical features, 
a difference in work time and job variables is 
observed for reward dimension. As the result of 
one-way variance analysis that has been applied 
for reward dimension , significant differences 
have been observed between the groups in reward 

dimension according to work time state (p:0.002). 
As the result of one-way variance analysis that 
has been applied for reward dimension , signi-
ficant differences have been observed between 
the groups in reward dimension according to job 
state (p:0.000).

Table 10: Scheffe Test Results of Reward Dimension According to Work Time

Reward

Work Time 1-5 years 6-10 years 1 1 - 1 5 
years

16 years and 
more

Less than 1 
year 0.013 - 0.005  -

11-15 years - 0.022 - 0.010

In table 10, as the result of scheffe test, differences 
have been observed between  the staff who have 

worked for less than 1 year and for 11-15 years 
(p:0.005), between for less than 1 year and for 
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1-5 years (p:0.023) between for 6-10 years and for 11-15 years (p:0.022) and between for 11-15 
years and for 16 years and more (p:0.010). 

Table 11: Scheffe Test Results of Reward Dimension According to Job

Reward
Job Officer Assistant Manager Manager
Worker 0.000 0.011 0.023

In table 11,  according to Scheffe test results, 
differences have been observed between workers 
and officers (p:0.000), between workers and as-
sistant managers (p:0.011) and between workers 
and managers(p:0.023). 

For the dimension of  being mutual, only in gen-
der variable, a difference have been observed in 
terms of demographical variables. As the result 

of independent sample t test that was applied 
for the dimension of being mutual, significant 
differences have been observed between women 
employees and men employees.The value avera-
ges of being mutual dimension for women and 
men employees are not equal. When knowledge 
is shared   women’s expectation of something in 
return is higher (p:0.008). 

Table 12: Scheffe Test Results of Self-Efficacy Dimension According to Work Time

Self-efficacy
Work Time 11-15 years
Less than 1 year 0.037

In Table 12,  in terms of demographical features, 
only according to work time, differences between 
the groups are observed for self-efficacy dimension. 
As the results of  one-way variance analysis, in 
self-efficacy dimension, significant differences 

have been observed between the groups according 
to work time  (p:0.016).  A difference has been 
observed between the staff who have worked for 
less than 1 year and who have worked for 11-15 
years (p:0.037).

Table 13: Scheffe Test Results of Liking to Help the Others Dimension According to Job

Liking to Help 
the Others

Job Worker Officer
Assistant Manager 0.003 0.011

As the results of  one-way variance analysis for 
liking to help the others dimension, significant 
differences have been observed between the gro-
ups  (p:0.010). According to scheffe test result in 
table 13, differences have been observed between 
workers and assistant managers (p:0.003) and 
between officers and assistant managers (p:0.011). 
In respectability dimension, A difference has not 
been observed in any variable in terms of demog-
raphical variables. 

Knowledge sharing dimensions according to 
demographical variables show difference and the 
hypothesis is accepted.

9.6. Difference Analyses of Knowledge Sharing 
Types According to Organizational Culture Types

The difference analyses of explicit and tacit know-
ledge sharing according to organizational culture 
types are as follows.
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Table 14: The Test Results of Differences of Knowledge Sharing Types According to  
Organizational Culture Types

Organizational Culture 
Types

Explicit 
Knowledge 

Sharing

Tacit 
Knowledge 

Sharing
Clan

      0.006* 0.017*
Adhocracy
Hierarchy
Market

As the result of one-way variance analysis that 
has been carried out to determine whether exp-
licit knowledge sharing levels change according 
to organizational culture groups or not, it has 
been concluded that organizational culture type 
is an effective factor (F=4.205, p:0.006). As the 

result of one-way variance analysis that has been 
carried out to determine whether tacit knowledge 
sharing levels change according to organizational 
culture groups or not, it has been concluded that 
organizational culture type is also an effective 
factor (F=6.559, p:0.017).

Table 15: Scheffe Test Results of Knowledge Sharing Types According to  
Organizational Culture Types

Explicit 
Knowledge 

Sharing

Organizational 
Culture Adhocracy Clan Market

Market 0.006  - -

Tacit Knowledge 
Sharing

Clan - 0.029
Adhocracy - - 0.002

In table 15, in order to determine which group 
shows difference, scheffe test results, from post 
hoc tests, can be observed. According to this, 
explicit knowledge sharing levels of  organizations 
that have adhocracy and market organizational 
culture type are significantly different from each 
other (p:0.006). According to the results of tacit 
knowledge sharing levels according to organiza-
tional cultur groups, tacit knowledge sharing of 
clan and market cultures(p=0.029and adhocracy 
and market cultures (p=0.002) are significantly 
different from each other. According to the results 
of one-way variancew analysis, organizational 
culture types show difference according to tacit 
knowledge sharing.

Knowledge sharing types according to organi-
zational culture types show difference and the 
hypothesis is accepted.

9.7. Difference Analyses of Knowledge Sha-
ring Dimensions According to Organizational 
Culture Types

The differences have been shown as the result of 
one-way variance analysis that has been carried 
out to determine whether knowledge sharing 
dimensions change according to organizational 
culture groups or not.
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Table 16: The Test Results of Differences of Knowledge Sharing Dimensions According to 
Organizational Culture Types 

Organizational 
Culture Types Reward Being 

Mutual Self-efficacy Liking to Help the 
Others Respectability

Clan

0.003 0.011 0.016 0.026 0.017
Adhocracy
Hierarchy
Market

In table 16, in every dimension, differences have 
been determined  according to the result of one-
way variance analysis that has been carried out to 

determine whether knowledge sharing dimensions 
show difference according to organizational culture 
groups or not.

Table 17: Scheffe Test Results of Knowledge Sharing Dimensions According to Organizatio-
nal Culture Types

Knowledge Sharing 
Dimensions Organizational Culture Clan Adhocracy

Reward
Adhocracy - -
Hierarchy - 0.002
Market 0.007 0.005

Being Mutual
Adhocracy 0.001 -
Hierarchy - 0.002
Market - 0.008

Self-Efficacy

Adhocracy - -
Hierarchy - 0.031

Market - 0.001

Liking to Help the 
Others

Adhocracy 0.004 -
Hierarchy - 0.010

Market - 0.012

Respectability
Adhocracy 0.008 -
Hierarchy - 0.001
Market 0.013 0.009

In table 17, according to the scheffe test results, 
in terms of  reward dimension, hierrachy and 
adhocracy cultures (p:0.002), market and clan 
cultures (p:0.007) and market and adhocracy 
cultures (p:0.005) are different from each other. 
In terms of  being mutual dimension, adhocracy 
and clan cultures (p:0.001), hierarchy and adhoc-

racy cultures (p:0.002) and market and adhocracy 
cultures (p:0.008) are different from each other. In 
terms of  self-efficacy dimension, hierrachy and 
adhocracy cultures (p:0.0031) and market and ad-
hocracy cultures (p:0.001) are different from each 
other. In terms of  helping the others dimension, 
adhocracy and clan cultures (p:0.004), hierarchy 
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and adhocracy cultures (p:0.010) and market and 
adhocracy cultures (p:0.012) are different from 
each other.  In terms of  respectability dimension, 
adhocracy and clan cultures (p:0.008), hierarchy 
and adhocracy cultures (p:0.001) and market and 
clan cultures (p:0.013)  and market and adhocracy 
cultures (p:0.009) are different from each other.

Knowledge sharing dimensions according to 
organizational culture types show difference and 
the hypothesis is accepted.

10. Conclusion

The idea that the competition level will increase 
when knowledge is shared has raised the interest in 
knowledge sharing recently. Therefore, managers 
try to lessen the effects of the factors that block 
knowledge sharing in the organizations. There 
are individual, organizational and technological 
factors that influence the staff’s knowledge sharing. 
However, the most important factor that blocks 
knowledge sharing in the organization is considered 
to be organizational culture. Even if information 
technologies are regarded as the most important 
element for the success of knowledge management 
and knowledge sharing concepts, the existence of 
a suitable organizational culture is much more 
important. Organizational culture which is formed 
with the founder’s influence, with surrounding 
factors and with the influence of the organization 
members shapes the knowledge sharing. Especially 
revealing the knowledge kept in the minds of the 
staff and enabling this knowledge to be shared is 
considered to have a strategic importance. There 
must be a suitable organizational culture in which 
the staff can share their tacit knowledge that they 
gained from their experiences. In the scope of 
the research factor and reliability analyses have 

been applied for the validity and reliability of the 
scale. T test and anova analyses have been used 
to test the hypotheses of the research. Prevailing 
organizational cultures in the organizations have 
been determined at the end of the research. Ac-
cording to this, it is concluded that in most of the 
organizations, market culture is the prevailing  
organizational culture. Market culture is a culture 
of rivalry.  Having tacit knowledge is regarded as a 
means of rivalry. Besides, tacit knowledge sharing 
average in most organizations is higher compared 
to other dimensions. In most of the organizations, 
liking to help the others dimension has a higher 
average value. It is concluded that the staff share 
knowledge due to the fact that they like to help 
the others in every culture type, while they are 
sharing knowledge. The culture in which explicit 
and tacit knowledge sharing is most important is 
the market culture. The most suitable culture for 
rewarding is the hierarchy culture, the culture in 
which being mutual is the most important is the 
clan culture, the culture in which self-efficacy 
is the most important is hierarchy, the culture in 
which liking to help the others is the most im-
portant is market culture and the culture in which 
knowledge sharing is regarded as respectability is 
the market culture. When the findings that have 
been obtained are examined whether the partici-
pants’ demographical features show difference in 
terms of explicit knowledge sharing dimension, 
no difference has been observed according to age, 
education, work time and job. Explicit knowledge 
sharing show difference according to gender. In 
tacit knowledge sharingg dimension, no difference 
has been observed according to demographical 
factors in terms of gender, education, work time. 
Differences have been observed between the 
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groups of 18-25 year-olds  and 26-35 year-olds, 
between 26-35 year-olds and 36-45 year-olds, 
between 18-25 year-olds and 46 year-olds and 
above and between 36-45 year-olds and 46 year-
olds and above.

In tacit knowledge sharing dimension according 
to job, it is concluded that workers and officers 
attach less importance to tacit knowledge sharing 
than assistant managers. The reward dimension 
perspectives of the staff whose work time is bet-
ween 11-15 years and who work as officers show 
difference according to the other staff with different 
titles. From women’s point of view in knowledge 
sharing, mutuality of knowledge sharing has been 
considered more important by women than men. 
In self-efficacy dimension, only the the staff who 
has worked for 11-15 years are different from the 
other groups. In liking to help the others dimen-
sion,  workers and officers’ perspectives show 
difference from senior officials. When the state of 
knowledge types and knowledge sharing in terms 
of organizational cultures are examined, differences 
have been observed. It has been cocluded that in 
explicit and tacit knowledge sharing adhocracy 
and market cultures show difference and in tacit 
knowledge sharing clan and market cultures show 
difference. In most of the knowledge sharing 
dimensions it has been observed that adhocracy 
and hierarchy cultures and adhocracy and market 
cultures show differences from each others. In ac-
cordance with this research, it has been confirmed 
that, as in the literature tacit knowledge sharing is 
important. It is thought that rewarding system will 
be useful to encourage tacit knowledge sharing. 
Consequently a suitable organizational culture 
is important to encourage knowledge sharing in 
organizations. An inappropriate organizational 

culture can have preventive effects on knowledge 
sharing. This research, which has been carried out 
to define the relationship between organizational 
culture and knowledge sharing, can be a guiding 
research for those who think of conducting a 
research on the same subject. Due to the fact 
that the study is limited to manufacturing sector, 
similar studies can be carried out in different 
sectors, as well. Besides, different studies can be 
done with different organizational culture models 
instead of this research’s base model, which is 
the Competing Values model of organizational 
culture. Apart from organizational culture, other 
factors which influence knowledge sharing  can  
also be searched.
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ÖRGÜT KÜLTÜRÜ VE BİLGİ PAYLAŞIMI İLİŞKİSİ:  
KIRKLARELİ İMALAT SEKTÖRÜ ÖRNEĞİ

Özet: Bilgi, günümüzde işletmeler için çok önemli bir kaynaktır. Bilgi işletmeleri ayakta tutmanın yanı 
sıra tüm ürün ve hizmetlerin önemli bir parçası haline gelmiştir. Bilginin işletmeye yarar sağlaması için 
bilgi yönetimi süreçlerinden geçmesi gereklidir. Bilgi yönetimi süreçlerinden bilgi paylaşımı, örgüte başarı 
katmaktadır. Kültür, toplumlarda olduğu gibi örgütlerde de davranışları etkilemesi bakımından büyük öneme 
sahiptir. Örgüt kültürü bilgi paylaşımının başarısını etkileyen önemli bir faktör olarak görülmektedir. Bu 
çalışma ile amaçlanan işletmelerde hakim olan örgüt kültürünü tespit etmek, örgüt kültürü türleri ile bilgi 
paylaşımı arasındaki farklılıkları ortaya koymaktır. Çalışmada öncelikle örgüt kültürü ve türleri, bilgi, 
bilgi türleri, bilgi yönetimi ve bilgi paylaşımı incelenmiş, uygulama bölümünde anket yöntemi ile veriler 
elde edilmiştir. Araştırmanın evrenini Kırklareli Merkez İlçede faaliyet gösteren, 50’den fazla çalışanı 
bulunan imalat işletmeleri oluşturmaktadır. Sosyal Güvenlik Kurumu 2012 yılı kayıtlarına göre Kırkla-
reli Merkez İlçede 17 imalat işletmesi bulunmakta ve araştırmanın evreni 3006 çalışandan oluşmaktadır. 
Araştırmaya konu olan işletmeler tekstil, gıda, makine, alüminyum imalat, döküm sektörlerinde faaliyet 
göstermektedir. Araştırmada tabakalı örnekleme yöntemi kullanılmıştır Kırklareli merkez ilçede bulunan 
17 işletmeden, 12 işletme çalışmaya katılmayı kabul etmiştir. Ulaşılan 12 işletmenin her birinin çalışan 
sayısının %15’ine anket teslim edilmiştir ve 378 anket elde edilmiştir. Anket formu; örgüt kültürü, bilgi 
paylaşımı türü ve bilgi paylaşımı boyutları olmak üzere üç ölçek ve demografik sorulardan oluşmaktadır. 
Anket forumunda kullanılan ölçekler 5’li likert tipi ölçeklerdir. Anket formunda demografik bilgilere 
ilişkin 5 soru, örgüt kültürü türleri ile ilgili 16 soru, bilgi paylaşımı türlerine ilişkin 7 soru, bilgi paylaşımı 
boyutlarına ilişkin 21 soru bulunmaktadır. Bu çalışmada örgüt kültürü Cameron ve Quinn’in, “Rekabetçi 
Değerler Yaklaşımı” modelinde ele alınan klan, adhokrasi, hiyerarşi ve pazar kültürü kullanılmıştır. Bilgi 
paylaşımına yönelik olarak Xi Zhang’ın, “Kültürün Açık ve Örtülü Bilgi Paylaşımı Davranışı Üzerine 
Etkisi” konulu çalışmasında kullandığı model esas alınmıştır. Bilgi paylaşımı boyutlarına ilişkin sorular 
ile açık ve örtülü bilgi paylaşımına yönelik sorular Kankanhalli’den uyarlanmıştır. Bilgi paylaşımı; bilgi 
paylaşımı türü ve bilgi paylaşımı boyutları olarak incelenmiştir. Bilgi paylaşımı türü örtülü ve açık bilgi 
olarak, bilgi paylaşımı boyutları ise ödül, karşılıklı olma, öz yeterlilik, başkalarına yardım etmekten hoş-
lanma ve saygınlık olarak ele alınmıştır. Verilerin değerlendirilmesinde SPSS 17.0 programı kullanılmıştır. 
Araştırmada kullanılan ölçeklere ilişkin güvenilirlik analizi ve ölçeklerin yapısal geçerliliği için faktör analizi 
uygulanmıştır. Öncelikli olarak araştırmaya katılan çalışanların demografik özelliklerine yer verilmiştir. 
Verilerin analizinde frekans tabloları, ortalama değerleri, bağımsız grupların karşılaştırılması için t test, 
ikiden fazla grupların karşılaştırılması için varyans analizi(anova) uygulanmıştır. Araştırmaya katılanların 
cinsiyet dağılımı incelendiğinde %48.7’si kadın, %51.3’ü erkek olduğu görülmektedir. Ankete katılan-
ların yaş dağılımı incelendiğinde % 22.8’i 18-25 yaş, %47.4’ü 26-35 yaş, %25.9’u 36-45 yaş,  % 4.0’ı 
46 yaş ve üzerinde yer almaktadır. Ankete katılanların %11. 1’i ilkokul, %32.8’i ortaokul, %39.9’u lise, 
%9.0’u ön lisans, %7.1’i lisans ve üstü mezunudur. Ankete katılanların çalışma süresi açısından dağılımı 
incelendiğinde %40.7’si 1 yıldan daha az, %47.4’ü 1-5 yıl, %8.2’si 6-10 yıl, %1.1’i 11-15 yıl, %2.6’sı 
16 yıl ve üzerinde sürelerde çalışmaktadır. Ankete katılanların görevleri açısından dağılım incelendiğinde 
%69.6’sı işçi, %17.7’si memur, %8.2’si şef-ustabaşı, %2.4’ü mühendis, %0.8’i müdür yardımcısı, %1.3’ü 
müdür olarak çalışmaktadır. Araştırma sonucunda işletmelerde hakim olan örgüt kültürleri belirlenmiştir. 
Buna göre bir çok işletmede pazar kültürünün hakim olduğu sonucu ortaya çıkmıştır. Bunun yanı sıra 
birçok işletmede örtülü bilgi paylaşımı ortalaması diğer boyutlara göre daha yüksektir. İşletmelerin büyük 
çoğunluğunda başkalarına yardım etmekten hoşlanma boyutu daha yüksek ortalama değere sahiptir. Açık 
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ve örtülü bilgi paylaşımının en önemli olduğu kültür pazar kültürüdür. Ödüllendirmeye en uygun kültür 
hiyerarşi kültürü, karşılık almanın en önemli olduğu kültür klan, öz yeterliliğin en önemli olduğu kültür 
hiyerarşi, başkalarına yardım etmekten hoşlanmanın en önemli olduğu kültür pazar, bilgi paylaşımının 
saygınlık olarak görüldüğü kültür ise pazar kültürüdür. Araştırma sonuçlarına göre bilgi paylaşımı türleri 
ve boyutları demografik özelliklere ve kültür türlerine farklılık göstermektedir. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Bilgi, Bilgi Paylaşımı, Örgüt Kültürü
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THE EFFECT OF WEBSITES ON CUSTOMER PREFERENCES  
RELATED TO TOURISM PRODUCTS WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF 

TECHNOLOGICAL ACCEPTANCE MODEL (TAM)

Özer YILMAZ

Balıkesir University, Vocational School, Management and Organization Department

Abstract: The rapid dissemination of internet use through the society changes not just lifestyles of indi-
viduals but also the behaviors and habits as a customer. The customers willing to be informed about the 
products/services and compare them use internet more and more intensely. The aim of this study is to 
examine the effect of hotel’s websites’ features on customers’ information searching for accommodation.  
Following this aim, a model has been developed within the framework of “TAM”. In this model the 
effect of independent variables (Navigability-Interactivity of the websites and Information on accommo-
dation-destination in the websites) on “Intention to Use the Websites to Search for Information” through 
“Perceived Ease of Use of The Website” and “Perceived Usefulness of the Websites” were examined. The 
data were gathered through convenience sampling with the help of online questionnaires. A total of 102 
usable responses were gathered and the model was tested by using path modeling with PLS algorithm. 
The results showed the appropriateness of the TAM theoretical framework for the examination of the 
travelers’ intention to use the website to search information 

Key Words: Technology Acceptance Model, Structural Equation Modeling, Website Use

1-  INTRODUCTION

The adoption of information technology (IT), 
new technologies and the internet have gained 
a lot of interest from researchers, policy makers 
and practitioners during the last two decades. For 
the tourism industry “researchers have begun to 
envision and propose various models for mobile 
tourism services and support systems” (Oh, Lehto 
& Park, 2009: 766). 

From the customers’ viewpoint, the internet pro-
vides direct communication with suppliers, giving 
them the means to choose and purchase their 
own itineraries at any time and place and data 
show that this trend is on the increase (Castaneda 

et al, 2009, 549). According to IET; the number 
of tourists using the internet to enquire about, 
reserve or purchase a holiday-related service has 
risen from 25 percent in 2002 to 38.7 per cent in 
2004, going as high as 86.5 per cent in the case 
of international tourists choosing to fly to their 
holiday destination (Castaneda et al, 2009, 549).

Most of the studies used three main models for 
new technologies and their adaptation: Techno-
logy Acceptance Model (TAM), The Theory of 
Planned Behavior (TPB), and Innovation Diffu-
sion Theory (IDT) (Cheng & Cho, 2011: 488). 
TAM predicts user acceptance of a technology 
based upon estimation of three core constructs, 
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perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and 
behavioral intention (Svendsen et al., 2013: 323). 
In this context, this study attempt to develops 
and tests a model that explains the intention to 
use the website of the accommodations by users, 
paying special attention to factors related to the 
content (i.e. categories of information) and the 
functionality (i.e. interactivity and navigability) 
of these websites with the frame of Technology 
Acceptance Model (TAM). This model was se-
lected because previous studies have suggested 
that The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is 
a useful theoretical framework to explain the use 
of new information technology (ex.: Huang et al, 
2013, Hsu & Lu, 2004) as well as consumption 
behavior in computer-mediated environments. 

2- LITERATURE

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was 
first introduced by Davis in 1986 and was later 
completed by Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw in 
1989 (Mai, Yoshi & Tuan, 2013: 233). This model 
is an adaptation  of  the  Theory  of  Reasoned  

Action  (Luarn & Lin, 2005: 875),  which  fo-
cuses  on  the  use  of  new  technologies.  “A 
key purpose of TAM is to provide a basis for 
tracing the impact of external variables on internal 
beliefs, attitudes, and intentions. (Legris, Ingham 
& Collerette, 2003; 192) 

According to Technology Acceptance Model, a 
user’s decision to use a new technical device or 
software package is determined by the behavioral 
intention to use the system. This behavioral intention 
is influenced by the individual’s ‘perceived ease 
of use’ (PEOU) of the system and its ‘perceived 
usefulness’ (PU). (Chun Chu & Chun Chu, 2011: 
1165). “Perceived usefulness refers to the degree 
to which an individual believes that using a par-
ticular technology would enhance his or her job 
performance. Perceived ease of use refers to the 
degree to which an individual believes that using 
a particular technology would be free of physical 
and mental effort (Wallace & Sheetz, 2014; 252)

The Original Technology Acceptance Model is 
given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Original Technology Acceptance Model
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Figure 1. The Original Technology Acceptance Model 

Source: Park, 2009: 151 

 

Several studies have attempted to modify 
the TAM by adding new variables or 
relations to it. For example Venkatesh & 
Davis (2000) proposed a new version of 
TAM. They added new variables such as 
“voluntariness”, “experience to original 
model” and named the model as TAM2.  

According to Surendran, (2012), Lim 
proposed to modify TAM by adding 
variables such as “experience”, “self 
efficacy”, “perceived risk” and “social 
influence”. Moon & Kim (2001) have 
added “perceived playfulness” factor to 

model to study World Wide Web 
acceptance. 

Lee (2009) used an integration model of 
Technology Acceptance Model and Theory 
of Planned Behavior with perceived risk 
and perceived benefit to understand 
adoption of internet banking. Lee, Xiong & 
Huc (2012) have added “perceived 
enjoyment” factor to model to test 
Facebook users‟ intention to go to a 
festival. 

The use of TAM model has also been 
found in several tourism related studies. 
Some of these studies are summarized in 
Table 1.  

Table 1. Previous Studies Conducted In Tourism Sector Related To TAM Model 

Writers Research Subject and Findings 

External 
Variables 

Perceived 
Usefulness 

Perceived 
Ease of Use 

Attitude 
Towards 

Behavioral 
Intention to 

Use 
Actual Use 

Source: Park, 2009: 151
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Several studies have attempted to modify the 
TAM by adding new variables or relations to it. 
For example Venkatesh & Davis (2000) proposed 
a new version of TAM. They added new variables 
such as “voluntariness”, “experience to original 
model” and named the model as TAM2. 

According to Surendran, (2012), Lim proposed 
to modify TAM by adding variables such as 
“experience”, “self efficacy”, “perceived risk” 
and “social influence”. Moon & Kim (2001) have 
added “perceived playfulness” factor to model to 
study World Wide Web acceptance.

Lee (2009) used an integration model of Techno-
logy Acceptance Model and Theory of Planned 
Behavior with perceived risk and perceived benefit 
to understand adoption of internet banking. Lee, 
Xiong & Huc (2012) have added “perceived en-
joyment” factor to model to test Facebook users’ 
intention to go to a festival.

The use of TAM model has also been found in 
several tourism related studies. Some of these 
studies are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Previous Studies Conducted In Tourism Sector Related To TAM Model

Writers 
(Year)

Research Subject and Methodology Findings

Castaneda, 
Frias & Rodri-

guez (2009)

A model was developed based on the TAM 
to explain internet use as an information 
source for the tourist. The data collected 
from Malaga Airport with the help of ques-
tionnaire. The total number of valid ques-
tionnaires was 331. 
The data were analyzed with SEM1* and 
RML2* method

- It was found that two main antecedents of 
Technology Acceptance (Ease of Use & Useful-
ness) had a similar and significant effect on “at-
titude toward the internet”.
- “Usefulness” and “attitude” have direct and 
significant effect on “future use of internet as a 
source for destination information”.
- “Usefulness” has  a significant effect on “Ac-
tual use of internet as a source for destination in-
formation”

Cheng & Cho 
(2010)

A comprehensive model was developed 
that incorporates attitudinal variables in 
TAM, motivational variables in the “innova-
tion diffusion theory (IDT)” and the social 
variable in the “theory of planned behavior 
(TPB)” to investigate the attitude, behavior-
al intentions, and usage of information and 
communication technologies by employees 
in Hong Kong travel agencies.
The data were collected with questionnaires 
and the final sample was 171 and structural 
equation modeling was used to analyze the 
data.

- It was found that “Observability”, “Trialabil-
ity” (dimensions of IDT), “perceived useful-
ness” and “perceived ease of use” (dimensions of 
TAM)” had a significant effect on attitude toward 
the adoption of information technologies.
- “Subjective norm” and “perceived behavioral 
(dimensions of TBP)” had a significant effect on 
intention to adopt information technologies
- Personal attitude was found to be more im-
portant than subjective norm.
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Chun Chu & 
Chun Chu 

(2011)

Study was focused on explaining the rela-
tionships of intranet adoption and newcom-
ers’ organizational socialization in the hotel 
industry. The model was based on TAM.  
Data were gathered for a structural (SEM) 
analysis, from 298 individual participants, 
who had only worked in a hotel for 6 months 
to 1 year in hotels located in Taiwan.

- It was found that “perceived ease of use of In-
tranet” was significantly predictive of “perceived 
used of intranet”. 
- “Perceived used of intranet” had significant ef-
fect on “frequency of intranet usage” and “new-
comers’ socialization”. Also frequency of intranet 
usage” contributed to the prediction of “newcom-
ers’ socialization”
- Gender differences in the models were not 
significantly revealed in the adoption of intranet 
technology affecting a newcomers’ socialization, 
with the routes being the same for both genders.

Herrero & 
Martín (2012)

Study  was developed  a  model  that  at-
tempts  to  explain the  adoption  of  the  
websites  of  the  rural  tourism  accommo-
dations by  users,  paying  special  attention  
to  the  factors  related  to  the  content  (in-
formation)  and  functionality  (interactivity  
and  navigability) of  these  websites.  
The data were collected in Cantabria region 
of Spain. The  respondents  had to have  vis-
ited  one  or more  websites  of  rural  tour-
ism  accommodations  in  Spain  during the  
last  six  months.  A  total  of  1083 valid  
responses  were  collected  through  a  per-
sonal  survey.  

- It was found that information on accommoda-
tion and destination in the website significantly 
predictive of perceived usefulness of the website.
- “Interactivity” and “navigability” of the web-
site had a positive effect on “perceived ease of 
use the website”.
- “The  intention”  to  use  the  websites  of the  
rural  tourism  accommodations  to  search  for  
information  and make  online  reservations  was  
determined  by  the  “usefulness”  and  the ease  of  
use  of  websites  as  perceived  by  users.

Morosan 
(2012)

A model was developed based on the TAM 
to clarify the travelers’ intention to use bio-
metric systems (fingerprinting, face recog-
nition, iris scan etc.) in the hotel industry. 
The data were collected with online survey. 
The sample frame included email addresses 
of an USA university’s students enrolled in 
the MBA program in 2008. The survey was 
conducted with respondents who traveled 
during a period of 12 months prior to the 
survey. A total 162 valid responses were col-
lected. Structural Equation Modeling was 
used to analyze the data.

- It was found that “perceived usefulness”(β 
=.72) was a significant predictor of attitudes (for 
using biometric systems in hotel),
- Also, “perceived ease of use” (β =.23) had a 
significant direct impact on attitudes toward using 
biometric systems in hotels.
- Furthermore, “perceived ease of use” was a 
significant predictor of “perceived usefulness” (β 
=.69)
- “Attitudes toward use of biometric systems” 
explained approximately 79% in the variability of 
“intentions to use biometric systems in hotels” (β 
=.89)
- At last, “perceived innovativeness” had a sig-
nificant direct impact  on perceived ease of use 
(β = .29)

3- RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Model and Hypothesis 

Based on the TAM methodology and previous 
studies presented in table 1, the research model 
proposed by this study is shown in Figure 2. 

Each arrow in research model (Fig. 2) represents 
a research hypothesis. 

“Information on accommodation  in the website 
(IOA)”, and “Information on destination  in the 
website (IOD)”  are the two  types  of  informa-
tion  offered  by  the  websites  are established 
(Herrero & Martin, 2012). For this reason two  
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hypotheses  are  proposed  in  order to examine  
the  effect  of  information  on  the  perceived  
usefulness  of websites:

H1- The  information  on  accommodation  offered  
by  the  web sites of  the  tourism  accommodations  
positively  influences  the  perceived usefulness 
(PU)  of  these  websites.

H2-  The  information  on  destination  offered  by  
the  web sites of  the  tourism  accommodations  
positively  influences  the  perceived usefulness 
(PU) of  these  websites.

Figure 2. The Research Model
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Baloğlu & Pekcan (2006) expressed that 
“interactivity” and “navigability” are two 
important features in the design of the 
website. Interactivity  is  defined  as  the  
capacity  for  bidirectional  contact  and 
communication  between  the  user  and  
the  supplier  (website).  This characteristic  
of  websites  is  associated  with  specific  
applications, such  as  email,  reservation  
and  cancellation  interfaces,  forums,  or 
chats.   

Also website navigability is the easiness 
that the users find the required piece of 
information by moving through a website 
(Zhang, Zhu & Greenwood, 2004). This 
attribute  is  related  to the  design  of  the  
structure  and  the  specific  applications  
of  websites. Therefore,  navigability  is  
associated  with  the  perceived  ease  of  
use of  websites (Herrero & Martin, 2012).   

According to these approaches the 
following hypotheses are formulated: 

H3 - The  interactivity  of  the  
websites(IOW)  of  the  tourism  
accommodations  positively  influences  
their  perceived  ease  of  use (PEOU). 

H4- The  navigability of  the  
websites (NOW)  of  the  tourism  
accommodations  positively  influences  
their  perceived  ease  of  use (PEOU). 

The other hypotheses (H5-H6-H7) have 
been developed considering the original 
Technology Acceptance Model and 
previous studies (Kim & Qu, 2013, Read, 
Robertson & McQuilken, 2011, Chun Chu 
& Chun Chu, 2011, Venkatesh & Davis 
(2000) etc.).  

In original TAM, perceived ease of use and 
the perceived usefulness of a new 
technology influence customers‟ attitude 
toward using the technology (Davis, 1989) 
and also PEOU is also associated with the 
PU of technology (Read, Robertson & 
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Baloğlu & Pekcan (2006) expressed that “inte-
ractivity” and “navigability” are two important 
features in the design of the website. Interactivity  
is  defined  as  the  capacity  for  bidirectional  
contact  and communication  between  the  user  
and  the  supplier  (website).  This characteris-
tic  of  websites  is  associated  with  specific  
applications, such  as  email,  reservation  and  
cancellation  interfaces,  forums,  or chats.  Also 
website navigability is the easiness that the users 
find the required piece of information by moving 

through a website (Zhang, Zhu & Greenwood, 
2004). This attribute  is  related  to the  design  of  
the  structure  and  the  specific  applications  of  
websites. Therefore,  navigability  is  associated  
with  the  perceived  ease  of  use of  websites 
(Herrero & Martin, 2012).  

According to these approaches the following 
hypotheses are formulated:

H5 H6H7
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Baloğlu & Pekcan (2006) expressed that “inte-
ractivity” and “navigability” are two important 
features in the design of the website. Interactivity  
is  defined  as  the  capacity  for  bidirectional  
contact  and communication  between  the  user  
and  the  supplier  (website).  This characteris-
tic  of  websites  is  associated  with  specific  
applications, such  as  email,  reservation  and  
cancellation  interfaces,  forums,  or chats.  Also 
website navigability is the easiness that the users 
find the required piece of information by moving 

H5 H6H7

H3 - The  interactivity  of  the  websites(IOW)  
of  the  tourism  accommodations  positively  
influences  their  perceived  ease  of  use (PEOU).

H4- The  navigability of  the  websites (NOW)  
of  the  tourism  accommodations  positively  
influences  their  perceived  ease  of  use (PEOU).

The other hypotheses (H5-H6-H7) have been 
developed considering the original Technology 
Acceptance Model and previous studies (Kim 
& Qu, 2013, Read, Robertson & McQuilken, 
2011, Chun Chu & Chun Chu, 2011, Venkatesh 
& Davis (2000) etc.). 

In original TAM, perceived ease of use and the 
perceived usefulness of a new technology influence 
customers’ attitude toward using the technology 
(Davis, 1989) and also PEOU is also associated 
with the PU of technology (Read, Robertson 
& McQuilken, 2011). Therefore the following 
hypotheses are formulated:

H5 - Perceived ease of use (PEOU) has a positive 
effect on perceived usefulness (PU).

H6 - PU has positive effects on intention to use 
the websites to search for information (IUSI)

H7 – PEOU has positive effects on intention to 
use the websites to search for information (IUSI)

Data Collection

To test the research model, a questionnaire was 
developed to measure the constructs. Each construct 
consisted of statements against which the respon-
dent was asked to rate their level of agreement (7 
point Likert Scale) or adequacy of information in 
hotel’s websites (7 point Likert Scale). 

The constructs (appendix 1) were derived from 
Herrero & Martin, 2012 and Ustasüleyman & 
Eyüboğlu, 2010. Questions in English were trans-
lated into Turkish by the author and checked by 
an English Lecturer. The questionnere has been 
sent in the first week of July, to author’s social 
network friends which are above the age of 18 and 
have a permanent income (430 people) by mail.   

After three weeks, total of 102 usable responses 
were gathered, which shows %23,72 respond 
rate. The  participants  consisted  of  66  males  
(64,7%)  and  36  females  (35,3%). Also, the 
majority of respondents  (70,6%)  were  married. 
86 of participants were (%84,3) between age of 
30-45. Most of the participants (72 participants 
%70,6) had household income between 3000-
5000 Turkish Liras. 78 of participants (76,5%) 
graduated from a four year college.

To examine the reliabilities of the scales, Cronbach’s 
alpha values were calculated. The alpha values 
for all scales ranged between 0,71-0,92. Thus, it 
was concluded that the constructs had satisfactory 
reliability (Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 
1998) and were kept for further analyses.

The data were analyzed by using PLS-SEM (Par-
tial Least Square- Structural Equation Modeling) 
because PLS is useful for structural equation mo-
deling in applied research projects especially when 
there are limited participants (Wong, 2011). Also 
total scores of constructs were used in analysis 
because of the same reason. Before proceeding 
PLS-SEM analysis, all data were screening and 
41 empty data were estimated with the help of 
“expectation maximization algorithm (EM)”.
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The PLS-SEM analysis results (analyzed with 
Smart PLS 2.0) are given in Figure 3.

The estimated  coefficients indicated that the  infor-
mation  on  destination  offered  by  the  websites 
of  the  tourism  accommodations  significantly   
influence the  perceived usefulness (B=0,176), 
supporting H2. Further, travelers’ perceived ease 
of use of the website was significantly influenced 
by the interactivity and navigability of the web-
site Thus H3- H4 received empirical support. At 
this point; it has been seen that, interactivity of 

website’s having greater effect on the perceived 
ease of use the website compared to navigability 
of websites was also found (B=0,179). On the 
other hand; perceived ease of use was found 
significantly predicting perceived usefulness 
(B=0,216), supporting H5. 

Also intention to use website to search for in-
formation was significantly affected by perce-
ived usefulness (B=0,376, supporting H6) but 
not perceived ease of use (H7).

Figure 3. PLS Model Results
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Figure 3. PLS Model Results
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accommodation”  was determined by “usefulness 
of the website” supporting the findings of previous 
TAM studies (eg. Tseng et al, 2012 Phatthana & 
Nik Mat, 2011, Varol & Tarcan, 2009). However, 
no significant effect of “perceived ease of use” 
was found on “website use to search for informa-
tion”. This finding was not in accordance with the 
results of many previous studies in which strong 
correlation was found between these variables. 
However Leiva, Hernandez-Mendez & Sanchez-
Fernandez, (2012) found no significant effect of 
perceived ease of use on intention to use online 
travel sites, which is in parallel with the finding 
of this study. Also, no significant effect of perce-
ived ease of use on intention to use e-learning in 
the case of university students was observed in 
Park’s (2009) study.

Moreover, similar to findings of the previous 
empirical studies (eg. Kim & Qu, 2013, Nunkoo  
Ramkissoon, 2013, Tseng et al, 2012.  , Tsai, Wang 
& Lu, 2011, Casalo, Flavian & Guinaliu, 2010, 
Venkatesh & Davis, 2000); it was found in the 
present study that “perceived ease of use had a 
positive and significant effect on perceived use-
fulness”. According to this result, it was suggested 
that the hotel businesses need to reorganize their 
websites to improve usefulness. But, it should be 
noted that the customer’s perceived usefulness was 
affected by ease of use of the website.

Three out of four website properties  (Information 
on destination, interactivity and navigability) had 
significant effect on perceived ease of use or perce-
ived usefulness of hotel website; but “information 
on accommodation in the websites” did not have a 
significant effect on perceived usefulness. This may 
be due to the fact that many customers do not pay 

attention to the “information on accommodation 
in the websites” to evaluate the usefulness of the 
website. Herrero & Martín (2012) found all four 
website properties had significant effect which 
was mostly similar to our study. 

The findings indicated that the hotel websites’ con-
tents and design play important role for customers’ 
information search. These findings may provide 
useful guidelines for developing suitable websites 
for customer satisfaction and this satisfaction can 
lead the customer’s tendency to select the hotel 
rather than its competitors.

5. LIMITATIONS

Overall,  this  study  contributes  to  the  tourism  
literature  by  developing  and  testing  a    model  
for  the  adoption  of  websites but it has  seve-
ral  limitations  that should  be  noted.  First, the 
sample size and data collection method were not 
appropriate to generalize the findings. It could 
decrease  the power  of  significance. Second, 
structures were tested with total scores thus it was 
hard to understand the whole effects and relations 
effectively. Third, the PLS model doesn’t have 
fit index like GFI, CFI or TLI. Therefore it was 
impossible to find out the suitability level of the 
model. 

This study should be repeated in different regions, 
different sectors and sub sectors to obtain more 
reliable results. Also examining additional factors 
in addition to the conceptual framework in this 
study may improve our ability to predict custo-
mers’ usage behavior in regard to hotel website.
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Appendix 1: Measures (some items translated from Turkish)

The  intention  to  use  the  websites of an hotel to  search  for  information  (1  =  completely 
disagree;  7  =  completely  agree)

I  intend  to  use  the  websites  to  search  for  information  on  accommodations.
I  will  probably  use  the  websites  to  search  for  information  on  accommodations.
I  am  decided  to  use  the  websites  to  search  for  information  on  accommodations.
I will use  the  websites  to  search  for  information  on  accommodations as soon as possible 

Perceived  usefulness  of  the  websites  (1  =  completely  disagree;  7  =  completely agree)
Using  the  websites  is  very  useful  in  the  purchasing  process.
Using  the  websites  enables  me  to  accomplish  the  purchasing  process  more quickly.
Using  the  websites  increases  my  efficiency  in  the  purchasing  process.
Using  the  websites  improves  the  performance  in  the  purchasing  process.

Perceived  ease  of  use  of  the  websites  (1  =  completely  disagree;  7  =  completely agree)
Using  the  websites  is  simple  for  me.
Using  the  websites  is  an  activity  at  which  I  consider  myself  skillful.
It is easy for me to learn to use websites
Using  the  websites  implies  little  effort  for  me.
Information  on  accommodation  in  the  websites  (1  =  information  is  very inadequate;  7  =  

information  is  very  adequate)
Rooms.
Facilities.
Rates/offers.
Photographs.
General  information.

Information  on  destination  in  the  websites  (1  =  information  is  very inadequate;  7  =  
information  is  very  adequate)

Transportation.
Tourist  attractions  (monuments,  museums,.  .  .)
Tourism  activities  (excursions,  touristic  visits,.  .  .)
Recreational/sports  activities.
Events.
Restaurants.
Local  products  (gastronomy,  craftwork,.  .  .)
General  information  (history,  culture,.  .  .)
Near  destinations.

Interactivity  of  the  websites  (1  =  completely  disagree;  7  =  completely  agree)
The  websites  allow  communicating  with  the  accommodations  for  further questions  about  the  
services.
The  websites  has  the  ability  to  respond  to  my  specific  questions  quickly.
The  websites  allow  comfortably  communicating  with  the  accommodations.
The  websites  allow  accessing  the  information  quickly.

Navigability  of  the  websites  (1  =  completely  disagree;  7  =  completely  agree)
The  information  displayed  on  the  websites  is  well  organized.
The  sequence  of  obtaining  information  in  the  websites  is  clear.
The  layout  of  the  websites  makes  tasks  easier  always
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TURİSTİK ÜRÜN TERCİHİNDE WEB SAYFALARININ 
ETKİSİNİNTEKNOLOJİK KABUL MODELİ (TAM)  

ÇERÇERVESİNDE İNCELENMESİ

Özet: Günümüzde internet kullanımının hızlı bir şekilde toplumun her kesiminde yaygınlaşması, bireylerin 
yaşamlarının yanı sıra tüketici olarak da alışkanlık ve tercih davranışlarını değiştirmektedir. Birçok ürün 
ya da hizmet hakkında bilgi almak ve farklı seçenekler arasında karşılaştırma yapmak isteyen tüketiciler 
internet üzerinden eriştikleri kaynaklara giderek daha sık başvurmaktadırlar. Turistik ürünler de son yıllarda 
internetten araştırma yapılan ürünlerin arasında yer almaktadır. Tatil için gideceği bölgeyi seçmek, daha 
önce gitmediği bir bölge ile ilgili bilgi almak ve kendisine uygun olabilecek mevcut konaklama alterna-
tifleri arasından en yüksek faydayı sağlayacak olan tesisi seçmek isteyen tüketiciler, internet üzerinden 
araştırma yapmaya yönelmektedirler. Tüketicilerin yaptığı araştırmalar sırasında başvurdukları kaynaklar 
arasında tatil rezervasyonu yapan tarafsız siteler, tur operatörlerine ait web sayfaları, sosyal ağlar ya da 
konu ile ilgili forumlar sayılabilir. Bununla birlikte, bölgede yer alan ve tüketiciler tarafından alternatif 
olarak görülebilecek konaklama tesislerine ait web sayfalarının da bu noktada önemli birer bilgi kaynağı 
olduğu unutulmamalıdır. Amaç: Tüketicilerin konaklama yeri tercihleri ile ilgili bilgi arama eylemlerinde, 
bölgede yer alan konaklama tesislerine ait web sayfalarının özelliklerinin etkisinin incelenmesi bu çalışma-
nın ana amacını oluşturmaktadır. Problem: Çalışma temel olarak şu araştırma problemlerinin çevresinde 
şekillenmektedir. “Konaklama işletmelerinin web sayfalarına ait özellikler, tüketicilerin tatil yeri seçimleri 
ile ilgili bilgi arama davranışlarını etkilemektedir. Eğer etkiliyor ise bu etki ne düzeydedir? Web sayfasına 
ait algılanan kullanışlılık ve algılanan kullanım kolaylığının, müşterilerin bilgi arama davranışları üzerinde 
anlamlı etkileri bulunmakta mıdır?  Yöntem: Çalışma amacı doğrultusunda “Teknolojik Kabul Modeli 
(TAM) ” temelinde ve geçmiş çalışmalar ışığında bir model geliştirilmiştir. İlgili modelin test edilebilmesi 
için farklı çalışmalardan yararlanılarak bir anket formu hazırlanmıştır. Oluşturulan anket formu, yazarın 
bir sosyal medya sitesinde yer alan arkadaşlarından; 18 yaşının üstünde ve sürekli bir gelire sahip olan 
430 arkadaşına mesaj olarak gönderilmiştir. Temmuz 2014 sonu itibari ile 102 adet kullanılabilir anket 
geri dönmüştür ( geri dönüş oranı = %23,72). Geri dönen veriler ile yapılan Cronbach’s Alpha güvenilir-
lik analizleri sonucunda, anketi oluşturan ölçeklerin güvenilirliklerinin 0,71-0,92 arasında olduğu tespit 
edilmiştir. Yüksek güvenilirliğe sahip olan veriler ile hipotez testine geçilmiş ve oluşturulan modelin test 
edilmesi için PLS algoritması ile test edilen Yapısal Eşitlik Modellemesinden (YEM) yararlanılmıştır. Geri 
dönen geçerli veri sayısının az olması nedeni ile analizde toplam skorlar kullanılmıştır. Smart PLS 2.0 
programı yardımı ile yapılan analize geçilmeden önce geri dönen anketlerde yer alan 41 boş veri Beklenti 
Maksimizasyonu (expectation maximization) yöntemi kullanılarak tahmin edilmiş ve bu şekilde kayıp veri 
olmayan bir veri seti oluşturulmuştur. Sonuç: Analiz sonucunda tüketicilerin konaklama tesisinin web 
sitesine ait algıladıkları kullanışlılığın (perceived usefulness)  üzerinde, web sitesinde yer alan destinasyon 
bilgisinden etkisinin olduğu; tesise ilişkin bilginin ise böyle bir etkiye sahip olmadığı bulunmuştur.  Ayrıca 
tüketicilerin web sitesinin kullanım kolaylığı algılamalarında da (perceived ease of use) web sayfasının 
sahip olduğu etkileşim ve gezilebilirliğinin istatistiksel olarak anlamlı etkiye sahip olduğu görülmüştür. 
Araştırmanın bir diğer önemli sonucu da tüketicilerin konaklama yerleri ile ilgili bilgi aramalarında web 
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sitesini kullanma eğilimlerinde; algılanan kullanışlılığının istatistiksel olarak anlamlı etkisinin olduğu; 
algılanan kullanım kolaylığının ise böyle bir etkiye sahip olmadığıdır. Elde edilen bu sonuçların birçok 
noktada “teknoloji kabul modeli (TAM)” ve bu modelin turizm sektöründeki uygulamaları üzerine ya-
pılan geçmiş çalışmalar ile paralellik gösterdiği görülmüştür. Kısıtlar: Çalışmada elde edilen sonuçların 
genellenmesinde bazı kısıtlamalardan dolayı dikkatli olunmalıdır. Bu kısıtlamaların başında örneklem 
sayısı ve veri toplama süreci yer almaktadır. 102 kişi ile yapılan test sonuçlarına dikkatli yaklaşılması 
gerekmektedir. Bununla birlikte; analizde toplam skorlar ile oluşturulan modelin PLS algoritması ile test 
edilmiş olması da bir başka önemli kısıttır. Toplam skorlar, ilgili yapıyı bozacak sorulara ilişkin açık bilgi 
vermede yetersiz kalmaktadır. Ayrıca PLS algoritması genel kabul görmüş uyum indekslerini (TLI, GFI, 
CFI vb.) sunmadığından, modelin temsil yetkisi ve uyumu konusunda net bilgi verememektedir. Analizde 
kullanılan ölçekler ile modelin farklı zaman ve örneklemler üzerinde tekrarlanmasının,  modele ilişkin 
daha geçerli sonuçlar alınabileceği düşünülmektedir. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Teknoloji Kabul Modeli, Yapısal Eşitlik Modellemesi, Web Sayfası Kullanımı
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ROLE OF TURGUT ÖZAL IN THE TRANSFORMATION OF 
ECONOMIC MINDSET AFTER 1980 IN TURKEY

Mehmet Halis ÖZER
Dicle University, Faculty of Economics & Administrative Sciences, Department of Economics

Abstract:This study aims to describe the role of Turgut Özal in the transformation of economic mindset 
in 1980s in Turkey. In this extent, Özal’s opinions and discourses and economic decisions he took as a 
statesman are analyzed in terms of their reflections on the transformation of economic mindset with an 
attempt to obtain general results. For this purpose, documents in the Republic Archives of Turkish Prime 
Ministry, minutes of Turkish Grand National Assembly, newspapers of the period, memoirs and academic 
studies on the subject are used. In consequence of this study, it is determined that Özal made significant 
structural transformations in Turkish economy and had a considerably important function particularly in 
the transformation of economic mindset dominating the society. Turkish society evolved into a profit-see-
king mentality that is based on economic rationality. Entrepreneurship, working hard, enrichment, rational 
accounting and keeping account of money having become more apparent in economic life were the mental 
and behavioral patterns created by the transformation of economic mindset in this period. These mental and 
behavioral patterns that dominated economic activities were the core of the capitalist economic mindset.

Key Words: Özal, Economic Mindset, Turkish Economy, Transformation, Economic Rationality

INTRODUCTION

Economic mindset has been a prominent matter of 
capitalization in Turkey from the Ottoman period 
to the present. Intellectuals evaluated economic 
mindset as an important parameter in their com-
parisons between capitalist Western society and 
Ottoman society. Economic mindset addresses 
to all visions, ideals and morals that influence 
economic activity styles of individuals(Ülgüner, 
2006: 26).  Capitalist economic mindset is a 
complicated grid formed by the combination of 
profit seeking and level-headed and mentalist 
approach named rationalism, contrary to the simple 
frame of subsistence of the world of craft and 
related trade workers during the medieval ages, 
in the words of Sombart(Ülgener, 2006: 669). 

According to Weber:“Rational accounting is the 
constructive and constituent element of capitalism. 
Rationalization is the acquisition of incomes thro-
ugh planned and objective operations not based 
on political chance and irrational speculations. 
This rationalization separates the Eastern world 
from the Western civilization”(Yılmaz, 2005: 
262).  Manners of earning head towards market 
relationships and rational means and facilities by 
virtue of a long-lasting and historical evolution in 
the West(Ülgener, 1991: 169), while the Ottoman 
Empire is deprived of this mentality, in the words 
of Ülgener, experiences a medievalization. 

Period of Özal after 1980 is one of the most impor-
tant periods, during which the economic mindset 
inherited from the Ottoman to the Republic had a 
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transformation. The main reason was that, after 
Özal came into power, Turkey’s official moderni-
zation policy/approach of 150 years underwent a 
radical change. In the words of Duman, this was 
because Özal accepted modernization not as a legal 
and political development, but as a technical and 
economic rationalization. According to his politi-
cal philosophy, modernization was the capability 
to switch to liberal economy, industrialize like 
developed western societies and rival them and 
compete with global capital forces in production, 
employment and export(Duman, 2010: 194-195). 
This change of approach in modernization efforts 
brought about a transformation of mindset in 
the area of economics.  In consideration to the 
argument that simple modernization is based on 
capitalist modernization, Bora(2005: 592) stated 
that Özal was both an active modernizator in 
this sense and made remarkable contributions 
to strengthening the instinctive ideology already 
having this tendency in the social consciousness 
of modernization in Turkey.  

Özal thought that it was required to make a 
structural, corporate and mental change in a very 
short time for Turkey to take its place among 
first class countries(Duman, 2010: 222). Özal 
took economic development as the basis of 
modernization and was aware of the fact that a 
transformation in the economic mindset of the 
society was needed for this development. Özal 
endeavored to transform the economic mindset, 
addressing to a change in the background chain 
of thought that shapes the economic activities of 
individuals and society, rather than a change in 
ideology or policy in economy.

1. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

This study aims to describe the role of Turgut 
Özal in the transformation of economic mindset 
after 1980 in Turkey. In this extent, methods used 
by Özal in the transformation of the economic 
mindset in the society after 1980 and impacts of 
these methods on this transformation are rese-
arched. In scope of this research, it is attempted 
to reveal the new attitudes and behaviors created 
by the new economic understanding in the real 
economic life and the new economic notion that 
the society revolved into is analyzed by cmparison 
to the capitalist economic mindset. On the basis of 
the results obtained, it is aimed to bring a ground 
for the assertian that post-1980 period of Özal 
is one of the most important periods when the 
economic mindset inherited from the Ottoman to 
the Republic went under a transformation. 

2. SCOPE

This research discusses the economic aspects of 
Özal’s period after 1980. However, this study 
focuses on the transformation in the mental world 
that shapes economic activities of individuals and 
society, rather than Özal’s economic policy and 
practices. Therefore, subject of the research is 
the transformation in the economic mindset that 
shapes econonic activities of individuals and the 
society in Özal’s period and function of Özal in 
this transformation.

3. METHOD

This study is a qualitative research and based on 
primary and secondary sources. In this extent, 
documents in the Republic Archives of Turkish 
Prime Ministry(TRPMA), minutes of Turkish 
Grand National Assembly, newspapers of the 
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period, memoirs and academic studies on the 
subject are used. Information regarding research 
methods and techniques are given in the first sec-
tions of the study and economic opinion of Özal 
is exmplained in the sixth section. In the seventh 
section, thoughts and discourses of Özal and his 
economic decisions as a statesman are analyized, 
reflections of these discourses, thoughts and prac-
tices on the economic understanding in the society 
are examined and thus, it is attempted to obtain 
general results. Results obtained in this scope are 
given and supported with the economic data of 
the period in the discussion section of the study.

4. RESEARCH QUESTION

Economy of Turkey went through a significant 
structural change in Özal’s period after 1980. Be-
sides structural regulations, there are differences in 
the economic understanding of Turkish society. In 
this study, questions including what is the source 
of the changes in the economic understanding 
of Turkish society, into which understanding it 
revolved and to what extent and by which methos 
Özal made an impact in this transformation of 
economic mindset are researched. 

5. LITERATURE REVIEW

Özal, without doubt, had a great influence in 
the swift change of economic, political and so-
cial structure of Turkey after 1980. Özal was a 
foresighted leader, having the political skills to 
restructure the economy for Turkey to come to 
the forefront(Abramowitz, 2013). For this reason, 
policies adopted by Özal and results of these po-
licies were discussed in many studies. Study of 
Duman(2010) is one of the most important studies 
on this subject in recent years. Duman suggests 

in his study that Turkey’s official modernization 
policy/approach of 150 years had a radical change 
after Özal came into power and Özal evaluated 
modernization as a technical and economic 
rationalization rather than a legal and political 
development. A.K.Özal and Keleşoğlu(2010), 
Soysal(1998), Özdemir(2014), T.Özal(1993) 
studies are the primary works that include rich 
resources concerning Özal. These studies are in 
the form of book and give detailed information 
regarding Özal’s practices. Articles of Bora(2005),  
Yayla(2005), Aral(2001) and Öniş(2004) are 
the main academic articles written for Özal. In 
that articles focus on Özal’s liberal aspects and 
analyze his practices and ideas in terms of liberal 
economic approach. Articles concerning Özal 
written by businessmen like Hacıoğlu(1993), 
Hisarcıklıoğlu(2008) and Koç(1993) reveal the 
change and transformation in economic mindset 
from the viewpoint of the business world. Another 
kind of source used in this study is memoirs. Me-
moirs concerning Özal written by Barlas(2000), 
Birand and Yalçın(2001) and Cemal(2003) give 
detailed information about Özal’s approach to 
and relationships in the business world.    

Main sources used in this study are primary 
sources. The books Başbakanlık(1984), Başba-
kanlık(1985) and Başbakanlık(1990) includes 
all messages, declarations and speeches of Özal 
in those years. In Başbakanlık(1989), there are 
speeches that Özal made in caucus and Grand 
National Assembly of Turkey(TBMM). Minutes 
of TBMM are the primary sources that present 
Özal’s opinions of economic decisions.

Özal’s economic policies are discussed enough 
from the point of their practice and results; 
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however, his function in the transformation of 
the economic mindset of Turkish society is not 
adequately analyzed. This study focuses on the 
transformation in the mental world that shapes 
economic activities of individuals and society, 
rather than Özal’s economic policy and practices. 
The study aims to contribute to the literature by 
proving the importance of economic mindset in 
terms of matters like economic growth, develop-
ment and capitalization on the basis of this sample.

6. ECONOMIC OPINIONS OF TURGUT 
ÖZAL

Özal, with his opinions and discourses, had a 
liberal economic viewpoint standing up for free 
market economy.1Both the experiences he gained 
from international economic relationships2as a 

1 According to A. Yayla:“Özal never introduced 
himself as a liberal. The reason was that he maybe 
did not have enough knowledge of liberalism or 
he maybe disapproved the label of liberal because 
for political reasons. However, he expressly and 
daringly defended many ideas of liberals.” See 
(Yayla, 2005: 588).

2  Following are some of the important international 
meetings where Özal was assigned to represent the 
government when he was the undersecretary of the 
State Planning Organization: Assignment to present 
some big investment projects in the 2nd Five-Year 
Development Plan to foreign countries and incent 
them to make investments in our country (TRPMA, 
Document dated 05.08.1968 and numbered 
030.0.018.001.002.223.59.2.). Assignment to hold 
meetings and negotiations with the representatives 
of the World Bank, European Investment Bank and 
countries member to the Organization of Economic 
Cooperation and Development (TRPMA, 
Document dated 28.09.1968 and numbered 
030.0.018.001.002.225.72.7.). Assignment to 
represent and negotiate in the annual meeting 
of governors of the International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development (TRPMA, 
Document dated 03.10.1969 and numbered 

bureaucrat and the knowledge and experiences 
he gained as a senior manager in private sector 
undoubtedly made an impact on his economic 
viewpoint. As a requirement of this economic 
viewpoint, Özal persistently defended market 
economy in the debates of economic system bet-
ween mixed economy and etatism in the period 
when decisions of January 24, 1980 were taken. 
Özal based this defense on the following historical 
evaluations:“Our economy maintained its introvert, 
intervening and import substituting characteristics 
until 1980. We discredited the market and the 
cooperation of market powers. With a vulnerable 
reflex, we protected ourselves against import and 
avoided from increasing export. For all these 
reasons, public sector gained an excessive power, 
central planning substituted the market to a great 
extent and price, foreign exchange and foreign 
trade controls and subventions strained resource 
allocation to the core. We have taken inheritance 
of these interventions having a role in the fall of 
Ottoman Empire and adapted them to the new 
conditions. Populist ideology made these remains 
look like contemporary nationalist”(Duman, 2010: 
195). On the basis of these evaluations, Özal 
suggested a system grounded on an extrovert 
and competitive market economy rather than 

030.0.018.001.002.240.68.17). Assignment to 
make negotiations on behalf of the government with 
the representatives of European Investment Bank 
and World Bank in relation to important investment 
projects included in the development plan and annual 
programs (TRPMA, Document dated 08.04.1970 
and numbered 030.0.018.001.002.248.23.7). 
Assignment to represent the government in 
negotiations with the representatives of the 
World Bank, USA International Development 
Administration and America Export and Import 
Bank (TRPMA, Document dated 03.02.1971 and 
numbered 030.0.018.001.002.261.6.13).
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a closed economic system. As a matter of fact 
Özal stated in the government program he read 
in TBMM on December 19, 1983 after he came 
to power that:“Our government takes a com-
petition-based free market economy. We prefer 
an economic system in which interventions and 
restrictions are minimized for the benefit of the 
country and a free market economy dominated 
by competitive conditions is in practice in order 
to ensure the development of economy within 
its natural rules”(Başbakanlık, 1984: 25). He 
said in the Turkish Economy Congress II held 
in 1981:“There are natural rules of economy. We 
should avoid from getting beyond these rules and 
canalizing it to a reverse direction. Grounding the 
economy on price controls rather than a demand-
supply system leads to black market and double 
price”(Turkish Economy Congress II, 1981: 4). In 
his opinion, price controls should be taken away 
from the government intervention and left to the 
market shaped by supply and demand3.

Özal deemed it necessary to switch to free market 
economy for economic development and gave 
priority to individuals freedom of enterprise in 
the practice of this economy. He expressed these 
opinions to businessmen as follows:“In our main 
economic philosophy, we attach great importance 
to individuals and their economic actions. We 

3  Özal supported his opinions of leaving price 
controls to the market by giving reference to sources 
of Islam. In a speech, he told that tradesmen in 
Medina went to the Prophet for setting a fixed price 
for the market and the Prophet gave the following 
answer:“Control of prices are not at our discretion, 
it is at the sole discretion of God. I cannot give one’s 
credit to anyone. Make it free.” See (Başbakanlık, 
1988: 137-138). Speech of the Prime Minister 
Turgut Özal in İzmir Provincial Congress, February 
21, 1988.

also believe that, when economic actions of 
individuals are supported and not prevented and 
the government takes facilitating measures in 
this regard and applies simple systems that settle 
conflicts between individuals, everybody will 
find a way to work more profitably”(ISO, 1984: 
14). In his view, more profitable results may be 
obtained in economy, if the government paves 
the way for free enterprise through facilitating 
measures. People’s will to earn more should not 
be hindered in a civilized competitive environ-
ment. According to him, development will be 
impossible, if individuals’ desire to start a busi-
ness, undertake an enterprise, work, produce and 
earn more is hindered(Aköz Vakfı, 2010: 145). 
Özal expressed the importance of free enterprise 
power in terms of economy with these words in 
the government program of 1983:“A system that 
takes skills and enterprise powers of individuals 
as the key element of economic development will 
make it possible to produce goods and services 
in the most rapid and productive way in industry, 
agriculture and trade. Individual businesses, 
cooperatives and companies that constitute free 
enterprise are the primary means of practice for 
the system”(Başbakanlık, 1984: 26). Özal thought 
that, besides paving the way for free enterprise 
in economy, it was required to minimize the 
government’s intervention in economy and bring 
government to a position that would only regulate 
and support development(Özal, 1993: 23).  

Suggesting that understanding the period and 
being contemporary required synchronization with 
the rising values in the world and modernization 
required a rapid economic and social change, 
Özal believed that freedom of thought and exp-
ression, freedom of religion and conscience and 
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freedom of enterprise were important as much as 
economic parameters for such a change(Duman, 
2010: 218). He was aware of the fact that these 
three freedoms were enough to have a free, fair 
and prosperous society(Yayla, 2005: 585-586). He 
stated that Turkey would not achieve a freedom 
of thought, unless a free market economy was put 
in practice(ANAP, 1983: 10). Özal also emphasi-
zed that omissions in freedom of thought would 
have a negative impact on the market economy 
and freedom of free enterprise. Özal thought that 
new inventions, new ideas and technological 
progresses started with freedoms in these three 
areas(Zarakol and Özel 1992: 14).  He expressed 
the relationship between free thought and new in-
ventions and production with the following words 
in Business World Foundation:“The most important 
difference of America from other countries is its 
remarkable free thought environment. There is the 
research environment. There is the capability of 
free enterprise. Let me ask you all, if you go to 
Germany, which companies are there in the area 
of electronics? They will show you two places. 
They will say Siemens and a couple of other 
companies. There are specific names in France, 
Philips in Netherlands, Marcony in England and 
some other names. There was IBM and Motorola 
in the area of electronics in America and new 
companies increasingly emerged in California 
after 1960. And new ones are emerging constantly. 
There is a continuous renewal in America. The 
reason is that people incredibly think and have 
capability of production. This comes from free 
thought”(Cumhurbaşkanı Turgut Özal’ın İş Vakfı 
Toplantısı’ndaki Konuşmaları, 1992: 37- 38).  

Free competition, a key element of free market 
economy, was important for Özal. Özal thought 

that competitive economy would become a 
global system and those acting contrary to this 
system would collapse. Therefore, Özal, with 
both expressions and practices, tried to relieve the 
private sector of the habit of selling their products 
manufactured with high costs in the domestic 
market and make them open to foreign markets. 
Competitive power was required to expand Turkish 
industry, which took shelter behind guard walls, 
was supported with great incentives and got used 
to cheap negative interests and rate guarantee, to 
foreign countries (Aköz Vakfı, 2010: 107-108). 
Özal expressed his opinions on this matter with 
the following words in the Economy Congress 
II:“I would like to emphasize that I perceive 
export not only as the ability to sell products in 
foreign markets, but also as the competence of our 
country to open to the foreign world. Unless we 
test our products in an international competition 
platform with the productions of other nations, 
our success in production will be arbitrary and 
subjective”(Turkish Economy Congress II, 1981: 
6). Özal said the following in another speech to 
the business man on the subject:“Industry does 
not necessarily mean manufacturing an industrial 
product. I think industry addresses to the capa-
bility of competing with same kind of products 
produced by others in other countries. It is your 
ability to freely sell your industrial products 
in an environment of free competition. If you 
can do this, it means you have established an 
industry”(Eskişehir Sanayi Odası Bülteni, 1993: 
8). Özal thought that industry would be successful 
to the extent that it could compete with foreign 
markets and, with his speeches, tried to change 
the current economic understanding. Pakdemirli, 
Minister of the first government formed by Özal, 
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declared the new understanding of industrializa-
tion with the words:“the period of establishing 
industry with the sense of having an industry 
has ended”(Milliyet Newspaper, June 8, 1984: 
5). In the following years, Özal said:“One of the 
economic opinions that I changed is that it is not 
required to produce everything domestically. This 
is wrong. In this way, we produce the end product 
with a high cost and have a poor quality”(Zarakol 
and Soli, 1992: 21).   

Özal thought that Turkey had a unique economic 
potential with its wide and fertile agricultural 
lands, rich mines, dynamic population and tourism 
resources. In his opinion, an important economic 
growth might be achieved when this potential 
was stimulated by a powerful government. He 
expressed this opinion with the following words 
in the Economy Congress II:“We should make 
the most of our country’s human potential, natural 
resources and geographical advantages. We should 
swiftly compensate our la ck of infrastructure and 
energy that hinder our development and progress 
and make use of all available facilities for this 
purpose”(2. Türkiye İktisat Kongresi: 1981: 5). 
Özal believed that Turkey missed the industrial 
revolution, but it was possible to catch up with 
the West without experiencing this period. In 
his view, this would be achieved by means of 
the newest, the most modern and the cutting 
edge plants(Barlas, 2000: 145). Özal evaluated 
industrialization as an important field at the point 
of creating new employment opportunities for 
the increasing population, enhancing its potential 
and bringing Turkey among powerful countries. 
He attached importance to the establishment of 
industries with competitive power by using natural 
sources and facilities in industrialization. In Özal’s 

opinion, all small and large scale entrepreneurs, 
particularly the craft and related trades workers, 
should be supported through the agency of small 
and subsidiary industries, industrial areas and 
organized industrial zones(Turkish Economy 
Congress II, 1981: 8).    

7. TURGUT ÖZAL IN THE TRANSFORMA-
TION OF ECONOMIC MINDSET

Özal thought to realize modernization efforts, 
which were tried by the Republican elite by means 
of ideology, through the medium of economy. He 
tried to achieve this with an understanding of deve-
lopment and progress leaded by individuals, rather 
than a state-centered modernization model(Duman, 
2010: 196 - 197). His political philosophy was 
grounded on a sense of development based on 
economy and technology, rather than ideology and 
politics, and on an individual-centered understan-
ding, rather than a state-centered understanding, in 
accordance with the main dynamics of the period. 
This new perspective of Özal required bringing a 
new economic understanding, besides knowledge 
and competence, to the individual, which was 
the center of development and modernization. 
In his opinion:“The following age is the age of 
individual. It is the age of information. We should 
certainly understand that the service sector that 
will shape the 21st century needs more competent 
and more intellectual people. Change will begin 
with the individual. Nations that have the com-
petence of training their people in line with the 
requirements of the 21st century will take their 
place among advanced countries. From now on, 
Turkey’s goal should be raising people who will 
not fall behind the age of information, instead of 
having huge facilities where thousands of people 
work”(Barlas, 2000: 271 - 272).  
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Özal evaluated private enterprise and free competi-
tion conditions as a driving force behind economic 
development and supported emergence of skillful, 
hardworking and successful entrepreneurs in this 
system. In a speech Özal made to business man 
in the first year of his power, he said:“Our people 
are competent and skillful. These people will work 
in a more profitable and productive manner for 
the development of this country and society, if 
they are provided with the necessary advantages 
and facilities without prevention”(ISO: 1984: 
14).  In another speech he made on the subject, 
he said:“We are a government believing in the 
competence and competitive power of Turkish 
people in our country and it is our biggest am-
bition to improve this natural characteristic of 
our people”(Başbakanlık, 1990: 14). Özal tried 
to reveal the enterprising spirit of Turkish people 
with his opinions and speeches.

Özal supported his promotion of entrepreneurs-
hip with government policies and contributed to 
the formation of an entrepreneur class having a 
new economic mindset. In his speech in TBMM 
in 1984, he said:“Our belief in the competence 
and diligence of our people is the basis of our 
economic policy. We adopt an economic policy 
based on free competition, through which our 
nation will use all its competence”(TBMM 
Tutanak Dergisi, 1987: 47). Again in the 46th 
Government Program he read in TBMM, he 
said:“Our government has a democratic, regulating 
and balancing approach of planning that enable 
individuals use and improve their capabilities and 
enterprising powers, totally beyond the stiff and 
dogmatic central planning”(Başbakanlık, 1988: 
9). Özal stated that it would not be difficult to 
achieve the goal of development when enterp-

rising power of the nation was wholly brought 
out and intelligence, competence and diligence 
were mobilized(Başbakanlık, 1989: 314). Thus, 
development efforts set the ground for a new 
human typology in the economic life.

Özal guided businessmen, industrialists and bu-
reaucrats around various places for the private 
sector, which was used to domestic markets, 
to open to foreign markets and provided them 
with the opportunity to see what was going on 
in the world(Aköz Vakfı, 2010: 68). As a matter 
of fact, Özal showed businessmen and industri-
alists that there was a world outside and foreign 
relations were significant and profitable. People, 
who went abroad with foreign currencies they 
found in the black market to travel or purchase 
goods, began to sell their goods and establish 
business relationships(Yılmaz, 2001: 23). Many 
people from different occupational groups came 
together to found export companies and tried teo 
sell goods abroad(Milliyet Newspaper, June 6, 
1984: 1). This new approach adopted thanks to 
Özal opened the doors of the external world for 
entrepreneurs. The business world gained a new 
mentality of producing goods, sending them to 
foreign countries, being an exporter and making 
more money. 

According to Özal, his impact on the new unders-
tanding of foreign trade in the business world was 
a technical issue. In his view:“We just established 
the free market order in our country, encouraged 
our citizens and raised their desire to work. We had 
an export boom. Who achieved this? Our people 
achieved this. State and government are the only 
keys to unlock the doors for citizens”(Aköz Vakfı, 
2010: 70). Özal said the following in another 
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speech on the same subject:“...But there is the 
working capacity of Turkish people behind this. 
We just revealed that power. What we did was to 
break their chains and set them free. We did and it 
was opened. These people now export to all over 
the world with bags in their hands”(Başbakanlık, 
1988: 87). What he meant with breaking the 
chains was the change in the foreign trade policy. 
Özal changed the closed economic system that 
restricted foreign trade until 1980s. Özal’s foreign 
expansion policies made export-based growth 
dominant in the economy, rather than an import 
substituting industrialization. New economic policy 
promoted export and created a new businessman 
profile. Özal said the following on this matter:“I 
believe that our people are highly competent 
and intelligent. This is the most important thing 
when we release import, loosen the exchange 
regime and eliminate a number of formalities. 
In consequence, people do miracles when they 
get rid of their chains. This is the ground of the 
development of Turkey”(Cumhurbaşkanı Turgut 
Özal’ın İş Vakfı Toplantısı’ndaki Konuşmaları, 
1992: 37- 28). Özal introduced the new vision of 
Turkish businessmen with the following words in 
his speech to German businessman in Hannover, 
Germany in 1885:“It will be the best decision 
for you to shift your investments to Turkey...
Dynamic Turkish businessmen, who are used 
to cooperate with German partners, are waiting 
for you”(Başbakanlık, 1985: 258).Özal provided 
Turkish businessmen and contractors with business 
opportunities abroad thanks to the new economic 
policies supporting export in foreign trade and 
also encourage them by broadening their horizons.

Özal left out the complex of ‘being the citizen 
of an underdeveloped country’ in the society and 

tried to make everybody believe that Turkey is a 
big and powerful country with his actions, words 
and goals(Aköz Vakfı, 2010: 73).  He said in 
many of his speeches that the most significant 
change was the elimination of 300-year frustration 
felt as from the Ottoman period. Özal said the 
following in a speech on this matter:“We have 
experienced these. Our generation dominantly felt 
this frustration. Maybe previous generations felt it 
even more. I have just read the poem of Mehmet 
Akif, in which he says ‘Where is our industry’and 
asks ‘Where is our counter?’. We can easily see 
frustration of the society. However, I think that 
our society is no more a loser when compared to 
Europe and developed countries. Many of them 
even said that they would achieve this with an 
eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth”(Barlas, 
2000: 317). Özal stated in another speech related 
to the same matter:“I think this is the point that 
we have reached: We have gained self-confidence 
as people. Contractors come and expressly say 
that they have the capability to compete with the 
German, American and any contractor anywhere 
in the world. And we can defeat them. Our cont-
ractors actually proved this right in tenders held 
in Russia. They completed many constructions in 
a really short time. Maybe a 300-year frustration 
of our society has now ended in export, banking 
and many other areas. There has always been one 
question in our mind since the moment we made 
this attempt. Those at my age or those 10-15 
years younger than me had the same approach: 
‘Only the western people can do this, we cannot 
do this, we are always behind them’. This was 
kind of a destiny for us. We always thought the 
ways for overcoming this approach. We always 
suffered. I think it is over now. Turkey has ra-
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pidly approached to the position of a developed 
country”(Cumhurbaşkanı Turgut Özal’ın İş Vakfı 
Toplantısı’ndaki Konuşmaları, 1992: 12-13). He 
expressed in many similar speeches that Turkish 
entrepreneurs were now thinking they could do 
better(Başbakanlık, 1988: 145). Özal summarized 
the situation as follows in a speech he made to 
businessmen:“Do not forget, always remember 
‘Builder do not come from Belgium for a ruined 
bridge’ as Mehmet Akif says in his poem. We 
can now do certain works out. While we were a 
country that could not even produce a horseshoe 
nail, we not produce jet engines in Eskişehir and 
F16 planes in Mürted”(Eskişehir Sanayi Odası 
Bülteni, 1993: 14). He thought that Turkish pe-
ople began to comprehend how they could enable 
growth of their country in the future(Özal, 2010: 
344). Özal, with his speeches, summarized the 
sense of underdevelopment in Turkish society 
and especially in the business world in the past 
and both tried to explain the current situation and 
wholly eliminate the sense of underdevelopment 
in the society with the examples he gave. He made 
an effort to bring confidence to Turkish people, 
particularly the businessmen.

In many speeches, Özal suggested that the key 
of success is working hard. In a speech, he 
said:“Just like they called Ottoman Empire as 
the sick man of Europe, they said the same thing 
for us. What we should have done? We should 
have told them clearly that there was no remedy 
other than working. It was required to gain an 
economic victory, just like the way the War of 
Independence was won. They told me many 
times. ‘Mr. Özal, would not it be easier if we 
find a rich oil field like Arabs?’ And I told them 
‘May God not have us find oil’. We should learn 

how to work first. A hard working nation will 
never be overcome”(Başbakanlık, 1988: 386). He 
always showed Japans as an example and said 
that Japans adopted the principle ‘a good life is 
not possible without working’ and believed that 
having a good life would only be obtained by 
working(Başbakanlık, 1989: 85). Özal tried to 
create a human typology believing that success 
would be obtained by working hard, rather than a 
perception of keeping oneself out of daily economic 
concerns, putting production and value formation 
on others’ shoulders and looking down on them, 
as described by Ülgener(1991: 15). 

Özal had great experiences thanks to his senior 
management duties in private sector and representa-
tion duties he undertook in international economic 
activities at the times he worked in bureaucracy. 
Özal usually conveyed his knowledge and experi-
ences on economic issues to the businessmen. He 
guided the businessmen and provided them with 
the opportunity to be engaged in new businesses. 
According to Aytaç, Özal’s first boss:“He always 
invited entrepreneurs to think big and make big 
investments”(Sosyal, 1998: 75). Egeli, a business-
man, said:“He had a great vision. He could see 
what to do better than anyone else and he always 
talked about it with the people around him and 
many people attempted to do these things thanks 
to the inspiration he gave. Those who could did 
it”(Birand and Yalçın, 2012: 240). Hisarcıklıoğlu 
(2008: 6), another businessman, said:“We learned 
from Özal how to compete and break frames”. 
Businessman Memduh Hacıoğlu(1993: 3) told 
that Özal brought the concepts of change and 
innovation to the society since 1980. Şahinoğlu, 
who was the chairman of Istanbul Chamber of 
Commerce in that period, expressed that they 
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knew Özal as a statesman who was an open 
minded, had a broad vision and brought very 
different ideas to the country(Mahmud, 2001: 
31).  Koç(1993: 4), a well-known businessman, 
all changes were made through the foresight and 
courageous decisions of Özal.  

Özal brought global concepts and ideas to Turkish 
society and have them discussed. This way, he 
wanted to change the root-bound wrong economic 
habits(Tuncer, 1987: 47). He said the following 
in a speech he made in a caucus after coming 
back from Japan:“When they are to carry out a 
work, for example manufacturing, they firstly 
plan how to do this work. Then, they put it in 
practice. They control their practices constantly. 
Like how would it be if they did it another way. 
They correct their mistakes in the second one 
and, of course, they become more productive. A 
friend of mine told me ‘This process is infinite, 
constant and never stops’. However, I sometimes 
observe and also see in factories. The predecessor 
method is alright; going beyond this method, 
bringing and developing new methods are not 
important. But, development is grounded on 
continuous research or, more precisely technical 
researches”(Başbakanlık, 1989: 85). Özal evalua-
ted the change and modernization as technology 
from a rationalist point of view and tried to act 
quickly for the transfer of this technology to the 
country. In this regard, he accepted the century 
as an age of communication, worked on the 
import of new technologies and thus leaded 
to sociological and economic changes in the 
society(Duman, 2010: 211). 

Özal regarded cultural background and technology 
transfer as significant elements in the change 

of mindset. He thought that obstacles of the 
freedom of thought prevented innovations, new 
inventions and scientific researches. He believed 
that freedom of thought was not a constitutional, 
but a cultural matter and talked about a cultural 
revolution. He thought that this might be ac-
hieved in time and he just wanted to pave the 
way for it(Zarakol and Soli, 1992: 15-17). Özal 
considered that education was a key element in 
shaping the perceptions of future generations. He 
told that economic development power would be 
increased through a moral development and gave 
related Islamic principles as reference. In the re-
port named New Vision that he prepared in 1979 
and included economic development principles, 
he listed the moral qualifications individuals 
should have. He said in the report that there was 
nothing that might hinder the development of a 
nation consisting of individuals, who are faithful, 
have a ring of kindness around, have a sense 
of jealousy only to work to reach to the level 
of their neighbors, feel that they should make 
more effort to do favor, adopt the principle of 
friendship and fraternity, respect rights of others, 
fight against malice and only aim God’s sake in 
all their actions. He thought Islamic ethics and 
Islamic decency forming its basis were a system 
of ethics and decency that glorified mankind and 
brought all these qualifications. Therefore, for 
a quick economic development, it is required 
to have an education system that give Islamic 
decency(Barlas, 2000: 212). Özal emphasized 
that attitudes and behaviors that individuals got 
from Islamic ethics would have an important role 
in economic development.   

Özal thought that wealth of a nation was not a 
result of the wealth of state, but wealth of a state 
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was a result of the wealth of nation(TBMM Tu-
tanak Dergisi, 1987: 45). According to Coşkun, 
Özal formulated this goal as a powerful state for 
a wealthy nation(Uğur, 2012: 109). Özal believed 
that individuals would enrich the state by wor-
king within the freedom of free market, gaining 
capital and richness and again making them into 
investments. Therefore, he attached importance 
to the wealth of individuals. He also stated that 
the system should provide equal opportunities 
for businessman in respect of getting rich and 
making money(ISO, 1984: 16).  According to Du-
man(2010: 296), an environment where segments 
of the society away from the government could 
also get rich was created thanks to the vertical 
mobility brought with free market economy.  With 
decisions of January 24 and government policies 
after 1983, Özal gave rise to a new entrepreneur 
class, known as the Anatolian capital, which was 
conservative but also took advantage of the liberal 
economy. New decisions made different social 
segments more active in the economic life. For 
example, legalization of interest-free bank-profit 
sharing system not only brought high amounts of 
mattress savings to the economic system, but also 
relieved individuals, who alienated from economic 
and, in time, political system with the desire and 
concern of not being involved in practices that 
were contrary to their belief(Seyitdanlıoğlu and 
Yayla, 1998: 59).

Özal always expressed his opinion that people 
might get rich by taking advantage of oppor-
tunities, working and earning and attached im-
portance to richness. The expression ‘I like the 
rich’ provocatively used by the opposing parties 
and attributed to Özal was actually derived from 
his words stating that a rich Muslim was better 

than a poor Muslim on the grounds of his saying 
to the Prime Minister of Tunis during a foreign 
trip in 1986 ‘I do not like the lazy, I like those 
who work and achieve’(Bali, 2002: 33; cited by 
Bora, 2005: 601). In fact, Özal tried to emphasize 
that working hard and getting rich was more 
virtuous and valuable in religion. In the view of 
Yayla:“A large part of Özal’s actions in economy 
was not in the economic structuring, but in the 
economic mindset.  He inspired self-confidence 
for everybody from ordinary people to the bigger 
entrepreneur and told them that they would be 
successful if they worked. He said working hard, 
earning much and having a prosperous life was 
rightful.”(2005:587). Hence, Özal tried to instill 
everybody from ordinary men to big entrepreneurs 
with the idea that one could be rich by working 
hard and richness and the desire to have a wealthy 
life was a rightful demand.  

Before 1980, there is an entrepreneur group that 
tried to implement industrialization and earned 
from the state. However, there is a also world 
of thought, in which attitudes and behaviors that 
reveal richness are considered shameful, rich 
people hide their richness and efforts of getting 
rich are put down. This approach began to chan-
ge with Özal. Richness and efforts of getting 
rich were attributed with positive meanings and 
considered as an important value.Ali Koçman, 
previous chairman of Turkish Industry and Bu-
sinessmen Association(TUSIAD), declared this 
new approach to richness in the meeting where 
Sakıp Sabancı was elected as the chairman of 
TUSIAD in 1986, with the following words:“I 
believe that TUSIAD chaired by Sakıp Sabancı, 
who symbolizes that richness is not a shame, will 
be successful”(Milliyet Newspaper, January 29, 
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1986: 4). In the same news, it was said:“TUSIAD 
will from now on seek solutions for problems under 
the leadership of a chairman who has popularized 
richness in Turkey”.

Some sections put emphasis on the negative im-
pacts of certain regulations, which Özal made for 
the transformation of economy, on the economic 
mindset. The claims that the new economic order 
leaded to unjust gains and enrichments, injustice 
and inequality and settlement of the mentality of 
striking it rich became widespread in the society. 
H. Cemal(2013: 89) said the following words for 
Özal:“This viewpoint seeking to eliminate the idea 
that ‘richness and splendor is shameful’ even if 
they turn into a show-off, with the motto ‘they 
will get used to it, they will’ has left its mark on 
1980s and highlighted the approach of economy 
first..”. According to Cemal(2013: 283), the 
struggle of striking it rich and selfishness of the 
master saving his ship were the symbols of this 
economic period.  However, Özal thought that, 
in the previous period, black market expanded to 
the utmost, unearned incomes were obtained, not 
ordinary industrialists but unknown people were 
in the gravy(ISO, 1984: 16). According to him, 
the period of making money without effort and 
trouble ended upon switching to the free market 
economy. The new system provided those who 

worked hard and did a good job with the opportunity 
of being successful and getting rich(Başbakanlık, 
1984: 83). In his view, by the decisions of January 
24, it was decided to establish the system on free 
market economy. This is the core of the adopted 
policy. Thus, importance was attached to those 
with skills and competences, not to the crafty. 
The path to easy money was crossed(Milliyet 
Newspaper, January 28, 1986: 7).  Özal stated his 
opinions on this matter and complained that the 
expressions ‘doing business’ and ‘closing the deal’ 
turned into an expression of striking it rich”(Bora, 
2005: 597).  However, despite all these, the new 
understanding of wealth that he suggested was 
imprinted in the mind of the society. 

8. DISCUSSION

With his thoughts and speeches, Özal encouraged 
hard working and successful entrepreneurs and tried 
to reveal the enterprising spirit of Turkish people. 
He supported this with the economic policies 
promoting entrepreneurship. Thus, development 
efforts set the ground for a new human typology 
in the economic life. Cores of the capitalist econo-
mic mindset like entrepreneurship, incorporation, 
working hard, capital accumulation, investment, 
export and enrichment became more prevalent in 
the economic life. This change revealed intself in 
the economic data. 
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Table 1. Export Data of Turkey by Years, 1980 -1988

Year Value (Thousand $) Change Rate (%)
Exchange Rate of Dollar 

(TL/$)
1980 2 910 122 28.7 76.11
1981 4 702 934 61.6 11.85
1982 5 745 973 22.2 163.12
1983 5 727 833 -0.3 226.78
1984 7 133 602 24.5 365.64
1985 7 958 008 11.6 521.85
1986 7 456 724 -6.3 672.19
1987 10 190 047 36.7 867.94
1988 11 662 021 14.4 1 441.37

Source: (TÜİK, 2013: 425)

As seen in the table, export of Turkey increased 
constantly and at high rates, except for 1983 
and 1986. This increased was influenced by the 
attempts and efforts of the private sector having 
a new economic mindset, besides the influence of 
the export-based industrialiation policy adopted in 
that period. While the share of export in GNP was 
4.2% in 1980, this rate increased to 11.8% in 1984 
and 13% in 1988 (TÜİK: 2013: 427). Share of the 
agriculture sector in export was 56% in 1980 and 
share of the industry sector was 36.6%; however, 
share of the agriculture sector decreased to 15.8% 
and share of the industry sector increased to 79.9% 
in 1989 (TÜİK, 2013: 432). Özal’s suggestions 
to businessmen and industrialists that foreign 
relationships were significant and profitable for 
enhancing export opened the doors of the external 
world for entrepreneurs. Producing goods, sending 
them to foreign countries, being an exporter and 
making more money became the new approach.

While the inrease in the number of workplaces 
in the manufacuting sector was 5.5% in 1981, it 
reached to 21.3% in 1985 (TÜİK, 2013: 245). A 
large part of this increase was in the manufacturing 

industry of the private sector. Entrepreneurship had 
a rise and number of the newly started business 
increased. Growth based on the private sector 
leaded to a constant increase in the Gross National 
Product (GNP) between the years 1983 – 1990. 
As a matter of fact, according to the flat rates of 
1987, there were considerable increases in GNP: 
4.2% in 1983, 6.8% in 1986 and 9.8% in 1987 
(TÜİK, 2013: 625).  

Özal made significant structural transformations 
in Turkish economy and had a considerably im-
portant function particularly in the transformation 
of economic mindset dominating the society. 
Özal tried to create a human typology believing 
that success would be obtained by working hard, 
rather than a perception of keeping oneself out of 
daily economic concerns, putting production and 
value formation on others’ shoulders and looking 
down on them, as described by Ülgener. He beca-
me sucessful and Turkish society evolved into a 
profit-seeking mentality that is based on economic 
rationality in the economic life. 
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CONCLUSION 

In his structural transformation in economy, Özal 
put individuals in the center of development ef-
forts and tried to transform the mental world of 
individuals that guides their economic activities. 
With his thoughts and speeches, he encouraged 
hard working and successful entrepreneurs and 
tried to reveal the enterprising spirit of Turkish 
people. He supported this with the economic 
policies promoting entrepreneurship. Thus, deve-
lopment efforts set the ground for a new human 
typology in the economic life. The most typical 
example was Özal’s suggestions to businessmen 
and industrialists that foreign relationships were 
significant and profitable. Özal’s new approach 
opened the doors of the external world for ent-
repreneurs. The business world gained a new 
mentality of producing goods, sending them to 
foreign countries, being an exporter and making 
more money.

Özal tried to eliminate the complex of ‘being the 
citizen of an underdeveloped country’ in the mind 
of the society. In his speeches, he summarized the 
reasons of economic underdevelopment of Turkish 
society from the Ottoman period to the present 
and, with the examples he gave and targets he 
pointed, he disseminated the opinion that Turkey 
was a big and powerful country with an effort to 
totally remove the sense of underdevelopment. 
Thus, He made an effort to bring confidence to 
Turkish people, particularly the businessmen. Özal 
conveyed his knowledge and experiences in the 
area of economy to the businessmen and guided 
them into new businesses. He brought global 
concepts and opinions to Turkish nation and had 

them discussed and thus, he wanted to change the 
wrong root-bound economic habits.

In his speeches, Özal suggested that the key of 
success is working hard. He gave examples from 
other countries of the world and endeavored to 
infuse to the society the opinion that competitive 
power and earning would be possible by working 
hard in the economic life. Özal tried to create a 
human typology believing that success would be 
obtained by working hard, rather than a percep-
tion of keeping oneself out of daily economic 
concerns, putting production and value formation 
on others’ shoulders and looking down on them, 
as described by Ülgener. 

Özal always expressed his opinion that people 
might get rich by taking advantage of opportunities, 
working and earning and attached importance to 
richness. Özal tried to instill everybody from or-
dinary men to big entrepreneurs with the idea that 
one could be rich by working hard and richness 
and the desire to have a wealthy life was a rightful 
demand. Özal pointed out that Islam gave priority 
to working hard and achieving and thus changed 
the society’s approach in this matter. Thanks to 
Özal, the world of thought, in which attitudes and 
behaviors that revealed richness were considered 
shameful, rich people hided their richness and ef-
forts of getting rich were put down was switched 
to an understanding, in which  positive meanings 
began to be attributed to richness and efforts of 
getting rich.

Özal regarded education, cultural background and 
technology transfer as significant elements in the 
change of mindset. He grounded mental develop-
ment on cultural revolution and he expressed that 
this might be achieved in time and he only wanted 
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to pave the way for it. He knew the impact of 
new technologies on social and economic trans-
formation and he acted quickly for the transfer of 
this technology to the country. Özal thought that 
attitudes and behaviors that individuals got from 
Islamic ethics would have an important role in 
economic development and put emphasis on the 
Islamic principles on this matter. Therefore, for 
a quick economic development, he suggested an 
education system that gave Islamic decency.

Özal made significant structural transformations 
in Turkish economy and had a considerably im-
portant function particularly in the transformation 
of economic mindset dominating the society. 
Turkish society evolved into a profit-seeking 
mentality that is based on economic rationality. 
Entrepreneurship, working hard, enrichment, ra-
tional accounting and keeping account of money 
having become more apparent in economic life 
were the mental and behavioral patterns created 
by the transformation of economic mindset in this 
period. These mental and behavioral patterns that 
dominated economic activities were the core of 
the capitalist economic mindset.

SUGGESTIONS

Rationalist and prudent approach of the capitalist 
economic mindset acting with the purpose of 
profit in market relationships was a key element 
that maved the way for capital accumulation and 
industrial revolution in the historical economic 
evolution. Economic mindset was a significant 
element in discussions among intellectuals on the 
differences of industrialization and development 
between West and East. Therefore, besides the 
economic structural regulations, the background 
world of ideas that shapes the economic activities 

of individuals and the society should be taken 
into consideration in the development programs. 
Human factor, which is reflected as the human 
capital, should have the quality and understanding 
with the competence to compete with the world as 
required by the times. In this regard, Özal firstly 
made such an effort for economic development.
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TÜRKİYE’DE 1980 SONRASI EKONOMİK ZİHNİYET  
DÖNÜŞÜMÜNDE TURGUT ÖZAL’IN ROLÜ

Özet: Özal, Türkiye’nin modernleşmesi ve birinci sınıf ülkeler arasına girebilmesi için çok kısa bir sü-
rede yapısal ve zihinsel bir değişimin gerçekleştirilmesini gerekli görmekteydi. Onun politik felsefesinde 
modernleşme, liberal ekonomiye geçmek, gelişmiş batılı toplumlar gibi sanayileşmek, onlarla rekabet 
edebilmek, küresel sermaye güçleriyle üretim istihdam ve ihracatta yarışabilmekti(Duman, 2010). İkti-
sadi gelişmeyi modernleşmenin temeli olarak gören Özal, bunun için toplumun iktisadi zihniyetinde bir 
dönüşüme ihtiyaç olduğunun farkındaydı. Nitekim Özal, ekonomide yapısal dönüşümü gerçekleştirirken 
kalkınma çabalarının merkezine koyduğu bireyin, iktisadi faaliyetlerini düzenleyen arka plandaki zihniyet 
dünyasını dönüştürme çabası içine girdi. Özal, düşünce ve konuşmalarıyla kabiliyetli, çalışkan ve başarılı 
girişimcileri teşvik ederek Türk insanının teşebbüs ruhunu ortaya çıkarmaya çalıştı. Bunu girişimciliği 
teşvik eden iktisat politikalarıyla destekledi. Böylelikle kalkınma hedefine yönelik bu çabalar, iktisadi 
hayatta yeni bir insan tipolojisinin ortaya çıkmasına zemin hazırladı. Özal, toplumun zihninde yer eden 
‘az gelişmiş ülke insanı olma’ kompleksini silip atmaya çalışıyordu. Yaptığı konuşmalarda, Osmanlıdan 
günümüze Türk toplumunun iktisadi alanda geri kalmışlık nedenlerini özetleyerek, gelinen noktada verdiği 
örnekler ve gösterdiği hedeflerle Türkiye’nin büyük ve güçlü bir ülke olduğu inancını yaymaya ve zihinlerde 
yer eden geri kalmışlık anlayışını tamamen ortadan kaldırmaya çalışıyordu. Böylelikle başta işadamları 
olmak üzere Türk insanına özgüven kazandırmaya çaba gösteriyordu. Özal, yaptığı konuşmalarda başarılı 
olmanın temel düsturunun çok çalışmak olduğunu ifade ediyordu. Diğer dünya ülkelerinden örnekler 
vererek iktisadi hayatta, rekabet edebilmenin ve kazanmanın yolunun çok çalışmak olduğu düşüncesini 
topluma benimsetmeye çaba gösteriyordu. Özal, Ülgener’in resmettiği, kendini gündelik iktisadi kaygıların 
dışında tutup, üretim ve değer oluşturmayı başkalarına yükleyen aynı zamanda bunu küçük gören anlayış, 
yerine çok çalışarak başarılı olacağına inanan bir insan tipolojisi oluşturmaya çalışıyordu.  Özal yaptığı 
konuşmalarda, insanların fırsatları değerlendirip çalışıp kazanarak zenginleşebilecekleri düşüncesini sürekli 
ifade ediyor ve zenginliği önemsiyordu. Özal, sıradan insanlardan büyük müteşebbislere kadar herkese, 
çalışarak zengin olunabileceği ve zenginliğin ve zengin bir hayat yaşama isteğinin meşru bir talep olduğu 
fikrini aktarmaya çalışıyordu. Özal, İslam dininin, çok çalışıp başarılı olmayı üstün kıldığını işaret ederek 
toplumun bu konudaki yaklaşımını değiştirdi. Özal sayesinde, zenginliği belli eden tutum ve davranışların 
ayıp sayıldığı ve zengin olanların zenginliklerini gizledikleri, zenginleşmeye yönelik çabaların küçüm-
sendiği bir düşünce dünyasından, zenginlik ve zenginleşme çabalarına olumlu anlamlar yüklenildiği bir 
anlayışa geçildi. Özal, eğitim, kültürel birikim ve teknoloji transferini zihniyet değişiminin gerçekleşmesi 
yolunda önemli unsurlar olarak görüyordu. Zihni gelişmeyi kültürel devrime bağlıyor, ama bunu bir zaman 
meselesi olarak gördüğünden sadece yolunu açmak istediğini belirtiyordu. Özal, Türkiye ekonomisinde 
çok önemli yapısal dönüşümleri gerçekleştirmekle beraber esas olarak topluma hâkim olan ekonomik 
zihniyetin dönüşümünde önemli bir fonksiyon gördü. Türk toplumu, kâr gayesiyle hareket eden ve iktisadi 
rasyonaliteyi esas alan bir düşünce yapısına evirildi. Ekonomik hayatta daha belirgin hale gelen girişimcilik, 
çok çalışma, zenginleşme, rasyonel muhasebe, paranın hesabını tutma, bu dönem yaşanan iktisadi zihniyet 
değişikliğinin ortaya çıkardığı düşünce ve davranış kalıplarıydı. İktisadi faaliyetlere yön veren bu düşünce 
ve davranış kalıpları kapitalist iktisadi zihniyete ait nüvelerdi. 1980 sonrası Özal dönemi, Osmanlı’dan 
Cumhuriyete devir olan iktisadi zihniyetin dönüşüme uğradığı en önemli dönemlerden biri oldu.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Özal, Ekonomik Zihniyet, Türkiye Ekonomisi, Dönüşüm, İktisadi Rasyonalite
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Abstract: “World Values Research” that is made in 1981, means to measure problems based on trust, 
participation and communication relations and social capitals of societies by being applied in different 
countries. According to 2011 datas, while the trust level in Norway where the individual earnings is 
96.591$, is  %65.3, in Turkey it is calculated as %15. In countries where the trust level between people 
and institutions and social capital is strong, the fact that the economic performance is also strong and 
they affect each other is generally acknowledged by development economist. This research was made 
because of two main reasons. The first one is to reveal the social capital perception of students gradua-
ted from university and have the potential of being human capital. The other one is to be able to draw 
a general comparison between the view points of people being homogeneous in respect of age and 
education,  and the datas of “Turkey Values Research” applied in Turkey. This research consists of 919 
students studied at the 4th class of 2013- 2014 educational term at Trakya University Faculty of Econo-
mics and Administrative Scienes. According to the evaluation made with Ki-Kare independece test and 
Kruskal-Wallis H test, there are significant differences between students’ trust and tolerance level and 
the results of values research of Turkey, however there are some similarities in respect of giving impor-
tance to family relation.

Key Words: Social Capital, Human Capital, Values Resarch, Trust, Development

INTRODUCTION

The trust, tolerance, cooperation that the social 
relations have, is expressed as social capital. It is 
accepted that there is a direct and strong relation 
between the strength and form of social capital 
and development levels. While the developed 
countries have strong social norms, nets and trust, 
the weakness of this structure is considered as 
one of the main reasons of underdevelopment

According to Putnam, social capital is properties 
like nets making coordination and cooperation easy, 
norms and social trust that social organizations 

have.  Coleman (1988) defines social capital as 
the capacity of humans to work together in groups 
for common purposes.

Family life, child and young behaviours, school 
and education, training policy, social relations, 
democracy, law and government approach, eco-
nomic relations and development level constitute 
the social capital and is affected by this. Positive 
social capital can be thought as societies’ unvisible 
wealthy source. 

Social capital has also an important role on pro-
ducing information and sharing this information.  
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The current constitution found the new information 
being produced. While fast technological impro-
vements in information society cause loneness, 
stress, competition, social capital help people 
increase their moral values with cooperation.

Societies formed by individuals affect people’s 
economic and social performance with structu-
ral properties. Because the social capial store in 
underdevelopment countries is weak as a result 
of structural properties, it is accepted as an ob-
jection for economic development performances. 
Although the structures of social capitals of co-
untries change in time, strong social capital rate 
is accepted as two elements having influence on 
each other(OECD, 2001:41). 

Social capital is accepted as one of the five fields 
of which qualities and quantities are important 
for continous development. In addition to human 
capital, environmental capital, financial capital, 
product capital, social capital has a quality of 
affecting the use of all sources, their relations 
and productivity.

While the human capital is the development of 
education and abilities, social capital is a dinamic 
affecting this process. A problematic environment 
has a negative impact on learning and learning 
capacity, different view points, expectation; on 
the other hand encouraging, trustable socities, 
support human capital.

Social capital is disscussed with physical and 
human capital. Also, social capital is a structure 
thought to be important by many dicipline affecting 
social expectations and outputs. The impact on 
the productivity of sources and the contribution to 
the economic and social development cause the 

economic development to discuss social capital 
more consistently. 

Social capital gaining power with contribution 
can give an impression that people can be more 
strong by turning the severe competiton coming 
out as a negative result of capitalism to coope-
ration.  This point of view contribute to protect 
the individual profits as well as social profits. A 
peaceful environment facilitate the sources to 
attend in production more efficiently and it also 
supply individuals with more happy and safety life.  
A positive attitude toward innovations, business 
life, cooperation and helping one another can be 
more possible with social capital.

Social capital defined as institutions, relations 
and attitutes contributing economic and social 
development, influencing interactions between 
people(Iyer,2005:1016), can have the risk of tur-
ning to “criminal capital” depending on the type 
of nets.  It can also prevent equal opportunity, 
support interest group and cause to gain strength 
of illegal criminal organizations.

Social capital shall prompt the development di-
namics in order to reach development and it has 
an importance with the quality of eliminating 
barriers against development.

Another aim of this research is to make a com-
parison with “Values Research of Turkey” and 
the view point of young population who will be 
graduated from university and have high educa-
tion level. The results of this research made with 
70.000 people in 55 countries are accepted as 
an important criterionin terms of social capital. 
Some of the attractive 2011 application results 
of the research that is first conducted in 1981 
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with people who are 18 and over by interwieving 
face to face, can be listed like that; Turks don’t 
trust anyone except of their family members and 
friends. In Turkey, one of the countries where the 
confidence between people is the lowest in the 
World, the rate of people saying “ I can generally 
trust people” is %15. The confidence in military 
service is %75, the confidence in government is 
%61 and the confidence in Turkish Grand Nati-
onal Assembly is %58. While the rate of Turks 
in terms of political participation and signing a 
request collectively, accepting to participate in 
legal boycott or show is %10, in Sweden this 
rate is %82. In terms of social capital, tolerance 
to differences is an important issue. The undesi-
rable groups as neighbours are like this; %84 gay 
, %74 AIDS, %68 cohabiters and %39 migrants. 
An important point of this research is that %81 in 
Turkey describe themselves as religious and have 
trouble with their neighbours’ religious differences.  
In Turkey, family being trusted most and gaining 
heart, constitute the strongest aspect of social 
capital with the rate of %95 (Values Research of 
Turkey, 2011; www. Connectedvivaki.com/2011-
turkiye-değerler-araştırması/21.07.2014). 

LITERATURE

According to the evaluations being made by Lyda 
Judson Hanifan in West Virginia in terms of scho-
ol council system, the social capital used firstly 
with the meaning of “ togetherness consisting 
of goodwill, sympathy, friendship and relation 
between people in their daily life” (Hanifan,1916: 
130-138) has become more known with Putnam’s 
studies based on social observations.

In his book questioning the relation between 
countries’ economic and politic performance and 

civil activities, Robert Putnam (Putnam,1993:3-13) 
considering  the reasons “why some democratic 
countries are unsuccessful while some of them 
are successful” reasoned that civil society activi-
ties are the reason of the success  and wealth of 
local authority in the North of Italy.  According 
to Putnam, communication networks are impor-
tant in respect of the trust and norms increasing 
social productivity (Putnam,1995: 65). The term 
of  “social capital” is based on the relation of trust 
between people and institutions. It has differences 
in each social structure. This abstract structure 
has negative impacts when it reflects weakly 
and problematically to personal abilities and 
capacities; however when it reflects in a way of 
encouraging and giving confidence to people, it 
has positive impatcs. 

James Coleman (1988) underlines the effect 
of three capital structure in his study about the 
reasons why the teens leave school:

1. Financial capital ( source reserved for education)

2. Human capital (education level of family)

3. Social capital ( close relationship of society)

Dennis Goulet suggests to adopt the internal de-
velopment policies encouraging society’s interest 
and participation against the external decisives 
in terms of development economics (Goulet, 
1989: 458)

According to the “five capital model”, in order 
that the social evolution and development can 
be continuous, the improvement of the quality 
and quantity of social capital as a supplement of 
human capital, environmental capital, financial 
capital, physical capital is so important. (Güvel, 
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2011:148-150). Social capital having an abstract 
form and being different from other capital types, 
affects the all types of capitals. 

Fukuyama emphasizes mostly the feeling of 
confidence. (Fukuyama , 1996: 7-20). Fukuyama 
thinks that the laws, treaties and rationalities are 
necessary for post-industrial societies but they are 
not sufficient modern elements. Modern societies 
must also have mutual relation, moral obligation 
and habits based on values like responsibilities to 
society and confidence. These social values are 
indispensable for the modern society’s success. 
(Fukuyama, 2000: 27). According to Fukuyama, 
the government is especially responsible for 
investing in education and creation of the social 
capital by supplying the right of ownership and 
security. World  Bank determined some indicators 
to be able to embody social capital which is an 
abstract concept and  has some local and social 
differences.  These indicators are determined as 
democracy, corruption, judicial independence, 
strikes and objections, the rate of arrested person, 
the confidence in government, the confidence in 
unions, the rate of credit use, personal liberties, 
the participation to local societies and activities, 
neighbourhood relations, family-friends relations, 
business relations and the tolerance to differences. 
So social capital is a far- reaching concept having 
several properties such as economy, sociology, 
environment, rural and urban development, mo-
dernism, education, employment, distribution of 
income and poverty, criminality, health, finance, 
education and information.

Social capital is a constitution increasing the 
productivity of physical and human capital and 
affecting every process. 

In his teoretical study entitled as “The Relation 
Between Social Capital As a Public Property and 
Poverty” Altay (2007: 337-362) expressed that 
interventions of social capital to reduce poverty 
has not only impact on poverty, it has also posi-
tive impact on different social networks with the 
help of formal or informal institutions in society. 

In his study entitled “The Importance of Social 
Capital in Transition To Information Society” 
Şan draws attention to the fact that the countries 
having high social capital has also quality of 
being information society.

In their study called “ An Observation About Social 
Capital”, Karagül and Masca (2005) emphasized 
that an underdeveloped country can develop by 
increasing their social capital and in this process 
family, civil society and public sector is a source 
and they also stated the social isolation as negative 
social capital. 

When all the studies are reviewed, the factors 
strengthening social capital can be listed like 
that; high income and fair income distribution, 
the satisfaction of health and life,  standards of 
high education, personal liberties, family and 
friends relations, business relations and business 
security, neighbourhood relations, the tolerance 
of differences, democracy, trusty legal system, 
trusty government and stable policies, voluntary 
participation, common culture, coomon religion.

The factors reducing social capital are; unemploy-
ment, poverty, criminality and social differences, 
corruption.
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METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH

In this research the scale prepared by “World 
Values Research” and Grootaert vd (2003: 25-45) 
has been used.  The participants of the research 
consists of 919 students studied at the 4th class 
of 2013- 2014 educational term at Trakya Uni-
versity Faculty of Economics and Administrative 
Scienes.  The reason why this questionnaire has 
been applied to 4th class students is that as well 
as starting university education,  the graduation 
from university is an important result in respect 
of social capital. The graduation is a success 
supported by feelings and relations such as 
family, academic institution and friendship. In 
this research made with the aim of revealing the 
social capital perception of the mass considered 
as “human capital” that has the potential to parti-
cipate in manpower market, in order to represent 

the participants,  the trust level is determined as 
%95 and sample capacity for %3 default margin is 
determined as 494 students. In case of the filling 
the questionnaires wrongly, 550 questionnaires 
have been distributed to students by hand and 
at the end of the reviewing of the questionaire 
forms, it is stated that 527 questionnaire forms 
have been filled perfectly.  The students have 
been asked their sex, in which department they 
study, their family’s income level and questions 
about the place they live. 

FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH

The datas of the research have been analysed 
with SPSS.  The distribution of the students 
participating in the research according to their 
demographic characteristics, participation and 
social relations is showed in Table 1.
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Table 1: The Findings Related to The Distribution Of The Students Participating in The Re-
search According to Their Demographic Characteristics, Participation and Social Relations

Sex Person % Department Person %

Female 352 66.8 Management 81 15.4

Male 175 33.2 Economics 89 16.9

Public Administration 70 13.3

İnternational Relations 62 11.8

Econometrics 77 14.6

Finance 68 12.9

LEIR 80 15.2

Income Level of The Family Person % The Place Family Live Person %

1000<2500 323 61.3 Country 331 62.8

2501<4000 142 26.9 Town 149 28.3

4001<5500 36 6.8 Village 47 8.9

5501<7000 17 3.2

7001> 9 1.7

The Place You Live Person % Membership of a Institution Person %

With My Family 50 9.5 Yes 132 25.0

With My Friends At Home 193 36.6 Yes 357 67.7

With My Relative 5 0.9 No 170 32.3

Have You Got a Friend? Person % Do You Want Help From Your 
Friends?

Person %

Yes 464 88.0 Yes 460 87.3

No 63 12.0 No 67 12.7

When You Need, Do People 
Around You Help You?

Person % Do You Meet Your Relatives? Person %

Yes 450 85.4 Yes 338 64.1

No 77 14.6 No 189 35.9

Do You Know Your 
Neighbours?

Person % Do You Get Help From Your 
Neighbours?

Perosn %

Yes 428 81.2 Yes 370 70.2

No 99 18.8 No 157 29.8

When we look at Table 1, %66.8 of the students 
participating in survey is female and %33.2 is male. 
When the income level of the students’ families 

is examined, % 61.3 is 1000-2500TL, %26.9 is 
2501-4000 TL, %6.8 is 4001-5500 TL, %3.2 is 
5501-7000 TL, %1.7 is 7001- and over. %62.8 
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families of the students live in country, %28.3 
live in town, %8.9 live in village. %45.4 of the 
students stay at dormitory, %9.5 of the students 
live with their families, %7.6 live alone at home.

According to the results, %67.7 of the students has 
voted at the last election, %87.3 of the students 
get help from their friends, %64.1 of the students 
meets their relatives and %81.2 of the students 
know their neighbours.

%25 of the students has given positive answer 
to the question whether they are member of an 

institution or not. During the process of being 
information society, while the number of mem-
bers is increasing rapidly in countries such as 
USA, more than 80 million people in information 
sector spend 5 hours in a week working for one 
or more than one institution. As an alternative 
of individuality and isolation, people have the 
opportunity to meet the needs like belonging, 
being respected at these voluntary institutitons. 
(Bozkurt, 2003:237).

Table 2: The Distribution of The People With Whom The Students Participating in The Re-
serach Do Social Activities

Frequency Percentage(%)

With One Of The Members Of My Family 114 21.6

With My İsosexual Friends 61 11.6

With My Relatives 11 2.1

With A Group Consisting Of Both Girls And Boys 341 64.7

Total 527 100.0

As we can see at Table 2, %64.7 of the students 
prefer girl and boy friends for activities, %11.6 
prefer their isosexual friends. With the rate of % 
21.6, family members is the second choice and 

the relatives is the last choice. According to the 
Table 2 it can said that the friendship is the most 
important relation for students in social activities. 

Table 3: The Distribution of The Frequency That How Often The Students  
Participating in The Research Do The Social Activities

Frequency Percentage (%)
Never 6 1.1

Everyday 61 11.6
Once A Week 76 14.4

Several Times A Week 224 42.5
Once A Month 26 4.9

Several Times A Month 117 22.2
Once A Two Or Three Months 17 3.2

Total 527 100.0
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When we looked at Table3, %42.5 of the students 
participate in social activities several times a 
week, %22.2 of the students participate in social 
activities several times a month, %14.4 of the 
students participate in social activities several 

times a week. Considering the Table 3, except 
from the 6 students stating that they never do 
any social activity, we can say that sociability is 
important for students.

Table 4: Some Groups And Their Undesirable Rates As A Neighbour

Homosexuals 84%

People With AIDS 74%

Cohabiter Couples 68%

Atheists 64%

İslamic Revivalists 54%

Christians 48%

People From Another Religion 39%

İmmigrants, Foreign Workers 39%

People Of Whom Daughters Wear Shorts 26%

People Voting For The Party They Don’t Like 17%

People Who Don’t Fast 20%

Source: World Values Survey, 2011 (www.
connectedvivaki.com/2011-turkiye-degerler-
arastirmasi/21.07.2014).

In the Values Survey, there is a question that is 
firstly used by Emory Bogardus as an indicator 
of tolerance. This question is whether they want 

people from different groups as their neighbour or 
not. According to Values Survey of Turkey 2011, 
the groups that are undesirable as neighbour are 
shown in Table 4. The groups disturbing people 
more in Turkey are respectively homosexuals, 
people with AIDS, cohabiters, atheists.

Table 5: The Distribution of The Students Participating in The Research According to The 
Groups by Which They Are Disturbed

Frequency Percentage (%)

A Family From A Different Religious Sect 8 1.5

A Family Believing İn A Different Religion 8 1.5

Homosexual Couple 227 43.1

A Family From A Different Ethnic Background 10 1.9

A Family Having No Religious Belief 24 4.6

None Of These Groups Disturb 250 47.4

Total 527 100.0
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The tolerance of the differences in terms of so-
cial capital is accepted as an important indicator. 
Approximately half of the students participating in 
the research %47.4 state that they aren’t disturbed 
because of the groups that are mentioned above. 

On the other hand the other half of the students 
%43.1 agree that they feel disturbed because of 
homosexual couples. Religion differences are 
thought as disturbing by so few people. 

Table 6: The Distribution of The Students Participating in The Research According to The 
Differences Causing Problems in Society

Frequency Percentage (%)

The Differences in Education Level 198 37.6

The Differences in Income Level 113 21.4

The Differences in Sex 20 3.8

The Differences in Political View 95 18.0

 The Differences in Ethnic Background or Religion 28 5.3

The Differences in Social Status 14 2.7

The Differences Between Young and Old 
Generations

17 3.2

The Differences in Religious Belief 12 2.3

Other Differences 30 5.7

Total 527 100.0

According to the Table 6, the  differences in 
education level in society with the rate of  %37.6 
, the differences in income level with the rate of 
21.4 and the differences in political views with 

the rate of %18 are the most important issues 
that can cause problems. Religious belief, social 
statue and generation differences are determined 
as differences that can cause less problems.

Table 7: The Distribution of The Students Participating in The Research Accroding to Their 
Participations in Boycott During The Last Year

Frequency Percentage(%)

Requesting Help For Social Benefit From Public İnstutitions 
or Leaders

31 5.42

Participating in a  Legal Meeting 101 17.66

Boycotting Some Products 32 5.59

Donation to a Political Party 12 2.10

Participating in Illegal Boycott 32 5.59

None of Them 364 63.64
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According to Table 7, %63.64 of the students 
say that they haven’t participated in a boycott. 

%17.66 of them say that they have participated 
in a legal meeting. 

Table 8: The Distribution of The Students Participating in The Research According to The 
Instutitions That The Students Trust More

Frequency Percentage (%)

Armed Services 183 19.22

Hospitals 93 9.77

Universities 77 8.08

Government 33 3.47

Municipality 12 1.26

Media 13 1.37

Police 64 6.72

President 44 4.62

Educational İnstutition 35 3.68

Civil Society İnstutitons 60 6.30

Tax Office 18 1.89

ÖSYM 7 0.74

Religion 44 4.62

Governorships 7 0.74

Turkish Grand National Assembly 24 2.52

Courts 26 2.73

Political Parties 4 0.42

None of Them 208 21.85

Regarding to the Table 8, %21.85 of the students 
don’t trust in any instutition. On the other hand 
the most trusty institution is armed services with 
the rate of %19.22. Hospitals are %9.77, univer-
sities are %8.08, poliçe is %6.72 and civil society 
institutions are %6.30. According to the Values 
Survey of Turkey 2011, the trust rate of armed 
services is %75, the trust rate of government is 

%61, the rate of students participating in research 
that trust in government is %3.47. 

In this section, cross tables, Khi –Square Test and 
Kruskal-Wallis Test are applied in order to see 
whether there is a relation between demographic 
variables and the thoughts about trust evaluation 
relating to the social communication.
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Table 9: The Evaluation Of The Students According To Their Social Communication Net-
work And The Results Of Khi-Square Test According To Sex

Sex Yes No Total    Khi-Square

Frequency/ 
Percentage

Frequency/ 
Percentage

Frequency/ 
Percentage

Female 323 29 352

91.8% 8.2% 100.0%

Have You Got a Friend That You Share 
Your Secrets?

Male 141 34 175 χ2=13.906

80.6% 19.4% 100.0% p=0.000

Total 464 63 527

88.0% 12.0% 100.0%

Female 318 34 352

Do You Talk About Your Personal 
Problems With Your Special Friends 
and Want Help?

90.3% 9.7% 100.0%

Male 142 33 175 χ2=8.911

81.1% 18.9% 100.0% p=0.003

Total 460 67 527

87.3% 12.7% 100.0%

Female 242 110 352

68.8% 31.3% 100.0%

Do You Meet Your Relatives? Male 96 79 175 χ2=9.808

 54.9% 45.1% 100.0% p=0.002

Total 338 189 527

64.1% 35.9% 100.0%

Female 306 46 352

86.9% 13.1% 100.0%

Do You Know Your Neighbours? Male 122 53 175 χ2=22.712

69.7% 30.3% 100.0% p=0.000

Total 428 99 527

Female 81.2% 18.8% 100.0%

272 80 352

When You Need Do You Ask for Help 
From Your Neighbours?

Male 77.3% 22.7% 100.0%

 98 77 175 χ2=25.289

Total 56.0% 44.0% 100.0% p=0.000

Female 370 157 527

70.2% 29.8% 100.0%
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The evaluation of the students according to their 
social communication network is shown in Table 9. 
Compared with males, females have more friends 
sharing their secrets (p=0.000), they talk about 
their private problems with their special friends 

(p=0.003), they meet with their relatives more often 
(p=0.002), they know their neighbours (p=0.000) 
and they ask for help from their neighbours more 
often than men (p=0.000). 

Table 10: The Trust Evaluation of Students Related to The Structure of The Social Commu-
nication Network and The Results Of Khi-Square Test According to Sex
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I Generally 
Trust in People 
Around Me

Female
31 43 131 112 35 352

Χ2=10.613
P=0.031

8.8% 12.2% 37.2% 31.8% 9.9% 100.0%

Male
15 17 56 52 35 175

8.6% 9.7% 32.0% 29.7% 20.0% 100.0%

Total
46 60 187 164 70 527

8.7% 11.4% 35.5% 31.1% 13.3% 100.0%

Female
35 43 121 97 56 352

Χ2=11.234
P=0.024

I Trust in My 
Relatives 9.9% 12.2% 34.4% 27.6% 15.9% 100.0%

Male
18 19 49 40 49 175

10.3% 10.9% 28.0% 22.9% 28.0% 100.0%

Total
53 62 170 137 105 527

10.1% 11.8% 32.3% 26.0% 19.9% 100.0%

I Trust in 
Govern-ment 
in Terms of 
Protecting My 
Properties and 
My Family

Female
132 61 109 33 17 352

37.5% 17.3% 31.0% 9.4% 4.8% 100.0%

Male
51 14 50 38 22 175

Χ2=32.399
P=0.00029.1% 8.0% 28.6% 21.7% 12.6% 100.0%

Total
183 75 159 71 39 527

34.7% 14.2% 30.2% 13.5% 7.4% 100.0%

There is a relationship between sex and the thought 
that I generally trust in people around me as we 

can see at Table 10. (p=0.031) as it is shown at 
cross table, while %41.7 of the females agree with 
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this, %49.72 of the males agree with this. There 
is also a relationship between sex and the thought 
that I trust in my relatives (p=0.024). Compared 
with man, women trust more in their relatives than 
man. We can conclude from the Table 10, the sex 
and the thought that I trust in government in terms 
of protecting my family and my properties, are 
related with each other. (p=0.000). Accroding to 
the table, %14.2 of the females agree with this and 
%34.3 of males agree with this idea. According 
to Table 10, we can say that males’ trust level 
are higher than females’ in general. The reasons 

of low trust level of females can be their social 
statues and problems. 

According to 2011 Values Survey of Turkey, while 
the rate of people saying 

that I generally trust in people is %15, the rate 
of students with %44.4 is above the average. The 
rate of male students that trust in their relatives is 
higher than females’. It is %20.9 above the rate of 
people with %45.9 saying I trust in government in 
terms of protecting my family and my properties. 

Table 11: The Statistics About The Relation Between The Monthly Income and The Thought 
That I Trust in Government in Terms of Protecting My Family and Properties

Total Income N Value Of 
Order

Average

Khi-Square

1000<2500 323 263.12

I Trust in Government in Terms 
of Protecting My Family and 
Properties. 

2501<4000 142 257.91 χ2=10.993

4001<5500 36 305.64 p=0.027

5501<7000 17 192.94

7001> 9 359.44

When we look at Table 11, according to the results 
of Kruskal Wallis H Test, there is a significant 
difference between monthly total income and 
the thought that I trust in government in terms of 
protecting my family and properties. (p=0.027). 
We can say that when the income increases, the 
trust in government increases too. 

CONCLUSION

The economic problems and solutions aren’t free 
of social structure. The improvement of economic 
performance is possible by strengthening the 
social structures that change in time. Education, 

production, social values, attitutes, tolerance, trust, 
cooperation should be basic principles.  The social 
structure based on strong values affect welfare 
level of society positively.  The strengthening 
of the social capital is a vital requirement for 
countries where the limited sources should be 
used efficiently. Societies that are intolerant to 
differences, concentrated on destructive compe-
tition, having unequal and illegal structure aren’t 
successful although they have many production 
factors. social structures of which relations of 
production and distribution based on innovative, 
fair, cooperation, trust,  tolerance, democratic and 
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participating, shall contribute to the productivity 
of other capital types like human capital. 

According to the results of 2011 Values Survey 
of Turkey,  while the most trusty instutition is 
armed service, this rate of students participating 
in the research is %19.22. Generally, while the 
rate of trust for Turkey is %15, this rate of stu-
dents is %44.4. 

In terms of tolerance, students with the rate of 
%47.4 state that they aren’t disturbed by diffe-
rences. On the other hand, the homosexuals are 
stated as the most disturbing group both by the 
students with the rate of %47.4 and generally in 
Turkey with the rate of %84.

The trust level of male students are higher than 
females’. The other result of the research is that 
when the income increases, the trust in govern-
ment increases too. 

The family is the most trusty social group for both 
students and Turkish society.  The students give 
importance to their friendship and social relations. 

We can say that when compared Turkey, social 
capital of young people having high education is 
stronger as a result of Thrace Region being close 
to West. It is predicted that when this research 
is conducted in different region with different 
social classes, the results will also differ. It is 
supposed to make contribution to literature with 
this study by emphasizing the effect of education 
strenghtening the structure of social capital. 
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SOSYAL SERMAYENİN BEŞERİ SERMAYEYE YANSIMASI

Özet: İlki 1981yılında gerçekleştirilen “Dünya Değerler Araştırması” , farklı ülkelerde uygulanarak 
güven, katılım ve iletişim bağları odaklı sorular ile toplumların sosyal sermayelerini ölçmeyi hedefle-
mektedir. 2011 verileri ile kişi başına düşen geliri 96,591 $ olan Norveç’te % 65,3 olan güven düzeyi,  
kişi başına düşen geliri 10,576 $ olan Türkiye için %15 olarak hesaplanmıştır. Kişiler ve kurumlar arası 
güven düzeyinin ve sosyal sermayenin güçlü olduğu ülkelerde, ekonomik performansın da güçlü olduğu 
ve birbirlerini besledikleri gerçeği kalkınma iktisatçıları tarafından genel kabul görmektedir. Toplumsal 
ilişkilerin sahip olduğu güven, hoşgörü, işbirliği gibi yapısal özellikler, sosyal sermaye olarak ifade edil-
mektedir. Sosyal sermayenin güç ve yapısı ile, ekonomilerin gelişmişlik düzeyleri arasında doğru yönlü 
ve güçlü bir bağ olduğu kabul edilmektedir. Gelişmiş ülkeler güçlü sosyal normlara, ağlara ve güvene 
sahipken, bu yapının zayıflığı az gelişmişliğin temel nedenlerinden biri sayılmaktadır. Aile yaşantısı, 
çocuk ve genç davranışları, okul ve eğitim- öğretim politikaları, toplumsal ilişkiler, demokrasi, hukuk ve 
yönetim yaklaşımları, ekonomik ilişkiler ve gelişmişlik düzeyi sosyal sermaye çerçevesini oluşturmakta 
ve bu yapıdan da etkilenmektedir. Bu bakış açısıyla olumlu sosyal sermaye, toplumların görünmeyen 
zenginlik kaynağı olarak da ele alınmaktadır. Sosyal sermaye yapısal yönüyle toplumda bilgi üretme ve 
bilgiyi paylaşma sürecinde de önemli rol oynamaktadır. Mevcut sosyal yapı üretilecek yeni bilgilere temel 
oluşturmaktadır. Bilgi toplumunda yaşanan hızlı teknolojik gelişmeler kişiler üzerinde yalnızlık, stres, 
rekabet gibi olumsuz duygulara da neden olabilirken sosyal sermaye güven, dayanışma gibi duygularla 
kişilerin moral değerlerini yükseltmeye katkı sağlamaktadır. Bu çalışma iki temel amaçla yapılmıştır. İlk 
olarak üniversiteden mezun olma ve işgücü piyasalarına katılıp, beşeri sermaye olma potansiyelindeki 
öğrencilerin, sosyal sermaye algısını ortaya koyabilmektir. Yaş ve eğitim yönünden homojen olan bu 
gruptaki bireylerin bakış açısıyla, Türkiye geneline uygulanan “Türkiye Değerler Araştırması” bulguları 
ile genel bir karşılaştırma yapabilmek de çalışmanın diğer amacını oluşturmaktadır.  Bu amaçla yapılan 
araştırmanın ana kitlesini Trakya Üniversitesi İktisadi ve İdari Bilimler Fakültesinde 2013/2014 öğretim 
yılı bahar döneminde son sınıfta öğrenim gören 919 öğrenci oluşturmaktadır. Çalışmada “Dünya Değer-
ler Araştırması” ile Grootaert vd.(2003, 25-45) tarafından hazırlanan ölçekten yararlanılmıştır. Ki-Kare 
Bağımsızlık Testi ve Kruskal-Wallis H Testi ile yapılan değerlendirmede öğrencilerin güven ve hoşgörü 
düzeyleri ile Türkiye Değerler Araştırması sonuçları arasında önemli farklılıklar, aile bağına verilen önem 
açısından ise benzerlik olduğu ortaya konmuştur. Türkiye Değerler Araştırması 2011 sonuçlarına göre en 
güvenilen kurum % 75 ile Türk Silahlı Kuvvetleri iken bu oran ankete katılan öğrencilerde % 19,22’dir. 
Genel olarak Türkiye için % 15 olan güven düzeyi, öğrencilerde  % 44,4 olarak daha yüksek bir oranda-
dır. Hoşgörü konusunda öğrenciler %47,4oranında farklılıkların rahatsızlık vermediğini ifade etmişlerdir. 
Diğer taraftan hem öğrenciler tarafından %43,1 oranında, hem de Türkiye genelinde %84 oranında yakın 
çevrede en rahatsızlık verici grup eşcinseller olarak belirtilmiştir. Öğrencilerle ilgili olarak erkeklerin güven 
düzeyleri, kadınlara göre daha yüksek seviyede tespit edilmiştir. Gelir düzeyi arttıkça devlete duyulan 
güven düzeyinin daha da arttığı araştırmanın önemli diğer bir tespitidir. Aile hem öğrenciler, hem de Türk 
Toplumu için en güvenilen sosyal gruptur. Diğer taraftan öğrenciler, arkadaşlarına ve sosyal bağlarına da 
önem vermektedirler. Trakya Bölgesinin Batı’ya yakın olmasının da etkisi ile, eğitimi yüksek genç kitlenin 
sosyal sermayesinin Türkiye ile karşılaştırıldığında daha güçlü olduğu söylenebilir. Bu çalışmanın farklı 
bölgelerde, farklı sosyal sınıflara uygulanması ile değişik sonuçlara ulaşılacağı öngörülmektedir. Yapılan 
çalışma ile eğitimin, sosyal sermayenin yapısını güçlendirici etkisine vurgu yaparak literatüre katkı sağ-
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lanacağı düşünülmektedir. Ekonomik sorunlar ve çözümleri, sosyal yapıdan bağımsız değildir. Zamanla 
değişim gösteren sosyal yapıların güçlendirilmesiyle elde edilecek ekonomik performansın arttırılması 
mümkündür. Eğitim, üretim, bölüşüm ilişiklerinde, toplumsal değer, tutum ve bağlarda hoşgörü, güven, 
işbirliği temel yapıyı oluşturmalıdır. Sosyal yapının güçlü ve sağlam değerlere dayalı olması, toplumun 
refah seviyesine olumlu katkı sağlamaktadır. Kıt kaynakların verimli kullanılmasının kaçınılmaz bir 
zorunluluk olduğu ekonomiler için sosyal sermayenin güçlendirilmesi önemli bir koşuldur. Farklılıklara 
tahammülsüz,  yıkıcı rekabete odaklı,  eşitsiz ve hukuksuz yapılara sahip toplumlar ne denli çok üretim 
faktörüne sahip olsa da sürdürülebilir bir başarı gösteremezler. Üretim ve bölüşüm ilişkilerinin yenilikçi, 
adil, işbirliğine ve güvene dayalı, demokratik ve katılımcı, hoşgörüye dayalı sosyal yapılar beşeri sermaye 
gibi, diğer sermaye türlerinin de verimliliğine katkı sağlayacaktır. Sürdürülebilir ve hızlı kalkınma için 
güçlü bir sosyal sermaye yapsına ulaşılması kaçınılmaz bir koşul olarak önem kazanmaktadır.  

Anahtar Kelimeler:  Sosyal Sermaye, Beşeri Semaye, Değerler Araştırması, Güven, Gelişme 
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DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS AND EDUCATION; NEW SEARCHES 

Mustafa HATİPLER

Trakya University, Social Sciences Vocational College, Department of Marketing and Foreign Trade

Abstract: Development economics and education are two indissociable basic concepts. Everything from 
individual objectives desired to be reached with development economics to social goals, formation of 
skills and creativeness potentials within the human capital and their appearance is related, connected to 
and even dependent on education. Individual’s interest, abilities, needs, physical and mental development 
level, natural and social environment are the factors that cannot be ignored while determining the edu-
cational goals. There is a direct relation between the increase in education level, in national income of 
countries, in individual income level, improvement in income distribution and prevention of poverty. This 
relation is observed most clearly between the level of education and technological progress. This relation 
generates output level per person over the human capital, increase in output and permanent effects on this 
increase   So human capital is of great significance. Human capital that is the asset of education within the 
economy is among the subjects of both microeconomics and macroeconomics as the most basic object of 
the development economics. Education having an important role in country’s development has the func-
tion of providing the man power in the desired quality and quantity during the development process, and 
producing and expanding information. While the striking effect of education on development economics 
reveals itself in increasing the competition power of economies via increasing the efficiency of man power 
abroad, it is observed in fighting against unemployment and poverty in the country. 

Key Words:Education, Development Economics, Information Society

INTRODUCTION

It is a commonly accepted fact that education 
changes and improves the human’s life. The effect 
and effectiveness of education cannot be ignored 
when people determine their life in social and 
personal terms. Not only such personal elements 
as freedom and succeeding but also social and 
universal elements like social justice exist in the 
notion “determining the life”. 

In terms of development economics, it is possible 
to say that education has effect on all sectors and 

this effect is not a wagon but a locomotive effect. 
Development economics and education are two 
indissociable basic concepts. Everything from 
individual objectives desired to be reached with 
development economics to social goals, formation 
of skills and creativeness potentials within the 
human capital and their appearance is related, 
connected to and even dependent on education. 
This relation, connection and dependence arise 
from the fact that education is in a continuous 
change and development. 
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Development economics is the most important 
element which allows countries and societies 
develop and become a strong actor on the world’s 
stage. So the fact that economic development is 
the main objective of all countries in today’s world 
is self-evident. This objective is placed within the 
plans and programs of the both developed and 
developing countries. As the countries desire to be 
much stronger due to the economic development. 

It is an unignorable fact that everything in today’s 
world changes and develops so fast and this 
change and development takes effect in political 
and economic fields. Moreover education is the 
most important element of the fight to be an 
“Information Society” within the development 
economics. Such factors as fast technology 
transformation, fast change and development, 
information-based organizations, interest in human 
resources, learning-teaching organizations, and 
lifelong education exist in information society 
in parallel to the economy. 

It is not possible to keep the efforts to be an 
information society off development economics, 
globalization and international competition. 
Another difficulty brought by today’s world is 
that some changes in our education and economy 
understanding together with the general change 
in our social life have now become an obligation. 

HUMAN AND EDUCATION IN  
DEVELOPMENT ECONOMICS 

Development economics emphasizes determining 
the factors required for economic and social deve-
lopment of countries and how to change them into 
an economic and social event. In this regard, the 
most important and remarkable factor is human 

factor i.e. human capital. If development economics 
is the engine of economic development, human 
capital is the dynamo of this engine. 

Human capital within the development econo-
mics has become an important production factor 
of today’s economies together with technology. 
Today’s developed economies have come to this 
current place by using geometrically developing 
and changing technological developments and 
making the human factor stronger. 

Actually Toffler (1998:25) mentions three big 
waves that changed everything in the history of 
humanity. Among these three waves, the first one 
is agrarian revolution, the second one is indust-
rial revolution and the third one is information 
society, education and economy come together 
at this point. As Toffler (1998:25) suggests that 
the third wave will shape all societies, systems 
and all people in its own way. 

Toffler (1998:31-32) explains this situation under 
the main title “Imbrication of waves” and utters 
that “At the end of the 17th century, the first 
wave didn’t slacken and Industrial Revolution 
that caused the second big changes all over 
the world started in Europe. This second phase 
called industrialization spread between countries 
and continents so fast. So two big changes with 
different paces were on the world. Today the first 
wave is nearly settled. Although there are few 
small societies without reach to agriculture, this 
wave of big changes has lost its power. Meanti-
me, the second wave changing life like making 
a revolution in Europe, North America and some 
other places for one or two centuries continue to 
spread. Many agricultural countries are continu-
ously working on establishing steel production 
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facilities, automotive factories, weaving mills 
and railways. The effect of industrialization is 
still being felt. The second wave has yet lost its 
strength. While this process is going on, another 
important process has started. When the indust-
rialization wave reached to the highest reachable 
point within fifteen years after the World War II, 
a third wave that changes everything it touches 
on earth but yet to be understood well started. 
For this reason , many countries feel the effect 
of two and even three waves with different speed 
and different strength at the same time.”

The concept of economic development doesn’t 
only mean economic growth. Economic deve-
lopment is ultimately wide-ranging and multi-
dimensional fact. Therefore, it includes not only 
economic growth, but also social, cultural and 
political development. At this point, economic 
development occurs via industrialization, gaining 
economic and political freedom, offering equal 
educational opportunities for the whole society 
and making the whole society benefit from 
health and transportation services (Gürbüztürk, 
1995: 149). 

Karakütük (2004:154) defines development as 
follow-up of different economic and social policies 
by governments and attempting to change the 
social structure in this way with the purpose of 
increasing the welfare of society and individuals. 

Economic development is among the indis-
pensable goals of all countries as it will make 
labor force efficient, more and higher quality 
goods and services will be produced and social 
welfare will increase in terms of the per capita 
income. 

EDUCATION and DEVELOPMENT  
ECONOMICS 

While education-with traditional meaning-is accepted 
as an institution providing reading, writing and 
arithmetic knowledge to people; in information 
society it is accepted as an institution that provides 
the required information for people to be able 
to follow the development and changes about 
themselves and to apply them to life, to question 
goings-on, and aims to make people be creative, 
open to development and actively use information 
technologies. Drucker (1994) explains this situ-
ation as: “Education lights the fire of economy. 
It shapes the society. However, it carries out all 
of these via “the product”, i.e. educated people. 
An educated person is an individual who has the 
required knowledge in order to spend a life and 
to earn her/his living. The center in information 
society is the individual. Educated person is the 
direct symbol of the society, the one who defines 
the performance capacity of the society. S/he is 
also the one who represents the values, beliefs 
and commitments of the society.” 

This development and change line changes the 
expectations of people from education on the 
one hand, it also puts forth the inadequacy of 
traditional education understanding on the other 
hand. In this process, it is clearly observed that 
the societies that keep up with and follow the 
change and development line in education poli-
cies, educational goals, structures and functions 
of educational institutions, contents of education 
programs and in perceptions and understandings 
of economy come to the forefront and make a 
difference. Drucker (1994) explains this situation 
as: “Changes that will occur in education in the 
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upcoming years will be much bigger than the 
changes observed as of the appearance of modern 
school with the publication of books more than 
three hundred years ago. An economy in which 
information becomes the real capital and the 
main source that creates richness demands new 
and difficult requests from education system and 
schools in terms of educational performance and 
educational responsibility. A society in which 
knowledge workers rein makes much newer 
and much more difficult demands in terms of 
social performance and social responsibility. We 
will have to think twice about what kind of an 
educated person is. Our learning and teaching 
manners are also changing so fast, and this is 
the result of new theoretical understanding about 
learning process and new technology. Another 
point is that many traditional disciplines at schools 
are now unproductive and old. So we face with 
some changes concerning what we learn and 
teach, and even what we mean with informati-
on.” It is not possible to disagree with Drucker. 
His evaluations like “Information and education 
do not have certain time and place limitation in 
education understanding of information society” 
are still valid (Drucker 1994).

The concept of information society is not a phe-
nomenon, it is a fact. Quarter of a century ago, 
while it was uttered that information created wit-
hin last 10 years was more than the information 
created from the beginning of humanity until that 
day, today’s knowledge doubles itself biyearly 
(Seferoğlu,2007:99-111). 

Discussed with the fact that traditional education 
understanding is represented with the image of 
an industrial organization or factory, it is not 

possible to disagree with the opinions of Drucker. 
Unfortunately, teacher is considered as a foreman 
and the student as a worker in this industrial 
organization or factory; teacher is perceived as 
a being who conveys knowledge, prepares and 
measures memorization cards, can’t go beyond 
certain standards and who is under continuous 
control mechanism within the framework of the 
program given, within a certain time and in de-
termined places called class; student is considered 
as a being who is passive and listener, talks if 
allowed, is kept under control all the time and is 
measured with memorization capacity not with 
behavior acquisition. The difference between edu-
cation and training steps in at this point, for sure. 

It is not possible to disagree with Kaptan (1999) 
saying “From Socrates to today, from Eflatun to 
Dewey and from idealist to existentialist, while 
the point on which it is thought and studied more 
is not training but education in education-trai-
ning, it is training that is emphasized at schools 
in practice”. 

Historical process of change in education actually 
explains this situation more clearly. As is known, 
while education was clustered around such basic 
concepts as teaching how to read, write and do 
math, introducing the country and the world and 
raising them as a good citizen with the effect of 
industrial revolution, it has started to be clustered 
around new objectives and goals like bringing 
them the thinking ability and providing the eco-
nomic wealth within the last half of the century. 
The reason of this is clearly the transition to 
multi-dimensionality and selecting information 
and thought as the baseline. 
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Regarding this subject, Erdoğan (2000) determined 
that “An individual is addressed with her/his two 
sides as numerical and verbal according to the 
classical education paradigm and the efforts are to 
raise them accordingly. Individuals are evaluated 
as sufficient and insufficient according to the 
adequacy level of these two sides. Education and 
training are shaped within the framework of these 
two main sides. According to new intelligence 
paradigm, these two sides are just two of eight 
dimensional potentials the individual owns. In this 
case, when the education generally focuses on these 
two dimensions, the fact that other dimensions 
are ignored occurs. It is possible to see this as 
wasting the multi-dimensional potential people 
have. Therefore, education and training should 
ensure that potentials of students are developed not 
in limited areas but in a multi-dimensional way.”

On the other hand, there are many elements such 
as capital, raw materials, technology, qualified 
man power, stable management, an appropriate 
social and cultural environment and marketing 
and so on within the economic development. 
Prominence status of these elements and their 
rates of significance change from time to time. 
Qualified man power and education function 
accordingly became prominent when it started to 
play an important role in production increase and 
quality of information. Economic development 
became an educational issue from the beginning 
till the end (Turhan, 1964).

The most important factor that raises the share of 
education within the economy is the use of tech-
nology in education. Use of technology appears 
with the concept “digital divide” that occurs in 
transformation of education. Digital divide is a 
whole with the appearance of new technologies 
in the society, perception and adoption of techno-
logies, development and integration. The factors 
of digital divide are technology and education. 
Kavrakoğlu, Gedik and Balkır (2002) explain the 
digital divide with such indicators as the number 
of computers used in the country, rate of connec-
ting to internet, period of education, number of 
patents, R&D expenditures. All these factors are 
highly important for economic development and 
development economics. 

Education develops vocational-technical man power, 
educates the society to support industrialization 
as an entrepreneur, open-minded and conscious 
consumer and maintains economic development. 
It is not possible to talk about economic develop-
ment without considering education.  

Below mentioned Figure 1 reveals the relation bet-
ween education systems and advanced technology 
industries. According to Figure 2.1, governments 
provide the use of advanced technology thanks to 
their education strategies. In the same way, use 
of advanced technology leads to appearance of 
new education systems and implementation of 
these systems by governments. 
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Figure 1. Development Triangle

Source: Hanson, 2008:22

Economic changes were actually effective on 
education in every period when economic de-
velopment and change were effective. Smith 
(1997) states in his book “Wealth of Nations” 
that the abilities obtained as a result of education 
with the expenditures made during the study are 
the visible capital in individuals and this capital 
creates social wealth (human capital) (Harbinson 
and Mayers, 1964. As cited by Ünal, 1996:199).

It is clear that education is effective in develo-
ping political and democratic public awareness, 
understanding the complicated problems, assisting 
technological development and exploring the 
cultural skills. Education has also more special 
functions such as preparing more appropriate 
man power in accordance with the needs of 
the changing economy and contributing to the 
development of creative thinking and advanced 
techniques (Wykstra, 1971). The side of education 
towards the economy has more than one function. 
It is possible to list these functions-in the simp-
lest way- as increase of income, the low rate of 

fertility, poverty and reduction of unemployment 
(Türkmen, 2002:21).

Although the effect of economy on education was 
revealed by Smith (1997), its effect was mostly felt 
after the World War II. Today, the most striking 
example of this is Chinese economy. In addition 
to educational and investment activities within 
the country, China also called back its educated 
young population in other countries in order to 
serve the country.

One of the most important researches that puts 
forth the effect of increase in the importance of 
education on economy is the one carried out by 
Hector Correra between 1909 and 1949 concer-
ning the contribution of education in the USA to 
the Gross National Product (GNP) which is an 
important indicator of economic development. 
In this research, Correra concluded that 5.3% 
of the increase arises from the increase in the 
level of education. Another research on the same 
subject is the one named The Sources of Econo-
mic Growth in The United States conducted by 
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E.Denison between the years 1929 and 1957 on 
the US economy. It was concluded in this rese-
arch that 21% of the increase per capita national 
income depends on the education of man power 
and 36% depends on the information increase 
(Koşan, 2003). 

Economic Development in Terms of Educa-
tional Goals 

It is an undeniable fact that there is a mutual 
interaction between education and economy, this 
interaction continues in parallel to the change 
and developments in economy and the changes 
in education affect the economy. 

As people face with the continuous change of 
natural and social environment in which they 
live, they have to adapt themselves to the new 
living conditions in order to survive. This is only 
possible with the education. Successful education 
is directly related to the existence of previously 
determined goals. Educational goals can be not 
only national but also universal. 

Individual’s interest, abilities, needs, physical 
and mental development level, natural and social 
environment are the factors that cannot be igno-
red while determining the educational goals. It 
is possible to group the aims of education under 
four areas: 

- Individual-oriented goals directed to physical, 
mental and emotional development of individual,

- Society-oriented goals with the purpose of 
socializing individuals by bringing them in 
the values, norms, traditions, lifestyle of the 
society and passing down the social values to 
the future generations,

- Environment-oriented goals with the purpose of 
raising environmental consciousness and love 
of nature in individuals,

- Humanity-oriented goals with the meaning of 
raising an individual as a person who puts the 
human at the center, attaches value on people, 
is respectful for human rights, doesn’t make 
any sexual, religional, ethnical, ideological and 
cultural discrimination, behaves everyone on 
equal basis (Kızıloluk, 2007:21).

The relation between human and education ac-
tually starts with the birth of people. Education 
is a process that exists from the primitive man 
as of the existence of humanity. Unlimitedness 
of natural and social needs of people that should 
be met for survival and limitedness of goods and 
services with which these needs are met revealed 
the relation between human and economy. 

At this point, it is possible to say that there is 
a separate economic factor in each one of the 
educational goals. An economic event is always 
in question while realizing these educational 
goals. Ignoring the economic dimension while 
preparing the goals doesn’t change this situation. 

Approaches for Economic Development in 
Education 

There is a direct relation between the increase in 
education level, in national income of countries, in 
individual income level, improvement in income 
distribution and prevention of poverty. This rela-
tion is observed most clearly between the level of 
education and technological progress. This relation 
generates output level per person over the human 
capital, increase in output and permanent effects 
on this increase  (Şimşek, 2006:11). So human 
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capital is of great significance. Human capital 
that is the asset of education within the economy 
is among the subjects of both microeconomics 
and macroeconomics as the most basic object of 
the development economics. Macroeconomics 
in a country is expressed with such indicators 
as schooling rate by age groups, population’s 
average period of education, rate of educational 
expenditures within the gross domestic product 
and educational expenditures per person, and rate 
of literacy (Atik, 2006:20-21).

The effect and development of education on 
economic development is directly related to the 
content of education, the content in education is 
directly related to the goals of education. Content 
in education is composed of the information, 
skills and development activities set in line with 
the educational goals. 

While Akyüz (2001:75) defines the education as 
the period of providing changes in individual’s 
knowledge, way of thought and behavior, and 
skills in the desired way, Tezcan (1992:142) 
defines it as the total periods in which an indivi-
dual obtains practically valuable skills, attitudes 
and other behavior forms in the society where 
s/he lives. No matter how these definitions are 
made, the unveiling fact is that the real education 
is both personal and a social fact, and it fulfils 
some functions as related to the development of 
individual. It is possible to specify these functions 
as developing the qualifications of the individual 
in accordance with the society and herself/himself, 
increasing the personal skills and abilities, making 
the individual have the sense of responsibility, 
reintegrating her/him into the society by making 
variable and multi-dimensional (Türkmen, 2002:51).

The effectiveness of education on economic de-
velopment only manifests itself as increasing the 
quality and quantity in the production of goods 
and services and increasing the social welfare 
accordingly. This is only possible via education 
by upskilling the individuals in the society and 
making them a producer instead of a consumer. 
Thanks to the power of education, ordinary 
individuals become educated-productive man 
power the society needs in the fields of industry, 
agriculture and service. It is well-known that 
educated-productive man power is one of the 
most important production factors. 

Educated-productive person is the most important 
factor that will end such problems as unemploy-
ment considered as the black hole of the eco-
nomy, hidden unemployment, wage imbalance, 
production of goods and services of poor quality 
and brain drain. Preparing the available educated-
productive human profile for high technological 
developments is possible via education. Education 
provides goods and services in higher amounts 
and higher quality with less effort and less time. 

Education performs two more basic functions by 
ranking among the development economics: First 
of all, it reduces unemployment in labor market, 
and secondly it makes significant contributions to 
social welfare by leading to positive externalities 
on the individual at micro level and on society 
and country at macro level (Çalışkan and Mızırak, 
2007:377).

Tools and Effects of Education on Development 
Economics 

It is known that after Schultz (1973:11-12) pro-
duced the Human Capital Theory and human 
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capital concept, many economists headed towards 
this field. As the differences of income between 
educated person and uneducated person were 
clearly indicated with the Human Capital Theory. 
Similarly, Becker (1985:35-38) grounded on the 
researches conducted for the USA and revealed 
that 66% of the differences of income between 
individuals with different level of education arise 
from education. 

The relation of education with development 
economics is not only limited to human capital. 
Seyidoğlu (1993:27) explains this situation as: 
“Development strategies implemented in an eco-
nomy cannot be considered to be separate from 
educational policies. In other words, the main 
difference between development strategies origi-
nates from the perspectives towards education. In 
short, developing countries use their educational 
policies as a tool for development strategies.”

Education takes effect on development economics 
with many tools from production to employment. 
It is possible to consider the effects of education 
on economy as employment effect, income and 
income distribution effect, use of technology 
effect and cultural economy effect. 

EDUCATION and DEVELOPMENT ECO-
NOMICS IN TURKEY 

Countries try to realize some of their objectives 
with their education systems. Economic appro-
aches do not exist among these objectives. Ho-
wever, everything happens within the economy 
while realizing these objectives of education. It 
is inevitable to experience this motion within the 

development economics while realizing educati-
onal goals in Turkey. 

Education in Turkey 

The most important characteristic of information 
age is that countries raise individuals with high-
potential thanks to information and as a result 
they experience significant changes in economic 
and political manners. This change is sometimes 
radical and sometimes innovative. No matter 
how the change occurs, it leads to experiencing 
changes and innovations in the field of education. 
In a manner of speaking, it is not an exaggeration 
to consider education as a continuous change, 
development and renovation factor. As the edu-
cation is the dynamo of change, development 
and innovation by its structure. 

At this point, it should be taken into account that 
Turkish National Education plays similar roles. 
In Turkish National Education system, it has 
become the main objective in order to reach the 
general aims determined by the law. For this main 
objective, numerous applications have been tried 
such as program change on education system, 
increase or decrease in the number of courses, 
diversification of school types and change in 
period of study. In addition to the applications, 
efforts have been made to maintain quantitative 
development of education with different objectives 
like increasing the number of schools and teachers 
and ensuring the attendance of girls to primary 
school with various projects. Education status in 
Turkey by the year 2012 is given in detail in the 
below-given Chart 3.1. and Table 3.1. 
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Figure 2. Educational Background of Those Aged Over 15 in Turkey (2012)

Source: TÜİK,2013

As can be seen in the Figure 2, 21% of the popula-
tion in Turkey is aged over 15 and primary school 
graduate (11.617.159 people), 22% (12.096.830 
people) is high school or equivalent school gra-
duate, 5% (2.849.999 people)  is middle school 
or equivalent school graduates, 28% (15.220.028 

people) is primary school graduate, 11% (5.913.187 
people) is vocational school or faculty graduate, 
1% (416.741 people) is master’s graduate, 0.3% 
(122.619 people) is PhD graduate, 5% (2.784.257 
people) is illiterate and 7% (3.784.667 people) is 
literate but hasn’t studied.  

Table 1. Educational Background of Those Aged Over 15 in Turkey (2008-2012)

Source: TÜİK,2013
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When the same situation is examined based on 
the years 2008-2012, the results are as follows: 
there is a decrease of 21% in the rate of those 
who didn’t study and of 19% in primary school 
graduates; there is an increase of 71% in middle 
school or primary school graduates, of 21% in 
high school or equivalent school graduates, an 
increase of 68% in vocational school or faculty 
graduates, of 68% in master’s degree graduates, 
and an increase of 68% in PhD graduates. 

According to data of TÜİK by the year 2012, 
the rate of illiteracy for those aged 6-13 is 3 in 
10 thousand (0.03%), the same rate for those 
aged 14-17 is 2 in one thousand (0.22%), it is 
one percent (1.03%) for those aged 18-21, it is 
1.7 percent (1.70%) for those aged 22-24, it is 
1.7 percent (1.77%) for those aged 25-29, it is 
1.7 percent (1.79%) for those aged 30-34, it is 

1.6 percent (1.67%) for those aged 35-39, it is 
2 percent (2.08%) for those aged 40-44, it is 3.1 
percent (3.13%) for those aged 45-49, it is 4.6 
percent (4.61%) for those aged 50-54, it is 7.6 
percent (7.69%) for those aged 55-59, it is 12 
percent (11.99%) for those aged 60-64, and it is 
25.3 percent for those aged 65 and over (25.37%).  

Educational Expenditures in Turkey 

The increase in the number of educated people in 
Turkey shouldn’t be ignored. On the other hand, 
although it is not at the desired level, great incre-
ases are in question in educational investments. 
The fact that investments and expenditures in 
education are not in the expected level doesn’t 
arise from the lack of importance attached by 
Turkey, it actually originates from the fact that 
there are too many investment and expenditure 
items as a developing country. 

Figure 3. Public Educational Expenditures in Turkey For The Period 1998-2011  
(The Rate to GDP-%)

Source: MEB, 2011
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As is known, public, private and international or-
ganizations are accepted as the institutions serving 
in the financing of educational services. The last 
data collection study providing data of these three 
institutions and organizations simultaneously is 
the one titled “Education Expenditures Survey” 
conducted by TÜİK in 2002. In calculations 
made according to the results of this survey, the 
contribution of public to the educational services 
in Turkey in 2002 has been found as 4.8% of 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 2.5% of 
private expenditures. It has been observed that 
the rate of education expenditures reaching to 
7.3% in total to GDP and the resource spent by 
Turkey on education are above the average of 
the OECD countries (TÜİK-2002). 

In the abovementioned Figure 3, the rate of public 
education expenditures in Turkey between 1998 
and 2011 to GDP is indicated. 

Figure 4. The Rate of Public Education Expenditures to GDP in OECD Countries and Tur-
key Between 1998-2008 %

Source: OECD 2010; MEB (2011)
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In the Figure 4 above, it is seen that Turkey is the 
country having the lowest rate of public education 
expenditures to GDP among the OECD countries 
both in 1998 and 2008. Total public resources 

allocated to educational services in Turkey in 
2011 is 45.6 billion TL. The rate of this number 
to GDP is 4%. 

Table 2. Education Expenditures of Families in Turkey (in 2013)

Source: ISMMMO,2013:8

If the investments and expenditures made in 
education in Turkey are only regarded as the 
public dimension, there will be some missing 
in the economic dimension. Investments and 
expenditures made in education in Turkey also 
have a family dimension. Abovementioned Table 
2 reveals the fact that these numbers shouldn’t 
be underestimated. Multiplying the education ex-
penditures of families by the number of educated 
people will reveal this dimension of education. 

Return of Investments and Expenditures 
for Education in Turkey 

The place of education within the development 
economics isn’t only composed of the investment 
and expenditures. Return of this investment and 
expenditure is an important factor for develop-
ment economics.  

In return of education investments and expen-
ditures, social benefit as the value brought by 

education to GDP and society, and personal 
benefit as the difference of individual’s edu-
cation from the income earnt by an individual 
with lower education are in question. Although 
personal benefit can be clearer and numerical, 
it is not possible to state the social benefit as a 
value which is only composed of numbers. It is 
impossible to calculate the numerical explanation 
of such values as reduction of crime rates, increase 
in the importance attached to family planning, 
giving a better parenting education to children 
and creating a life with awareness in social and 
cultural way. 

Tek (1987), Türkmen (2002) and Özgür (2005) 
who conducted separate studies concerning the 
return of education investments and expenditu-
res in Turkey made personal return calculations 
regarding the return of education expenditures. 
According to these calculations based on 2002, 
this rate-considered in terms of personal benefit 
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as return- has been determined as 18% in primary 
school, 18.4% in general high schools, 29.1% 
in vocational high schools, 20.5% in higher 
education. The same studies also indicate that 
this rate-considered in terms of social benefit as 
return- has been determined as 14.1% in primary 
school, 13.5% in general high schools, 19.2% 
in vocational high schools and 16.3% in high 
education. 

CONCLUSION 

The concept of economic development is not only 
composed of the increase in production and per 
capita income. However, economic development 
also means changing the economic and socio-
cultural structure of society. For this purpose, an 
adequate level of education is required as much 
as a stable political environment, wide transpor-
tation opportunities and a good communication 
and finance environment. 

Regardless of whether the relation between 
education and economy is addresses as the first 
ideas-prenumerical times about education, neo-
classical analysis, new growth theory or micro-
base macro analyses, it is so clear that its every 
dimension has a unity. One of the most important 
standards used in determining the development 
level of a country is the human resources that 
country owns. It is seen that the countries that 
raise adequate number and enough quality of man 
power as required by the economy are developed 
countries. However, most of the underdeveloped 
countries have serious problems on raising the 
man power required by their economies. 

The relation of education with the economy is 
actually a phenomenon that was better understood 

in the process of social progress. As it is possible 
to utter that many social changes and developments 
are the result of educational process. 

Education having an important role in country’s 
development has the function of providing the 
man power in the desired quality and quantity 
during the development process, and producing 
and expanding information. While the quality 
and efficiency are ensured in production with the 
first function, the second ones provides follow-up 
and development of production technologies and 
their transfer into production process. 

The point to consider is that investments made 
in education make great positive contributions to 
economic and social development. It is another 
fact that developing countries must allocate bigger 
share for education from the budget in order to 
get a fast and sustainable development. 

While the striking effect of education on deve-
lopment economics reveals itself in increasing the 
competition power of economies via increasing 
the efficiency of man power abroad, it is observed 
in fighting against unemployment and poverty 
in the country. While it is the most important 
prize providing the educational development in 
today’s economies, lack of education is the biggest 
obstacle in front of the development. 

When the fact that development economics 
shouldn’t be perceived only as the improvement 
of economic indicators is accepted- which should 
be accepted-, education steps in. Education- as the 
factor increasing the human capital accumulation 
of society- is the only magic wand that will be 
able to solve the social problems that development 
can’t solve despite the high level of income. This 
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wand provides the solution of these problems on 
the one hand, and positively changes the quality 
and quantity of man power required to increase 
the creative power and efficiency of society on 
the other hand. 

In recent years particularly, sources allocated to 
National Education and the expenditures made 
are in a dimension that cannot be ignored in our 
country. The fact that the return of these expen-
ditures will be much bigger coincides with the 
thoughts that information society will emerge. 

Education doesn’t play an active role in deve-
lopment economics only with investments and 
expenditures. The thing that makes education 
indispensable for development economics is that 
it ensures raise and emergence of educated person 
who is the product of education. As the educated 
person has the key importance of today’s changes. 
Addressing the subject in terms of return, it is 
seen that education expenditures and investments 
have a very fast rate of return. 

As a result, the importance of education within 
the development economics is an undisputable 
fact when considered as a whole. Education is 
both the first and the last step in realizing the 
objective of becoming a developed and pros-
perous society that is aimed with development 
economics.
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KALKINMA EKONOMİSİ ve EĞİTİM; YENİ ARAYIŞLAR

Özet: Kalkınma ekonomisi ve eğitim birbirinden ayrılmaz iki temel kavramdır. Kalkınma ekonomisiyle 
sağlanmak istenen bireysel hedeflerden toplumsal hedeflere ve beşeri sermaye içinde yer alan yetenek 
ve yaratıcılık potansiyellerinin oluşmasından bunların ortaya çıkmasına kadar her şey; eğitimle direkt ya 
da endirekt olarak ilgili, bağlantılı ve hatta bağımlıdır.  Yaşadığımız dünyada her şeyin çok hızlı ve çok 
çabuk değiştiği ve geliştiği ve bu değişim ve gelişimin toplumsal, siyasal ve ekonomik alanda etkisini 
gösterdiği gözden kaçırılmaması gereken bir gerçekliktir. Kaldı ki eğitim; kalkınma ekonomisi içinde yer 
alan “Bilgi Toplumu” olma mücadelesinin en önemli unsurudur. Bilgi toplumu olayı bir fenomen değil 
bir vakıadır. Çeyrek yüzyıl öncesinde; son 10 yılda yaratılan bilginin insanlığın başlangıcından bugüne 
kadar yaratılan bilgiden daha fazla olduğu söylenmekte iken günümüz bilgi birikimi adeta her iki yılda 
ikiye katlanmaktadır. Eğitimin ekonomi içinde payını yükselten en önemli unsur, eğitimde teknoloji kul-
lanımıdır.  Teknoloji kullanımı; eğitimin dönüşümünde ortaya çıkan “bilgi bölünmesi” kavramıyla ortaya 
çıkmaktadır. Bilgi bölünmesi (digital divide); toplumda yeni teknolojilerin ortaya çıkarılması, teknoloji-
lerin algılanıp benimsenmesi ve kalkınma ile entegrasyonu ile bir bütündür. Bilgi bölünmesin faktörleri; 
teknoloji ve eğitimdir. İnsan, içinde yaşadığı doğal ve sosyal çevrenin sürekli değişimi ile karşı karşıya 
olduğu için,  var olmak adına oluşan yeni yaşam koşullarına uyum sağlamak zorundadır. Bu ise ancak 
eğitimle mümkündür.  Eğitimin başarılı olması, önceden saptanmış amaçları olmasıyla doğrudan orantılıdır. 
Eğitimin amaçları ulusal olduğu gibi, evrensel de olabilir. Eğitimin amaçlarını belirlenirken, bireyin ilgisi, 
yetenekleri, ihtiyaçları, bedensel ve zihinsel gelişim düzeyi, içinde yaşanılan doğal ve sosyal çevre göz ardı 
edilemez unsurlardır. Eğitim seviyesinin yükselmesi ile ülkelerin milli gelir düzeylerin yükselmesi ve bu 
nedenle de bireysel gelir düzeyinin yükselmesi, gelir dağılımının iyileştirilmesi ve yoksulluğun önlenmesi 
arasında doğrudan bir ilişki vardır. Bu ilişki en açık olarak eğitim seviyesi ile teknolojik ilerleme arasın-
dadır. Bu ikili arasındaki ilişki, beşeri sermaye üzerinden kişi başına çıktı düzeyini ve çıktı artışını ve bu 
artış üzerinde kalıcı nitelikte etkiler meydana getirir Bu bakımdan beşeri sermaye son derece önemlidir.  
Eğitimin ekonomi içindeki varlığı olan beşeri sermaye, kalkınma ekonomisinin en temel nesnesi olarak 
hem mikro iktisadın hem de makro iktisadın konuları arasındadır. Makro iktisat içinde bir ülkedeki; yaş 
gruplarına göre okullaşma oranları, nüfusun ortalama eğitim süresi, eğitim harcamalarının gayrisafi yurtiçi 
hâsıladaki payı ve kişi başına eğitim harcamaları, okur-yazarlık oranı gibi göstergelerle ifade edilmektedir  
Eğitimin ekonomik kalkınmaya yönelik etki ve gelişimi eğitimin içeriği ile eğitimde içerik ise eğitimin 
amaçlarıyla doğrudan ilişkilidir. Eğitimde içerik; eğitim amaçlarına uygun olarak belirlenmiş olan bilgi-
lerden, beceriler geliştirme faaliyetlerinden oluşmaktadır.  Bilgi çağının en önemli özelliği, ülkelerin bilgi 
sayesinde potansiyeli yüksek bireyler yetiştirmeleri  ve bunun sonucunda ekonomik ve siyasi yönden 
önemli değişimlere uğramalarıdır. Bu değişim zaman zaman radikal, zaman zaman da inovasyonatif ola-
rak gerçekleşmektedir. Değişim nasıl gerçekleşirse gerçekleşsin beraberinde eğitim alanında da değişim 
ve yenilikler yaşanmasına neden olmaktadır. Bir anlamda eğitimi sürekli değişim, gelişim ve yenilenme 
faktörü olarak görmek abartı sayılmaz. Çünkü eğitim; yapısı gereği değişim, gelişim ve yenilenmenin 
dinamosudur.    Bu noktada Türk Milli Eğitimi’nin de benzeri rolleri oynadığı gözden uzak tutulmamalıdır. 
Türk Milli Eğitim sisteminde elbette yasayla belirlenmiş olan genel amaçlara ulaşabilmek temel hedef 
olmuştur.  Bu temel hedef için de eğitim sistemi üzerinde program değişikliğinden, ders sayısını artırıl-
ması veya azaltılmasına, okul türlerinin çeşitlendirilmesinden öğrenim süresinin değiştirilmesine kadar 
sayısız uygulamalar denenmiştir. Uygulamaların yanı sıra, okul ve öğretmen sayısının artırılmasından 
çeşitli projelerle ilköğretime kız öğrencilerin devamının sağlanmasına kadar değişik hedeflerle de eğitimin 
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niceliksel gelişimini sağlanması için çalışılmıştır.  Ülke kalkınmasında önemli bir role sahip olan eğitim; 
hem kalkınma sürecinde ihtiyaç duyulan nitelik ve nicelikte işgücü sağlama fonksiyonuna hem de bilgi 
üretme ve yayma fonksiyonuna haizdir. Bu fonksiyonların ilki ile üretimde kalite ve verimlilik sağlanırken 
ikincisi ile de üretim teknolojilerinin takibi, geliştirilmesi ve üretim sürecine aktarılması sağlanmaktadır.  
Unutulmaması gereken nokta eğitime yapılan yatırımların ekonomik ve sosyal kalkınmaya son derece 
olumlu faydalar sağladığıdır. Gelişmekte olan ülkelerin hızlı ve sürdürülebilir bir kalkınma yakalayabil-
mesi için eğitim alanına bütçe içerisinden daha fazla pay ayırmak durumunda olduğu da ayrı bir gerçektir.  
Eğitimin kalkınma ekonomisinde çarpıcı etkisi ülke dışında işgücünün verimliliğinin arttırılması yoluyla 
ekonomilerin rekabet gücünün de arttırılmasında ortaya çıkarken ülke içinde de işsizlik ve yoksullukla 
mücadelede ortaya çıkmaktadır. Günümüz ekonomilerinde eğitim gelişmişliği sağlayan en önemli manivela 
hükmünde olurken, eğitimsizlik de aynı şekilde gelişmişliğin önündeki en büyük engel durumundadır.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Eğitim, Kalkınma Ekonomisi, Bilgi Toplumu
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE PAINTING “KAPLUMBAĞA 
TERBİYECİSİ: TORTOISES TRAINER” (1906-1907) OF OSMAN 

HAMDİ IN TERMS OF OTTOMAN LEADERSHIP 

Şebnem ASLAN

Selcuk University, Faculty of Health Sciences Department of Health Administration

Abstract: Osman Hamdi Bey, who educated in the field of painting in France and was accepted as an 
orientalist, lived in İstanbul between years 1842-1910, also an Ottoman archaeologist, painter, founder 
of museology and the first minister of Kadıköy in the province of İstanbul. Leadership characteristic of 
Osman Hamdi is based on as a person, who prevented the removing of historical artifacts from Ottoman 
land to abroad and as a prioneer of innovation in art and cultural life in Ottoman Empire. “Kaplumbağa 
Terbiyecisi” of Osman Hamdi is a painting that was attracted attention in the field of painting. The objective 
of this study is to view the reflection of leadership perspective of Ottoman Empire by this painting. In the 
study, interview and document analysis methods that are of qualitative methods were handled in order to 
examine the musical instruments of the painting. Besides, interviews with academicians in Faculties of 
Divinity were performed in order to examine plaque in the painting. Lastly, the painting “Kaplumbağa 
Terbiyecisi; Tortoises Trainer” (1906-1907) of Osman Hamdi was analyzed via iconology analyze, that 
allows for examining visual artifacts, in terms of Ottoman leadership.

Key Words: Leadership, The Painting “Kaplumbağa Terbiyecisi: The Tortoises Trainer” (1906-1907) of 
Osman Hamdi, Interview Analysis, Document Analysis and Iconographic Method 

INTRODUCTION

Ottoman Empire, which defined itself as oriental 
and dependent to Islamic references, had not any 
hassle related its identity until 18th century (Papila, 
2008, p.118). However, Ottoman Empire could 
not pursue scientific and philosophical advance 
of Western culture after then 16th century (Kasalı, 
2014: 118). Thusly, Ottoman Empire intended to 
obtain cultural, technical and scientific knowledge 
to Europe society by westernalization movement 
that was originated in 18th century (Papila, 2008: 
118). Modern state approach and practices that 
offer to citizenships’ equalities in rights emerged 
with the edict of Tanzimat in Ottoman Empire. 

Moreover, the edict of Tanzimat converted wes-
ternalization to a political movement (Kasalı, 
2014: 118).

After the announcement of the edict of Tanzimat, 
one of the cultural and artistic alterations was the 
foundation of “Mekteb-i Osmani” in 1857, which 
was located abroad as the first and sole school of 

Ottoman Empire (Kasalı, 2014: 118-119; Papila, 
2008: 121). During this era, inclining of Western 
methods in education evoked adverse repercussion 
and myths as “Sultan behaves like a European 
and becomes unbelieving” were occurred (Kasa-
lı, 2014:119). One of the most accepted and an 
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important determinant of westernalization was 
western painting art that supported in 19th century 
by Ottoman emperors. Hence, students in Ottoman 
were dispatched to European capitals in order to 
receiving education in the field of painting after 
then 1835 (Papila, 2008: 121). 

In the era of Westernalization, Turkish artists 
represent their political views in their artifacts 
as limited. Ottoman society, in this era, had not 
moved to capitalist system as distinct from Wes-
tern yet and any conflict between bourgeois and 
proletarian was not encountered (Papila, 2008: 
129-132). Osman Hamdi Bey conferred as a 
leader figure in the field of art belongs to this 
era. Osman Hamdi Bey and his painting “The 
Tortoises Trainer” (1906-1907) were analyzed 
within this study.

OSMAN HAMDİ BEY AS A LEADER FIGURE

Osman Hamdi Bey, who was one of the pioneers 
of Ottoman art, lived between years 1841- 1910 
and was founder of Istanbul Archeology Museum 
and Fine Arts Academics that is the first art school 
(Bozdoğan, 2001: 26). Osman Hamdi assumed 
crucial formal tasks such as mayor of Pera in 
1877 (Somel, 2010:  220).

The first academy of Ottoman was named as 
Sanayi-i Nefise. Osman Hamdi Bey was charged as 
the director of the museum in 1882. It is expressed 
that Osman Hamdi Bey considered to actualize 
the education approach of Ecole Des Beaux Arts 
in Sanayi-i Nefise (Caner, 2008: 187-188).

Osman Hamdi Bey was a leader figure with 
regards to laying a foundation of the modern mu-
seology, generating scientific journals related with 
museology and providing the first archeological 

excavation in Anatolia, such that excavation in 
Adıyaman Nemrut Mountain in 1883, Lebanese-
Sidon in 1887, Muğla-Lagina between the years 
of 1891-1892 awaked major repercussions in the 
field of archeology (Eldem, 2010).

The senior in Ottoman bureaucracy of Ibrahim 
Edhem Paşa, father of Osman Hamdi Bey, was 
very effective on sending him to Paris in order 
to educate Law. Osman Hamdi Bey, who atten-
ded painting training during his education life in 
Paris, served as senior officer after his arrival to 
the country and became one of important artists 
of Tanzimat Era (Trencsenyi and Kopecek, 2007: 
172; Papila, 2008: 124).

Osman Hamdi became director of Fine arts 
Academy due to his painter identity and also an 
archeologist because of directorship of the mu-
seum. Moreover, he was profound to commence 
conquest movement through Ottoman’s historical 
background and depth instead of through North, 
South, West and East (Caner, 2008: 201).

Osman Hamdi was an override figure in Ottoman 
Empire, who revised the current Law “1874 Asar-ı 
Atika Nizamnamesi” in 1884 and endeavored 
to prevent the flow of the Ottoman artifacts to 
abroad (Eldem, 2010). In this law, two significant 
points as protection of antiques as state property 
and preclusion of throwing abroad were focused 
(Özdoğan, 2002: 115). Osman Hamdi provided an 
important contribution to improve an interactive 
relationship with foreign archeologists by colla-
borating. Furthermore, he struggled to keep the 
traditional key points of Turkish archeology alive 
due to his insight about the regard of historical 
culture (Özdoğan, 2002: 118).
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The lecturer of Osman Hamdi, Jean Leon Ge-
rome was an actual orientalist (Caner, 2008: 37; 
Eldem, 2009: 20). Orientalism is defined as self 
identification that based on definition of “other” 
in terms of ontological sense and obtained for not 
only Western and Eastern also whole humanity. 
However, orientalism, which is improved in 19th 
century as a scientific field, was utilized generally 
as a contrast of Western and Eastern lives (Uluç 
and Soydan, 2007: 35-37). Osman Hamdi was 
affected by Gerome in Paris and internalized an 
orientalist figure approach. His paintings were 
commented as an internalization of Western 
viewpoint about Eastern culture by an Eastern 
(Papila, 2008: 124-125).

Osman Hamdi canalized his art by treating Tur-
key like a European and coupled orientalism and 
French style such as realism together (Bertham, 
2008: 78; Köksal and Falierou, 2007: 162). He 
reflected many exotic figures such as Turkish bath 
(Hamam), Hareema and Bazaar etc. in his paintings 
by revising with European style that he learned 
from Jean Leon Gerome in Paris (Bozdoğan, 2001, 
p. 26). He painted Bursa’s mosques by inspiring 
from their historical structures and reflected Ot-
toman cultural wealth by treating realism that he 
learned in Paris and is a visual feather (Aldrich 
ve McKenzei, 2014: 373).Osman Hamdi Bey 
conducted many archeological researches with 
German warcraft and soldiers at the helm that 
are the subjects of various publications, after the 
wars with Sinai, Palestine and Syria (Bilsel, 2012, 
p. 199). UNESCO embalmed Osman Hamdi, 
who was archeologist and museum curator, by 
organizing a panel discussion on May 10, 2010 
(Aygen, 2013: 14).

Although Osman Hamdi was mentioned as a 
master archeologist, he was always in cooperation 
with the experts. In the area of excavation (e.g. 
Lagina that is the east of Milas town) he included 
French archeologists to the team (Caner, 2008:  
244-245). Corresponding to this behavior, it can be 
stated that Osman Hamdi represents characteristics 
of team-based leadership and knowledge-based 
leadership due to his emphasis on knowledge and 
expertise (Aslan, 2013).

It would be to the point to cite knowledge-based 
leadership of Osman Hamdi via the following 
experienced event: Louvre Museum applied of-
ficially to demand seven historical monuments of 
frizes of Hekate Temple, as they were exhibited in 
Imperial Museum in Istanbul. These monuments 
had a complementary feature of the collections in 
Louvre, accordingly the French. Osman Hamdi 
was agreed to send five broken tablet except the 
other two bronze statues (Caner, 2008: 247-248).

This decision of Osman Hamdi, who was not 
kept even a single pin to anyone, was revived 
in a meeting and his response had a quality as 
reflecting knowledge- based leadership: “I sent 
tablets, since I thought that they can gain a sci-
entific sense. Otherwise, they would be always 
as a half part. Science is more important than 
nationality. A moment comes that ownership loses 
its importance” (Caner, 2008: 247-248). 

THE PAINTING OF TORTOISES TRAINER

The objective of the study is to analyse two ver-
sion of The Tortoises Trainer, belongs to Osman 
Hamdi, in terms of leadership perspective. No-
wadays, the painting of Tortoises Trainer, created 
version in 1906 is exbited in Pera Museum and 
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also version in 1907 opened to public in Sabancı 
Museum (Eldem, 2009).

Figure 1: The first painting of Tortoises  
Trainer of Osman Hamdi Bey-1906

Figure 2: The second painting of Tortoises 
Trainer of Osman Hamdi Bey-1907

In the first painting of Osman Hamdi (1906), 
turtles while eating vegetables and an old man 
dressed with red oriental clothing like a dervish 

were displayed. It is appeared from his photog-
raphy, which was taken in 1873, as dressed with 
Ottoman Cloting style (Elbise-i Osmaniyye, 1873) 
that the turban on head of dervish is a traditional 
cap special to 19th century, instead of a dervish 
turban (Eldem, 2009).

Figure 4.Osman Hamdi Bey with oriental  
Clothing Style in Wien, 1873

Source: Edhem Eldem, 2009, “Ressamlar,  
Kaplumbağalar, Tarihçiler”, Sanat Tarihi, 

20-30.

In the hands of the dervish have a Ney and also 
a percussion instrument on his back. In the first 
painting five turtles and in the second one six 
turtles were sighted. In the second painting, 
new metaphors that evokes Mevlevi belief and 
Islamic Pshilosophy were added (Ewer, Prophet 
Hz. Muhammed Plate) additional to Ney and 
Kudum (a small double trum) in the first painting. 
The place in the paintings is the interior of Bursa 
Green Mosque.
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In the first painting, windows and moldings were 
not in accordance with their original structures but 
in the second one they were pictured appropriately  
(http://www.3dmekanlar.com/tr/yesil-cami.html., 
Erişim: 13.11.2014). 

The venue is the interior of Bursa Green Mos-
que. In the painting, a light from the window is 
visible. There is table, named as Şifa’al-kulûp 
lika’al Mahbub over the window, the old man 
stand in front of that (Eldem, 2009).

Figure 3. : Japon L’Crepon (1869) Tour du 
Monde

Source: Bayard Taylor, Japan in Our Day, 
New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1872, s. 
209; Akt;Edhem Eldem, “Ressamlar, Kap-

lumbağalar, Tarihçiler”, Sanat Tarihi, 20-30.

Osman Hamdi Bey indicated in a letter to his 
father in Baghdad 37 years ago, his thanks and 
pleasure to read an issue of the journal of “Tour 
du Monde” and Japanese turtle trainer as stated 
in this journal. It is considered that this painting 
provided ideas and inspirations for his work 
(Eldem, 2009).

Eldem (2009) remarked the four elements in 
the painting lastly. These are arrayed as (1) Lale 
Era, when the turtles were utilized in Ottoman 
culture, (2) a satire, that Osman Hamdi criticize 
his around, (3) a sense of Islamic Philosophy that 
was dominated all painting, (4) a perspective that 
reflected East against Western orientalists.

METHODS

This study primarily tenders that various comments 
in different sources related three instruments 
(Kudum, Zahme that is used to play Kudum and 
Ney) that are in the paintings. Therefore, intervi-
ew method that based on obtaining information 
from experts of Music field was applied and the 
responses recorded via structured form through 
electronic mail and face to face interview. In the 
other phase, interview method with expertises in 
the field of divinity was used to gather information 
about the plaque as “Şifa’al-kulûp lika’al Mah-
bub” and responses were obtained by structured 
interview form via electronic mail. According 
to structured interview method, it was aimed to 
determine similarities and differences among 
participants’ responses and make comparisons 
related to them (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2001: 120; 
Saruhan and Özdemirci, 2011: 301). In addition 
to this method, document analyse1 was conducted 
by reviewing sources related musical instruments 
(Rapley, 2007: 10). Finally, Kamplumbağa Ter-
biyecisi of Osman Hamdi Bey (1906-1907) was 
commented with iconology method that enables 
to examine visual artifacts (Cosgrove, Daniels, 

1  Document analysis is a method that may be used with various 
data collection methods such as visiul elements like photography 
and interview method and it has an impact to increase the 
reliability of qualitative method (Yıldırım and Şimşek, 2001, 
p.189).
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1998, p. 1), in terms of Ottoman Empire leaders-
hip. The personality of Osman Hamdi Bey, who 
was influenced by Western civilization, however 
remaining Ottoman, was included in the study 
as a leader figure, especially in the point of his 
world citizenship fed from two different sources 
(Caner, 2008: 300).

In the first phase,  universe of the study was 
designated as two different universities in the 
province of Konya, where is considered as a 
Sufism venue and lived Mevlana, and also two 
universities in the province of Ankara, that is 
closer and in the same region, in Turkey. Four 
universities in these two provinces were selected 
with snowball sampling. The responses were ob-
tained from 8 academicians, who are educated in 
the field of music and related instruments (Ney, 
Kudum and Nakkare-a small kettledurum used 
in Mehter music) and also willing to interview. 
The respondants are from Selcuk University (2), 
Necmettin Erbakan University (4) in Konya, Gazi 
University (2) in Ankara. There questions were 
asked to respondants related these three musical 
instruments (Kudum, Zahme that is used to play 
Kudum and Ney). In the second phase, three 
academicians in faculties of divinity (such in the 
field of Hadith, Kalam) were reached with the 
technique of snowball, so that nine academicians, 
who have information about the subject and also 
accept to response, were interviewed. These uni-
versities could be lined up as Konya Necmettin 
Erbakan University (5), Çukurova University 
(1), Erciyes University (3). Single question was 
asked to gather commentaries about the plaque 
“Şifa’al-kulûp lika’al Mahbub” in the paintings. 

Question 1: Which musical instrument is placed 
in the painting?

Respondant 1: A.K., Necmettin Erbakan Uni-
versity, The Department of Music Education: 
Although musical instrument in each of paintings 
may seem like Kudum, the instrument in the 
first painting is Nakkare and the other image is 
Kudum, however both may be Kudum. Yet, it is 
required to be that Kudum has two body, called 
as “düm” and “tek”, but it is also considerable 
that the painting has just one body.

Respondant 2: A.Ş.A., Necmettin Erbakan Uni-
versity, Music Education, Working Fields; Music 
Theraphy, Turkish Music History, Turkish Reli-
gious Music, Effects of Music on Human Beings 
and Animals:It is hard to clarify a view, since 
the image on the back can not be seen with all 
dimensions. Merely, an opinion may be remarked 
with prediction and indication. This image is 
probably a percussion instrument. It seems like a 
Nakkare due to its dimensions and also a Kudum 
in terms of its shape. If you ask me why Kudum 
is, I can answer that I guess that he is a Sufi. 
Nakkare is one of the Mehter music instruments.  
It is obvious that the man in the painting do not 
reflect the structure of a member of Mehter due 
to his clothings and appearance. On the other 
hand, he has a Ney in his hand. Ney is a popular 
instrument that used mostly in Sufi musics and 
related generally with Kudum. In the culture of 
Mevlevi, Sema ceremony commences with Nât-ı 
Şerîf. Nât-ı Şerîf is a poem that praises Prophet 
Hz. Muhammad, who conduced to be created 
universe and is supreme of the universe, written 
by Mevlana. It was composed by Buhurizade 
Itri Efendi, who was one of the composers in 
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17th century. Kudum voice continues after the 
reciting Nât-ı Şerif in Rast Makam (a melody 
type in Turkish classical music). Kudum strokes 
symbolize the order of God as “to be”. According 
to Islamic belief, God created firstly human body 
and after then provided to revitalize by blowing 
it a soul from own soul. Ney improvisation that 
conducted after Nat symbolizes “divine breath” 
Nevha-ı İlahi. In the light of expressed informati-
on, Ney and Kudum have meanings and codes in 
Sufism. Therefore, Ney and Kudum have a special 
importance in Sufism. If it is assumed that the man 
in painting is a Sufi, then the instrument on the 
back can be considered as a Kudum. From the 
other perspective, turtles in the painting remainds 
me that their training may be easier with music 
and musical instruments. Yet, it is emphasized 
with case studies in my own book related with 
the subject that people can close with various 
animals via music. For instance, during Carthage 
War, it is written down elephants were scared by 
playing pipes and so that the fate of war changed. 
Many similar examples were experienced. Another 
example that is present in my book, mouses, which 
are very timid, listen to melody by closing to the 
person playing musical instrument. Therefore, 
it is known that musical instruments are used 
to contact with the animals. It can be said that 
whıy not a trainer, who has a Ney in one hand, 
has a percussion instrument in the other hand in 
order to use it for tranining turtles, so that this 
instrument is smaller than Kudum and just one 
piece, so it is not Kudum.  Conversely, it can be 
expressed that Kudum may have smaller models 
or be done it. Besides, it can be also considered 
that it may be difficult to carry two pieces of 
Kudum and heavy to transport on the back, the 

old man may wear just one piece. Maybe, Kudum 
bowl may be made by a lighter material rather 
than copper. I mean, this Kudum may not be a 
professional one. From the other side, a comment 
can be considered that during the training of the 
turtles, the old man may desire to provide melody 
with Ney and also motion sense with Kudum. I 
think, many attitudes can be taught to the turtles 
with Kudum. Also, it should be kept in mind that 
training the animals with music is rational for our 
cultur and civilization due to value them, instead 
of beating them to teach many commands.  

Respondant 3.  H.S.Ç., Necmettin Erbakan 
University, department of Fine Arts Education: 
As seen in the painting, it is a Kudum. Nakkare 
is a drum that played in Mehter. The other one 
is a musical instrument that made by coconut. 

Respondant 4. M.G. Gazi University, Turkish 
MusicConservatory, Department of Instrument 
Education:First of all, it is an instrument on 
the back. It can be seen especially in the first 
painting that there is stretched leather over 
a bowl and this leather is on twisted ropes to 
tune it. Normally, Kudum bowls are made by 
cooper and Nakkare by wood. It is not rational 
to carry Kudum, made by cooper, on the back, 
as it is heavy. Another possibility is that it may 
be made by calabash, but it would not be long- 
life and so, the rhythim instrument on the back 
was made by wood and stretched leather over it 
and has also tuning mechanism. Kudum has an 
important place in Mevlevi rituels because of 
being praised by Hz. Mevlana and its quality and 
crucial works during Mevlevi rituels, so it would 
not be correct to attribute holiness. So, Kudum 
symbolizes God’s commentmend “Kün- to be” 
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during mukabele (reciprocal praying) and works 
in Mevlevi rituels, otherwise, it is just a rhythm 
instrument. When it is written with double “d”, 
its first syllable, Kud means that happiness, good 
luck and goodness. “Düm” provides to generate 
the instrument name, since it symbolize strokes 
the bass side of the instrument. That’s to say, it 
a compound instrument that has bass (düm) and 
high (tek). A Kudum is impossible with just one 
bowl. Size of Kudum was determined for bass 
as 30 and for high as 28, according to materials 
and sizes today, rather than 19th century. It is 
played with Zahmes that made by rose, walnut 
and hornbeam (also see, Ayhan Sarı, Türk Müziği 
Çalgıları Ankara 2012). Besides, in the first pa-
inting, the rope is not only on the right shoulder, 
also on the left. The instrument is hanged over 
the neck and leather castanet is connected with 
the rope that pending over the left shoulder, that’s 
mean, is that, the rope over the left shoulder is 
tied with the same instrument. Therefore, the old 
man does not carry the other Kudum. As another 
determination, the first syllable of Kudum “Ku” 
means drum in Chinese and this instrument is 
played with different dimensions and types and 
solely in China. Therefore, the instrument in the 
painting would not be correct calling as Kudum. 
Nakkare is lighter, flatter and smaller because it 
is played on the arm. Nakkare is called also as 
Nagra and it is made by wood. It is absolutely 
tied with rope, stretched over two different sized 
bowls and has a lighter leather than Kudum. 
Rather it is played as standing in Mehter. The 
instrument in the painting is not a couple, and 
then also it would not be correct to say it as Nak-
kare. The clothes of the old man in the painting 
is not relevant to traditional Mevlevi clothing 

(Turban, Frock, Sash), so it should not be said 
directly as Mevlevi for this figure. By any chance, 
if an analyse is conducted, then the origin of the 
clothes could be confirmed.    

Respondant 5. M.Ç. Selçuk Universit, Deparment 
of Turkish Music: It is obviously a Kudum, because 
the appearance of Kudum is like the instrument 
in the painting, as stretched camel leather with 
ropes on copper bowl like an egg. Nakkare is 
also such an instrument, however the image is 
completely similar to Kudum. On the other hand, 
Ney in his hand confirms that the instrument on 
the back is Kudum. Since, Ney and Kudum are 
mostly inseperate according to Sufi tradition. In 
addition to that, Ney and Kudum are often men-
tioned in poetries of Divan and Sufi literature. 
Merely, Kudum is constituted of two bowles like 
it, but it might be used as solely in old time. 

Respondant 6. M.C. Necmettin Erbakan University, 
Department of Music Education, Zither- Turkish 
Music: This instrument is not a Nakkare, since 
it is formed with two tied bowls to each other. 
Thus, this is a musical instrument and most likely 
a Kudum. 

Respondant 7. S.K. Selçuk University, Turkish Art 
Music: It is considered that the instrument in the 
painting is Kudum. Ney and Kudum are assumed 
as the most honorable instruments according to 
Sufi music. Since, Kudum symbolizes God’s com-
menmand of “to be” and Ney represents God’s 
puff to Sur. The table, written as Hz. Muhammad 
is as noteworthy in the second picture. 

Respondant 8. M.K. Gazi University, Depart-
ment of Music Education,Turkish Folk Music 
and Organology Science:It is certainly Kudum, 
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as form characteristics are presented similar to 
Kudum. Size of the instrument in the painting 
is equivalent to Kudum and probably made by 
copper or wood, stretched with leather over 
mouth (upper) part and the stretched leather is 
fixed with tune ropes. The horizontal rope in the 
middle is tune rope. The vertical ropes are for 
fixing the leather to Kudum bowl. Therefore, the 
musical instrument is Kudum in both paintings. 
It is played as Zahmes that hold with left and 
right hands. Nakkare is not high as seen as in 
the painting and cannot be deep. The bowl was 
pictured as deeply. Also, it is not Keşkül-ü Fukara 
as expressed, since the mouth of Keşkül-ü Fukara 
is open but is closed in the painting, yet it is pic-
tured as stretched with ropes. Keşkül-ü Fukara is 
generally designed as like a boat instead of like a 
ball and carried on the arm. Besides, according 
to tradition of Mevlevi Keşkül-ü Fukara is car-
ried by the dervish, who has not fulfilled “1001 
duty” yet. Keşkül-ü Fukara is carried in order 
to collect food to dervish lodge to train self as 
one of 18 duties. No dervish can say that I can 
give my all food in my pocket but cannot say that 
I would like not to beg. The reason of this is to 
train self and exterminate ego. It is required to 
keep the dervish a Ney for long years and have 
distance. In other words, the dervish, who has 
Ney in the hand, has fulfilled 1001 duties and has 
been a Ney player. In this case, it is imposibble to 
carry Keşkül-ü Fukara in previous step. Besides, 
the carriying the other one with the rope is not 
certainly in the first painting. The first simples 
of Kudum were single. In progress of time, the 
other block of Kudum was added due to the need 
of voice. It has not been tied with rope, maybe 
the rope is tied to prevent shifting the rope from 

the shoulder. Separately, Kudum among Turks 
and Nakkare in Sufism are the same instruments. 
Although Kudum is an Arabic origin instruments, 
it is used among Turks as single. It was used in 
Khans’ Nevbet tradition and they carried Kudum 
before or during war and the reason of being 
couple is its religious quality. In the tradition of 
Cult or Sufism, it found a place and accepted 
due to need of different rythms.   

Question 2: what is the name of the musical 
instrument that hangings end of the rope?

Respondant 1. This instrument is not a Zahme. 
It is most likely a castanet.

Respondant 2. I think that it may be an instrument 
hangings end of the rope that used to procure 
rhythm. This can also be a tongs. Any object, 
human body can be a percussion instrument. 
This instrument is not like a Zahme. It may be a 
different castanet or a rhythm object that used 
to be moved the turtles.  

Respondant 3. It is an object alike a tongs. Its 
using aim is different, but it is not a Zahme. If 
so, it would be two pieces. 

Respondant 4. Zahmes are made by wood and 
like a ball. The ends of it are knobbed, that’s why 
it is not a Zahme. I do not think as also a tongs. 
I consider that this instrument is a kind of casta-
net, which is made by leather and an instrument 
that when holded by in one hand and is stroke 
to other hand or knee, it sounds a shrill voice. It 
can be estimated that it may be used for a kind of 
scaring or getting attention as an animal trainer. 
Normally, this instrument that is wood and metal 
is played as percussion.  
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Respondant 5. It does not look like a Zahme, 
since it is thin cylindrical rods. It is seemed as 
tied to Kudum with rope behind and maybe it 
is played with that. Also, it seems to wood that 
placed incense upon. 

Respondant 6. Kudum is played with rods, called 
as Zahme. The object in the painting seems tongs 
rather than Zahme and also does not seem as a 
musical instrument. 

Respondant 7. There is a hanging object end 
of the rope, but one more rope from the right of 
Kudum to down over right shoulder. Even so, 
it is not clear what there is here. There is also 
one more object in the same place. They may be 
Zahme that used for playing Kudum. However, 
it does not seem to Zahmes today. Being wood 
may not be absolutely understood as a Zahme. 
It might be hanging for just keeping Kudum in 
balance. The both can be.   Respondant 8. The 
instrument that provides to be played Kudum is 
Zahme. Zahme is an instrument that is two pieces 
and like a knot. It is not Zahme that is hanging 
end of the rope. The instrument in the painting 
is a different musical instrument that is made 
by wood. It is a simple instrument that sounds 
as dhikr voice. This voice is not like applause 
and applause is not accepted in Mevlevi rituels. 
There are two types of dhikr as voiced and silent 
in Mevlevi. It seems like Castanet that sounds 
ring and used in Zekeriya dhikr that is one of 
the open dhikr in Mevleviyeh. The story of this 
dhikr can be explained so that Zekeriya hides 
in the tree in order to avoid polytheists. While 
polytheists would like to cut Zekeriya with saw, 
Ayet-i Celile has been sent down: “God is with 
you”. The meaning of Zekeriya dhikr that is in 

Mevlevi dervish lodge bases on reflecting saw 
voice. Musical instrument has a task as elevating 
dhikr adoration in Mevlevi.     

Question 3. Could you please explicate the mu-
sical instrument “Ney” by looking at the both 
painting? 

Respondant 1. Ney is constituted of nine knobs 
and seven holes; one of them is at below. Knobs 
and holes are equal in both paintings; just color is 
lighter in one of paintings. The light one presents 
an impression that this Ney is newly opened and 
the darker one represents an old Ney. Ney and 
Kudum are indispensable instruments of Turkish 
music. Especially Ney is used in religious music. 
Today “la” is also used in religious music. Ney 
is played by blowing like “Hu”. This is one of 
the names of God and it is clear that is holy in 
Mevlevi. According to philosophy of Mevlana, 
Ney is a symbol of perfect human being and 
sake is the telling the trouble. Color of the face 
has been paled, its interior become empty, the 
holes opened by stigmatizing its breast, but Ney 
has come with God’s blowing, is a real friend 
that misses the place coming like a human being 
and whispers secrets to human beings with its 
clamors and moans stemmed from its breast full 
of holes. That’s why, Ney is blessed by Mevlevi 
and called as “Nât-ı Şerîf”.

Respondant 2. Ney has nine knobs but eight knobs 
are seen in the painting. It is important that this 
instrument is a Ney clearly. The other subjects 
are invaluable detailes. However, this subject 
should be considered: why Ney or Kudum, if the 
opinions would become strong about being it, were 
chosen. Are the effects of this both instrument on 
human beings and animals more different than 
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the other instruments? These questions could 
lead us the truth. 

Respondant 3. Ney is constituted of nine knobs 
and made by cane. In the first painting, Ney was 
pictured with nine knobs by paying attention to this 
characteristic. However, in the second painting, 
it was not complied with this base. Ney is mystic 
instrument and one of the important instruments 
of Mevlevi. It has fascinating and spiritual sound, 
so that it is used in religious music and music 
theraphy with water.  

Respondant 4. Ney is constituted of nine knobs. 
In the first painting, it was pictured like that, but 
in the second one Ney has eight knobs. I do not 
think that it generates a significant difference in 
terms of beat, so tune. In every sense, the first 
one was pictured more carefully. 

Respondant 5. The instrument is seen as the same 
in both paintings. It is indispensable especially in 
Sufi music and Mevlevi rituels. The definition of 
Mevlana as perfest human being and the starting 
of Mwsnevi with Ney have redounded to this ins-
trument a special meaning and importance. The 
blowing goodness of God to perfect human being 
and melodies of human being to Ney are liken 
to each other. With the meanings that attributed 
to Ney, in actual meaning mystic sounds of Ney 
is accepted by everyone as relaxing the spirit.  

Respondant 6. In the first painting, Ney is 
constituted of nine knobs as it should be, but 
in the second one it is seen as eight knobs that 
not appeared clearly. I mean, it is missing one 
knob as not usual. I do not know how should it 
be interpreted.        

Respondant 7. In the second painting, Ney is 
seen as old and overused. 

Respondant 8. In the first painting, it is seen as 
nine knobs and in the other one as eight knobs. 
Number of knobs can vary according to type 
of Ney (Mansur, Shah etc). Over te knobs, the 
bottom knob were tied with glazed rope in the 
first painting. Knob places are wrapped with 
a special rope. While in the first painting, the 
bottom of Ney is wrapped; in the second one the 
actual knob place is wrapped. In other words, 
two different Ney were used. Ney is the head 
instrument of Mevlevi tradition. The story of Ney 
has been described so: Hz. Muhammad said a 
secret to Hz. Ali. Hz. Ali saved this secret for a 
while, but then could not stand and told a well. 
Also, the well could not stand this secret and its 
water overflowed and formed slime around it. 
Canes were grown in this slime and then these 
canes were cut (so they left their homeland) and 
seven holes were opened from their breasts (sake 
is liken to human being that suffered) and so Ney 
was generated. Ney misses its homeland. Year-
ning is for God’s sake. It is an obligation to live 
absence from home. Cutting the canes means to 
leave homeland. Spirits have come to the world 
with God together. While Ney has a missing for 
its homeland, human beings also live the sense 
absence from homeland. Ney and human beings 
both have seven holes on body. The color of Ney 
is yellow and also the face of human beings, as 
they have no blood any more. Ney symbolizes 
the perfect human being, so human being must 
be the perfect one. The last point of perfection 
is prophet. Ney misses also prophet. In the first 
painting, spilled plaster bricks and just the place, 
unpleasant images were pictured. In the second 
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one, maturation was carried out by shattering 
that raw image. Mevlana says that “Ney is a fire 
and blowing breath is no air”. Ney is not similar 
to the other instruments; it is blowed, instead of 
playing. Hz. Pir says that music is a secret of 
God. Music increases love of lover according to 

Mevlevi. Charm of music is benefited in prayer 
room, mosque and also in night clubs. The second 
point caught my eye is that there are six turtles in 
the second painting. God is excluded six directions 
according to Mevlevi belief. These directions are 
east, west, north, south, up and down. 

          

Figure 3. Musical Instruments that stated by the respondants: Castaner, Kudum and Ney

In result of the interviews, it is required to document 
analysis, since the respondant calls this instrument 
as Kudum but they were hesitant whether Zahme 
that used to play Kudum. At the end of the literature 
review about Turkish cultural history, Turks call 
the same instrument as Nakkare; also it is named 

as Kudum by Mevlevi in Anatolia, however Turks 
did not use it (Ögel, 1991, s.73). As seen in figure 
4, respondants were included that while Kudum is 
played on the floor, Nakkare do not. In the figure, 
contrary of this statement is pictured. 

Figure 4. Nakkare, the Head of Ottoman Mehter
Source: Ögel, 1991, s.73.
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Figure 5. Kudum and Nakkare
Source: Baumgartner, 1981, s.176.

Being the same instrument of Nakkare and Kudum 
can be also seen in the book of (Baumgartner, 
1981, p.176). 

In the second phase, the interview method was 
perfomed with academicians in the field of di-
vinity about the plaque of “Şifa’al-kulûp lika’al 
Mahbub”and the question was asked below:

Question 1: The plaque in the painting is commented 
as “Healing of the Hearts is to meet the lover”, 
so do you agree that this commentary is right?

Respondant 1: H. E., Necmettin Erbakan University, 
Science of Philosophy and Religious: the statament 
as “Şifau’l- kulûb likau’l- mahbub” (Healing of 
the Hearths is to meet the lover) that you would 
use in your study does not take a 

part in Hadith resources. Besides, it is not in se-
condary Hadith books. This statement is mentioned 
like nice statements in the study of Es-Suyuti and 
some of other books. Mahbub in this statement is 
used also for God, but you considered that just 
as Prophet. God may be more approriate in this 
statement. However, Suyuti used this word meaning 
as beautiful woman, so it may also liken to good 
words used for compliment. 

Respondant 2: M.E., Necmettin Erbakan Univer-
sity, Basic Islamic Sciences: this statement is not 
as Hadith or Rumor in resources, just in Suyuti’s 
book. This is given as a statement of Suyuti, not as 
a rumor. Suyuti used it for beautiful and intelligent 
women. I could not determine whether Suyuti was 
cited it from another resource. 

Respondant 3. B. S. Necmettin Erbakan Uni-
versity, Basic Islamic Sciences, Department of 
Hadith: This statement is not in basic hadith 
books and secondary resources. It iwould be a 
more accurate assumption that Suyuti used it for 
women. Subjects in Suyuti’s study are far from 
seriousness and truth. He wrote many pamphlets 
by using such statements.  

Respondant 4. S. T., Necmettin Erbakan University, 
Basic Islamic Sciences, Department of Kalam: 
This statement is right but the scond part of the 
text (fi ligai’l- Habib) should be also seen to be 
find out the presented meaning. It is not in Hadith 
books, so it may be a good statement. 

Respondant 5. A.T. Y., Necmettin Erbakan Univer-
sity, Basic Islamic Sciences, Department of Islamic 
History:It is known that companions of Prophet 
Muhammad were paid Prophet Muhammad a 
compliment as Mahbub in Islamic history and 
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golen age. However, there is no evidence to show 
the using the word Mahbub as a compliment for 
Prophet Muhammad. This word may be used for 
God and also nay human being. 

Respondant 6. B.T., Çukurova University, De-
partment of Haidth and Architectural Hadith: 
The correct reading of the sentence should be 
as: “Şifâu’l-kulûblikâu’l-mahbûb” and also the 
meaning of that is correct as: “Healing of the 
Hearths is to meet the lover”. Although the lover 
means as Prophet Muhammad, Suyuti used this 
sentence for beautiful and intelligent women, I 
mean he did not refer to Prophet Muhammad. It 
is absolutely possible to say that the real love is 
for God and Prophet Muhammad, so this sentence 
might indicate Prophet Muhammad. I could not 
find such a statement in main resources related 
Hadith, Tafsir, Kalam and Sufism. Therefore, it 
cannot be explained as Hadith (statements of 
Prophet Muhammad), and it has not been alre-
ady recorded as Hadith. It can be accepted as a 
anonymous good word of older people or Suyuti’s 
own statement. This statement is located in Suyuti’s 
Pamphlet named as “Sifatusâhibi’z-zevki’s-selîm 
and meslûbi’z-zevki’l-leîm” and also was not cited 
from another study or author. For this reason, it 
might be said by Suyuti. 

Respondant 7. C. K., Erciyes University, Department 
of Tafsir: I do not think that aforesaid statement is 
a Hadith, it is just a anonymus sentence as good 
word. Semavi Eyice indicated in Islamic Ency-
clopedia of Turkish Religious Foundation in the 
item as “Beyazıt II Brige” that a Stack, which is 
so valuable for Calligraphy and shaped as like a 
medallion, was treated in the second tablet that is 
also in a square, on the back side. This sentence 

that is opened from central as elegantly, was read 
as “şifau’l kulub likau’l mahbub” (v.6, p.51). The 
same sentence was used by Suyuti in his work. As 
considered that the brige was settled in Geyve in 
the province of Sakarya in 1495 and Suyuti (d. 
1505) lived in Egypt, this sentence was used in 
Ottoman and also in Egypt. Additionally, it is used 
in antique wooden chests as followed. So, I think 
that this statement was used in all appropriate 
areas. It can be understood that this statement was 
widely used in different places, if it is considered 
also that Osman Hamdi copied this painting from 
somewhere. The subject of area and person of 
usage of it can be variable according to the intent 
and context. It can be used for everything and 
everyone, in accordance with the sentence that 
meaning is in the heart of poet, just like as used 
in bridge, painting and also wooden chest and 
may be in poems. I suppose that it can be used in 
especially Sufi poems. If you research, you could 
find that and interpretation of the painting is the 
job of painting interpreters. However, let me tell 
you also that if a relationship between painting 
and the statement is established, then it is requi-
red to be interpreted in terms of Sufi perspective. 
Such a commentar would also be beneficial for 
an interdisciplinary perspective.        

Respondant 8. M. S. T., Mardin Artuklu Univer-
sity, Institute of Living Languages-Department of 
Syriac Language and Culture, Semitic Languages, 
Lingusitics, Theology, Hermeneutics: It is possible 
to attain  different usage ways of  the good word 
“şifau’l kulub likau’l mahbub” (لقاء القلوب شفاء 
 .in epigraphic and palaeographc sources (المحبوب
Verses, Hadith and goods words that were used in 
architectural Works in Anatolia were treated the 
most excellent place of these works in accordiance 
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with their characteristics and intended purpose, by 
the reasons of aesthetic concerns. These religious 
sentences that assumed complementary source 
of these works, could be as a Verse, Hadith or 
holy Hadith, or a word by Companion. For this 
reason, the most using statements of Companions 
in architectural works in Anatolia belongs to Hz. 
Ali. This good statement is stated in sources as 
two different syntactic lines: “şifau’l kulub likau’l 
mahbub” or “likau’l mahbub şifau’l kulub”. It is 
also possible to translate this statement as that (1) 
“Healing of the Hearts is to meet the lover”or (2) 
“meeting the lover is a healing for the hearts”. 

As a result of the interviewing process, all acade-
micians could achieve a general opinion that the 
plaque is not a Hadith. The statement is accepted 
as belonging to Suyuti, however the meaning of 
the word “Lover” can vary according to intenti-
on and context. Thusly, the lover may be God, 
Prophet or a Woman.  

ANALYSING THE PAINTING “TORTOISES 
TRAINER” IN TERMS OF LEADERSHIP

Turtles, which are the main image in the painting 
of Osman Hamdi, are seen while they are eating 
vegetables. The old man has a Ney in the hand 
used for training the turtles and a wooden stick 
to discipline them if required as hanging on his 
shoulders. A paternalistic image in his face and also 
a look like a teacher are dominant in the painting 
(Caner, 2008: 314). Based on this commentary, 
coincidence of the opinions about paternalistic and 
autocratic leadership style in Ottoman Empire is 
appeared (Aslan, 2013; Paşa, Kabasakal, Muzaffer, 
Bodur, 2001:  583).

Visionary, which is a subject of many leadership 
approaches, finds meaning with even light from a 
window. This light can reflect a meaning as future. 
Thusly, having a vision is an important dimension 
that deliberated in all leadership approaches (Aslan, 
2013; Stam, Knippenberg ve Wisse, 2010: 457).

Turtles were pictured in both paintings. First 
of all, the reason of picturing turtles of Osman 
Hamdi is to demonstrate the possible difficulties 
of leadership or management by interpreting the 
image as that turtles move slowly and so are tra-
ined hardly. Eyesight of turtles sharply, sense of 
smell is improved, however their hearing is quite 
weak (Kuru, 1994: 302-303). In this point, Wendy 
Shaw states in commentary related with turtles as 
that the students of Osman Hamdi are deprived 
of ears that can not hear the sound of Ney (El-
dem, 2009). However, turtles are scared of high, 
thick and deep sounds. They can perceive even 
mild vibrations and the range from long distance. 
Additionally, they can determine whether this 
vibrations are dangerous or not for them (Kuru, 
1994: 303-304). The use of turtles in this pain-
ting may be seen to emphasize the importance of 
management with sense in leadership or strategic 
leadership in this painting (Uysal, 2001: 42). If 
noticed, subordinates’ (here is turtles) hearing are 
weak, but they have comprehend capabilities to 
understand whether the vibration that far from is 
dangerous or not. Then, if the subordinates are 
participated in decision making process, so the 
organization can be aware the dangers. Therefo-
re, it is possible to emphasis the importance of 
employee participation (Sandelands et al., 2010: 
80). It is also be considered that Osman Hamdi 
may watch the turtles desperately or contrary to 
that he may wait for the future hopely in the pa-
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inting. However, it is a truth that the old trainer’s 
work is difficult in any case. It is considered that 
turtles are slow- moving animals and not eager 
to learn. Some turtles are started to go far away 
by turning back. Leader has no way to be patient 
(Caner, 2008: 314). With this perspective, it is 
commented as that change may be difficult and 
required to be patient in education and leadership 
(Sarros, Cooper and Santora, 2008: 147-148).         

Form leadership perspective, the trainer dressed 
with orange closer to red clothes. Red is prefer-
red and loved color by people, who live in east 
regions in Turkey. Besides, red is attractive and 
closer to authority (Sav, 2014). It is possible to 
see the red in authority. Red is color that incre-
ases tension and blood flow. All animals except 
monkeys see as black and white. Bulls are color 
blind. They attack to rocking cloth, to not red color. 
That’s why; red cloth is rocking for people in the 
stands that feel blood, excitement and energy, for 
not bull (İzgören, 2006: 144-145). Accordingly, 
turtles may not aware red color. Also, being not 
fully red generates the perception that power does 
not belong to just leaders (Somech, 2003: 1003).

Philosophy of service that was shaped with Islam 
was current in Ottoman culture. Servant spirit of 
leadership is in culture. The red dressed man as a 
leader is in their middle, not fore or behind them 
(Sav, 2014). Team based approach that is beyond 
a leadership in the top of management pyramid 
is remarkable (Eraslan, 2006: 25).

Considerin turtles that heads outside have green 
in front. This is important in terms of revealing 
the reward system in leadership and sends a 
message to be used reward power in leadership 
by Osman Hamdi’s paintings (Sav, 2014). By 

similar perspective, turtles that are behind the 
trainer are given no green. They also as expected 
do not behave anticipatedly. As explained in the 
principle of reward commitment in the approach 
of transactional leadership, the subordinate is 
initially interested in psychological contract in 
terms of receiving which reward under which 
conditions (Aslan, 2013: 172). Similarly, it is 
correlated with the role of distributive justice of 
leader. Power of a leader, who has all resources 
of the organization, is related with closing it. 
However, leader should distribute this power as 
fairly so that the subordinates would be motivated 
(do not make them to go back like turtles). On 
the other hand, awarding a group of turtles and 
being distinguished the other two turtles brings 
to mind one of leadership approaches as “Leader 
member exchange theory” (Stewart ve Johnson, 
2009: 511).  

It is illustrated in the painting that Osman Hamdi 
pictured Kudum just one, instead of two pieces as 
required. As result of interviews, Kudum should 
be a couple as indicated above. The assumption 
that Osman Hamdi may picture it purposely, it 
is evolved the principle of unity of command of 
Henri Fayol in management. This principle pre-
vents power conflict and discipline deterioration 
in management (Şimşek, 2002: 50). 

The table that written on it as “Healing of the 
hearts is to reach to Lover” is seen as statement 
that belongs to Islamic religion. Such a statement 
can liken an institutional philosophy, mission and 
vision (Sav, 2014). They should be shared by the 
institution to achieve success (İzgören, 2011: 34).

Metaphors related Islamic religion, are treated 
in the second painting. For instance, the table 
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of Hz. Muhammad is the most important one. It 
may be illustrated the importance of belief in the 
painting and that’s to say the way of generating 
institutional mission and vision and providing the 
sustainability of these factors is belef factor. This 
view can provide a functional characteristic with 
trust (Chung et al., 2010: 4). 

The musical instrument is Ney that expressed in 
both paintings. The illustrated Ney may be used 
to describe mature and perfect human being. It is 
suggested in Sufism to be a perfect human being 
(Ünal, 2012: 93). Thusly, it may be indicated the 
importance of maturity in leadership. The response 
of this in leadership is the ownership of leader’s 
emotional intelligence (Aslan, 2009; Weymes, 
2002: 319-320).

The color of leader’s room is also important (Sav, 
2014). In the second painting, the dominant color 
is blue. Sigmund Freud describes blue color as 
oceanic and quiet. It has an aspect that decrea-
sing tension and decelerating blood flow. At the 
same time, blue evolves the infinity, authority 
and efficiency. The important characteristic of 
blue as distinc from red that while red is noticed 
more difficultly from far away, blue is seen easier 
(İzgören, 2006, p. 147-149; Madden et al., 2000: 
92). Accordingly, a new autocratic leadership can 
be highlighted in the painting. 

Finally, Oriantalism and Westernalization that 
influenced Osman Hamdi generated an identity 
crises among Turkish artists and they could not 
decide whether they are Easterner or Westerner 
(Papila, 2008: 131). There are symbols that tradi-
tional dressed man, drum, song and serial moving 
of turtles in the journal of Tour du Monde, he has 
a dervish image that he makes the turtles eating 

green, feeding them or watching them in the pa-
inting of Osman Hamdi (Eldem, 2009).

The oriental dressing style in the painting is stood 
up in the painting “Kamplumbaga Terbiyecisi” of 
Osman Hamdi. The emphasizing dressing sytle of 
leader from self culture can be explained with the 
approach of “Think Globally, Act Locally”. Yet, 
the approach of “Think Globally, Act Locally” is 
one of the important factors of successful entrep-
reneurship as known. Eldem (2009) indicates that 
Osman Hamdi adapted the originated gravure that 
is not in his own culture to his own style. Discip-
line is discordant to our culture; instead of this he 
preferred the compatible objects for our culture 
like clothes, musical instruments and animals, and 
additionally he obtained a local culture by adding 
interior, mosque and book.   

DISCUSSION 

As the result oft he study, the instrument is accepted 
as Kudum and the two instruments that hanging 
on the back in the painting of Osman Hamdi are 
Ney and Kudum that are used mostly in Sufi 
music. A general opinion is expressed about that 
the hanging instruments are not Zahme that are 
used for playing Kudum. Besides, value of Ney is 
appeared in Sufi music at the end of the interviews.     

At the end of the interviews  the statement 
“Şifa’al-kulûp lika’al Mahbub” at the top of the 
painting is interpreted as “Healing of the Hearts 
is to meet the lover”. The meaning of the word 
“Lover” can vary according to intention and 
context. Thusly, the lover may be God, Prophet 
or a Woman. 

It is possible to say regarding as leadership of 
Osman Hamdi that he insisted on “team based 
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leadership”, since he incorporated with expert 
archaeologists by adding them to the team (Caner, 
2008), and “knowledge based leadership”, because 
knowledge and expertise were very crucial for him. 

Turkish leaders have paternalistic and autocratic 
leadership style according tot he painting of Osman 
Hamdi. The importance of visionary in leadership 
is another point to be emphasized in the painting. 
It can be also interpreted as that picturing the 
turtles and moving slowly present the difficulty 
of leadership. Highlighting in the painting the 
biological structures of the turtles can be impor-
tant in terms of investigating the effects of sense 
based management and strategical management 
in leadership. On the other hand, providing the 
participation of subordinates may be another sig-
nificant result of this painting. Also, an irony that 
some turtles are going back displays that change 
leadership is difficult in education and leadership.    

The trainer’s dress as leader is closer to red color. 
Red color represents authority. It has highlighted 
power and not exactly full of red occurs the 
perception that leader has full of power solely. 
Ottoman culture has also service culture with 
Islamic religion. Here, the person as leader is 
located in their middle, instead of front them. A 
team based leadership is discussed as not a lea-
dership that is at the top of management pyramid. 
As another management approach, the principle 
of unity of command of Henri Fayol is shown 
by drawn Kudum as solely, instead of double. 
Merely, management and unity of command in 
leadership are reflected in the painting.    

It is considered that a group of turtles has green 
in front of them, so they are awarded, so that the 
turtles, which do not have any vegetables, are 

far from the leader by turning their back. This 
image displays the importance of reward system 
in leadership. Also, the example of displaying 
two different behaviors, when there is no justice 
in vegetable distribution, shows the distributio-
nal role of leaders. Similarly, this image brings 
to mind principle of “Award Commitment” of 
“Transactional Leadership” Theory. On the other 
hand, while a group of turtles is rewarded, the 
others are distinguished, this attitude suggest the 
theory of leader member exchange.  

The writing on the table likens to institutional 
philosophy, mission and vision. At the same 
time, the importance of belief in leadership may 
be displayed in the painting and interpreted that 
the ways of generating institutional mission and 
vision and the efficient sustainability of it can be 
defined as belief factor in the eyes of followers.    

On the other hand, picturing Ney may be pointed 
as to display the emotional intelligence of leader 
that means the maturity in leadership. 

The color of room of the leader is pictured in 
blue. The infinity of blue, evoking authority and 
efficiency mean the autocratic style of Ottoman 
leadership. 

Finally, it is attracted the attention the oriental 
dressing in the painting “Kamplumbaga Terbi-
yecisi” of Osman Hamdi. “Think globally, act 
locally” approach of leadership helps to highlight 
the self dressing style in leader’s culture. One of 
the rules of successful entrepreneurship is that 
this assumed view should be a key approach of 
successful leadership.  

Reinterpretation of the painting with the scientific 
perspective that anaylized in the research would 
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increase the reliability of the study and re- eva-
lution of it in terms of different expertise fields 
is suggested for the future researches.  
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OSMAN HAMDİ BEY VE “KAPLUMBAĞA TERBİYECİSİ” TABLOSUNUN OSMANLI 
İMPARATORLUĞU LİDERLİĞİ AÇISINDAN İNCELENMESİ

 Özet: Fransa’da resim eğitimi alan ve oryantalist ressamlar içerisinde değerlendirilen Osman Hamdi Bey, 
1842-1910 yılları arasında İstanbul’da yaşamış, Osmanlı arkeolog, müzeci, ressam ve Türkiye’nin İstanbul 
ili Kadıköy ilçesinin ilk belediye başkanıdır. Osman Hamdi’nin Liderlik vasfı, Osmanlı topraklarından 
eser akışını engelleyen tarihi bir kişilik olmasının yanı sıra Osmanlı dönemi sanat ve kültür yaşamında 
yenileşmenin de öncüsü olmasına dayalıdır. Amaç: Osman Hamdi Bey’in “Kaplumbağa Terbiyecisi” 
eseri, resim alanında çok ilgi görmüş bir tablodur. Bu tablo Osmanlı dönemine ilişkin liderlik anlayışı-
nı yansıtması açısından bu çalışmanın ana amacını oluşturmaktadır. Problem: Osman Hamdi Bey’in, 
Fransa’da eğitim aldığı Gerome’in etkisinde kaldığı, Oryantalist bir figüratif anlayışı benimsediği ve 
Osman Hamdi Bey’in resimlerinin, Batının Doğu’ya bakışının bir Doğulu tarafından içselleştirilmesi 
şeklinde yorumladığı ifade edilmektedir. Buna göre Osman Hamdi Bey’in “Kaplumbağa Terbiyecisi” eseri 
Osmanlı İmparatorluğu’na ilişkin liderlik anlayışını bu perspektiften vermekte midir? Liderlik kuramları 
açısından “Kaplumbağa Terbiyecisi” eseri nasıl yorumlanmalıdır? Yöntem: Araştırmada, resimde yer 
alan müzik aletleri dolayısıyla nitel araştırma yöntemlerinden görüşme tekniği ve doküman incelemesi 
tekniğinden yararlanılmıştır. Son olarak da Osman Hamdi Bey’in Kaplumbağa Terbiyecisi Tablosu 
(1906-1907), görsel eserlerin incelenmesine olanak sağlayan “simge analizi” (ikonoloji) yöntemi kulla-
nılarak Osmanlı İmparatorluğu liderliği açısından incelenmiştir. Çalışmada öncelikle tablolarda bulunan 
üç müzik aleti ile ilgili (kudüm, kudümü çalmakta kullanılan zahme, ney) kaynaklarda farklı yorumların 
yapıldığı görülmüştür. Dolayısıyla çalışmanın ilk çıkış noktasını bu konudaki müzik bölümünde uzman 
görüşünün alınmasına dayalı görüşme tekniği uygulanmış ve yapılandırılmış görüşme formu ile yüz 
yüze görüşme ve elektronik posta aracılığıyla katılımcıların görüşlerine ulaşılmıştır. Çalışma Türkiye’de 
tasavvuf mekânı olarak değerlendirilen Mevlana’nın yaşadığı Konya ilinde iki farklı üniversite ve yakın 
diğer il olan Başkent Ankara ilinde olmak üzere iki il evren olarak belirlenmiştir. Bu iki ilde üç üniversite 
rastgele örneklem yöntemiyle seçilmiştir. Üç üniversitenin müzik bölümünde konuyla (ney ve kudüm, 
nakkare)  ilgili hocalara “kartopu” tekniği kullanılarak, hem konuyla ilgili bilgili olmaları hem de katılmak 
istemelerine göre 8 üniversite öğretim elemanıyla görüşme yöntemi gerçekleştirilmiştir. Konya Selçuk 
Üniversitesi (2), Konya Necmettin Erbakan Üniversitesi (4), Ankara Gazi Üniversitesi (2)  olmak üzere 
toplam 8 katılımcıyla görüşme yöntemi gerçekleştirilmiştir. Katılımcılara resimlerde görülen üç müzik 
aleti (kudüm, kudümü çalmakta kullanılan zahme, ney) ile ilgili 3 soru ile başvurulmuştur. İkinci aşamada 
tablonun üst kısmında görülen (Şifâᵓu’l-ḳulûb liḳâᵓu’l-maḥbûb) (شفاء القلوب لقاء المحبوب) levhası ilahiyat 
alanında uzman görüşünün alınmasına dayalı görüşme tekniği uygulanmış ve yapılandırılmış görüşme 
formu ile elektronik posta aracılığıyla katılımcıların görüşlerine ulaşılmıştır. İkinci aşamadaki görüşme 
tekniği ise dört üniversitenin ilahiyat fakültesinden konuyla (hadis, kelam gibi)  ilgili öğretim elemanlarına 
“kartopu” tekniği kullanılarak ulaşılmış, hem konuyla ilgili bilgili olmaları hem de katılmak istemelerine 
göre 8 üniversite öğretim elemanıyla görüşme yöntemi gerçekleştirilmiştir. Konya Necmettin Erbakan 
Üniversitesi (5), Çukurova Üniversitesi (1) Erciyes Üniversitesi (1) Mardin Artuklu Üniversitesi (1) olmak 
üzere toplam 8 katılımcıyla görüşme yöntemi gerçekleştirilmiştir. Katılımcılara resimlerde görülen (Şifâᵓu’l-
ḳulûb liḳâᵓu’l-maḥbûb) (شفاء القلوب لقاء المحبوب) levhasını yorumlamalarına ilişkin bir soru sorulmuştur. Bu 
yönteme ilaveten müzik aleti ile ilgili doküman analizi yapılarak kaynak taranmıştır. Son olarak da Osman 
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Hamdi Bey’in Kaplumbağa Terbiyecisi Tablosu (1906-1907), tabloların ya da görsel eserlerin incelenmesine 
olanak sağlayan “simge analizi” ikonoloji yöntemi kullanılarak Osmanlı İmparatorluğu kapsamında Türk 
liderliği incelenmiştir. Batı medeniyetinin etkisinde kalan ancak kendisini bir Osmanlı olarak görmekten 
de asla vazgeçmemiş olarak nitelendirilen Osman Hamdi Bey’in, iki farklı kökten beslenmiş bir dünya 
vatandaşı olması noktasında nitelendirilmesi nedeniyle de lider kişiliği öngörülmüş ve tablosu, araştırma 
kapsamına alınmıştır.Sonuç: Araştırmanın sonucunda Osman Hamdi Bey’in tablosundaki sırtında asılı 
duran müzik aletinin çoğunlukla Tasavvuf Musikisi’nde ney ve kudümün ilk iki sırayı alan birlikteliği 
yorumu görülmekte ve kudüm olduğu kabul edilmektedir. İpin ucunda asılı aletlerin kudümün çalınmasını 
sağlayan çubuklardan olan zahme olmadığı konusunda genel bir kanaat hâkim olmuştur. Ayrıca görüşme 
sonucunda ney’in tasavvuftaki değeri anlaşılmaktadır. Doküman incelemesi de kudüm olduğu noktasında 
kabul etmemizi sağlamaktadır. Görüşmenin sonucunda uzmanların birleştiği genel kanaat, bu levhadaki 
yazılı sözün, Suyuti’ye ait bir söz olduğu yönündedir. Bu sözdeki “sevgili” ifadesinin kullananın niyetine 
ve sözün bağlamına göre değişkenlik arz ettiği ifade edilmiştir. Sevgili ifadesi, Tanrı, Peygamber, cariye 
veya hanımlara yönelik olabilir, yorumu belirtilmiştir.  Tablonun  “simge analizi” (ikonoloji) sonucunda 
şu başlıklarda liderliğe ilişkin kuramların olduğu yorumlanmıştır: Türk liderlerinin paternalist (babacan) 
ve otokratik liderlik tarzına sahip olduğu, liderlikte vizyonerlik, sezgiyle yönetim veya stratejik liderliğin 
önemi, liderlikte astların kararlara katılımının önemi, astların eğitiminde ve liderliğinde değişim liderliğinin 
zor olacağı ve sabır gerektiği, tek gücün liderde olmadığı, ekip liderliğinin önemi, liderlikte ödüllendirmenin 
etkisi, etkileşimci liderlik teorisinin “ödüle bağlılık” ilkesi, liderin dağıtımsal adaleti, lider üye değişim 
teorisi, Henri Fayol’un Kumanda (Emir) Birliği ilkesi, liderlikte kurum felsefesinin, misyonun ve vizyonun 
önemi, liderlikte duygusal zekânın etkisi, liderliğin “Küresel Düşün Yerel Hareket Et” felsefesine sahip 
olması gerektiğinin vurgulanması gibi boyutlarda Tablo yorumlanmıştır. Kısıtlar: Çalışmada elde edilen 
sonuçların genellenmesinde bazı kısıtlamalardan dolayı dikkatli olunmalıdır. Tabloyu bir başka liderlik 
alan yazınındaki uzman kişinin yorumlaması güvenirliğini daha da artırabilecektir. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Liderlik, Osman Hamdi Bey Tablosu, Görüşme Tekniği, Doküman Analizi ve Simge 
Analizi (İkonoloji Yöntemi)
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THE EFFECTS OF PRESERVICE PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
TEACHERS’ EDUCATIONAL BELIEFS ON THEIR ATTITUDES 

TOWARD COMPUTER AND INTERNET USAGE

Mustafa Kayıhan ERBAŞ

Aksaray University, School of Physical Education & Sports

Abstract: The aim of this study is to investigate the relationship between preservice physical education 
teachers’ educational beliefs and their attitudes toward computer and internet use. Relational screening 
model was used in the study. The study group was comprised of a total of 235 preservice teachers study-
ing at the Department of Physical Education and Sports Teaching in two separate universities during the 
academic year 2012-2013.  “Educational Beliefs Scale” and “Attitude toward Computer and Internet 
Technologies Usage Scale” were used to collect data. During data analysis, Pearson product-moment 
correlation coefficient was employed to establish the relationship between preservice physical education 
teachers’ educational beliefs and their attitudes toward computer and internet use, and multiple regression 
analysis was employed to identify whether educational beliefs predict levels of attitudes toward use of 
computer and internet technologies. In conclusion, it was seen that preservice physical education teachers 
mostly adopted pragmatic understanding of education, and in addition, their attitudes toward computer 
and internet technologies were also high. It was also seen that there is a positively high level of relation-
ship between progressivism and attitudes toward computer and internet technologies, and progressivism 
sub-dimension was shown to be a significant predictor in the use of computer and internet technologies.

Key Words: Educational Beliefs, Attitudes Toward Computer And Internet, Physical Education Teacher 
Candidates  

INTRODUCTION

Considering that man uses information as the 
most important tool to continue his life,  it was 
seen that knowledge and belief are among the 
important factors that affect attitudes and behaviors 
(Erbaş, 2013). Thompson (1992) suggested that 
information carries the same value for everyone 
and beliefs can vary depending on the person. 
It was observed that beliefs have emerged as 

the strongest predictor of all decisions taken, all 
choices made and all behaviors shown by man 
throughout his life (Önen, 2012).

Beliefs also have great significance and impact 
during the education process aiming at behavior 
change. Teachers, who have an important place 
in education and teaching process, educate and 
teach according to an educational philosophy 
they believe in (Yilmaz et al., 2011), and they 
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may have different educational beliefs for many 
reasons (Thompson, 1992). In addition, teachers’ 
beliefs regarding education were said to be the 
source of a range of applications in an educational 
setting and of the effects of their applications on 
students (Anderson and Bird, 1995; Quinlan, 
1998; Geçici and Yapıcı, 2008). Philosophy of 
education was seen to be consisting of philo-
sophical movements, including perennialism, 
idealism, realism, essentialism, pragmatism, 
progressivism, re-constructionism, naturalism 
and existentialism (Sönmez, 2002). For this 
study, perennialism, progressivism, essentialism, 
existentialism, and re-constructionism were taken 
as the basis. According to perennialism, one of 
the educational philosophies, teacher is the model 
and in line with this, s/he should guide the student 
in finding the right in his/her mind. Essentialism 
movement puts teacher and his/her authority in 
the center. Unlike essentialism, progressivism 
represents a more democratic, student-centered 
educational approach, which does not include 
punishment. Re-constructionism is in line with 
progressivism in terms of being democratic and 
not using punishment in education, while it 
predicts constant re-shaping of society through 
education. The difference between progressivism 
and re-constructionism is that progressivism 
brings individuality to the forefront, whereas re-
constructionism takes society into consideration. 
The philosophy of existentialism maintains open 
school system. Everything is based on the student 
and is determined according to the student. Stu-
dent should have the right to choose courses and 
teachers. However, existentialism also criticizes 
the current educational approach (Altınkurt et al, 
2012; Demirhan, 2003a; Sonmez, 2002).

One of the requirements of reaching a quality 
education at the desired level is to have quality 
teachers. A quality teacher can be defined as a 
teacher who can recognize complete and accu-
rate information, reveal and evaluate the need 
for knowledge by questions, recognize potential 
sources of information, and use computer and 
internet technologies in an educational setting. 
It was stated that a teacher should receive good 
education so that she acquires the qualification 
of a good-quality teacher, and it was seen that 
this education is shaped by his/her educational 
philosophies (Pajares, 1992; Önen, 2012). 

Modern societies, in an effort to adapt to the 
rapidly evolving new world order, are thought 
to show great sensitivity on widespread use of 
computer and internet technologies in all areas. 
Especially computer and internet technologies 
begun to be effectively employed in educational 
and teaching settings, and reached much diffe-
rent dimensions today by widespread use of the 
Internet. The effects of computer and internet 
technology in the field of education were shown 
to be its employment as a means of support in 
education and drastic changes it has caused in 
education (Köse, Gencer & Gezer, 2007). In this 
context, it was stated that educational institutions 
and teachers face students using technology tools 
such as computer, internet, etc. every day so the 
expectation from teachers on use of computer 
and internet technology is also high (Erdemir, 
Bakırcı & Eyduran, 2009; Reiner, 2009). Many 
studies reported that (Arslan, 2006; Levin, 1996; 
Christanse, 2002) most teachers exhibit nega-
tive attitudes toward the use of technology in 
education and consider the preparation process 
as an unnecessary and time-consuming process. 
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This reveals the importance of investigating te-
achers’ attitudes toward computer and internet 
technologies. Therefore, educational beliefs can 
be thought to have an active role on attitudes 
toward computer and internet technologies, as 
in the case of other attitudes. In this matter, 
the study by Önen (2012) is remarkable. Önen 
(2012) noted that there are significant positive 
correlations between educational beliefs and the 
use of computer and internet technologies.

Considering education as a whole, physical education 
and sports have an important place in this whole. 
As in other areas, it was suggested that the content 
of physical education and sports classes consist 
of teachers, students and curricula. (Demirhan, 
2003b). Among these elements, it was seen that 
physical education teachers are in the forefront. 
In the implementation process, physical educa-
tion teachers’ beliefs in educational philosophies 
and their attitudes toward computer and internet 
technologies are expected to significantly affect 
the education process. In line with this, several 
studies on educational philosophies and beliefs 
in the field of physical education were found in 
the literature (Daniel & Drewe, 1998; Demirhan, 
2003b; Erbaş, 2013; Green, 1998; Green, 2002;) 
. These investigations attempted to determine 
teachers’ and teacher candidates’ educational 
philosophies and took account of some variables 
such as gender, professional length of service, etc. 
Especially Erbaş(2013)’s study on identification 
of physical education teachers’ and preservice 
physical education teachers’ educational beliefs 
showed that the educational philosophy to which 
physical education teachers and preservice teachers 
agreed the most was progressivism. 

As in other branches, use of computer and in-
ternet technologies is thought to be important 
in carrying out physical education classes in a 
more effective manner, and physical education 
teachers’ educational beliefs are thought to affect 
their attitudes toward use of computer and internet 
technologies. In this regard, a number of studies 
on use of computer and internet technologies 
by physical education teachers and preservice 
physical education teachers were found in the 
literature (Ceyhan, 2011; Tezci, 2009; Thomas 
and Stratton, 2006; Yılmaz, Ulucan and Pehli-
van, 2010) . However, when the literature was 
examined, no study was found on the effects of 
physical education teachers’ and preservice physi-
cal education teachers’ beliefs on their attitudes 
toward the use of computers and the Internet. 
Thus, the aim of this research is to investigate 
the relationship between preservice physical 
education teachers’ beliefs and their attitudes 
toward the use of computers and the internet. 

METHODS

Research Model

In this study, relational screening model was used 
to establish the relationship between educational 
beliefs of students from vocational school of 
physical education and sports as well as of stu-
dents from the department of physical education 
and sports teaching and their attitudes toward the 
use of computer and internet technologies. It was 
seen that relational screening model is defined 
as a model which aims to establish the existence 
of joint variation between two or more variables 
(Karasar, 2014).
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Participants

Research group consisted of a total of 235 
preservice teachers(Mage = 22.42, SD= 1.753)  
studying at the department of  physical education 
and sports teaching in two separate universities 
(Aksaray University, Nigde University) during 
the academic year 2012-2013.

Instruments

Educational Beliefs Scale: Educational Beliefs 
Scale (EBS) was developed by Yılmaz, Altınkurt 
and Çokluk (2011). It is composed of 40 items 
aiming to determine teachers’ educational beliefs 
and 5 subscales, including progressivism, exis-
tentialism, reconstructionism, perennialism, and 
essentialism. It is a 5-point Likert scale, scored in 
the range of “1-Strongly Disagree and 5- Strongly 
Agree”. It has no items scored reversely and it is 
utilized to determine how much the participants 
adopt each education philosophy, rather than to 
get a total score. A high score obtained from a 
subscale indicates that a participant believes in 
and adopts the education philosophy in that subs-
cale and a low score indicates that a participant 
weakly believes in that philosophy. Maximum 
and minimum scores that can be obtained from 
the above-mentioned subscales are as follows 
in the respective order: 65 and 13 for progressi-
vism; 35 and 7 for existentialism, 35 and 7 for 
re-constructionism; 40 and 8 for perennialism 
and 25 and 5 for essentialism.

Explanatory and confirmatory factor analyses 
were conducted for construct validity of the 
scale. As a result of explanatory factor analysis, 
factor load values of the scale were calculated 
as 0.50–0.73, 0.58–0.74, 0.52–0.68, 0.42–0.61 

and 0.61–0.73 for progressivism, existentialism, 
reconstructionism, perennialism, and essentialism, 
respectively. Total of variances explained by five 
individual factors is approximately 50%. Confir-
matory factor analysis was applied to a structure 
of 40 items under 5 factors obtained as a result 
of explanatory factor analysis. By confirmatory 
factor analysis, chi-square (x2) value statistical 
significance levels (x2/sd=2.23) conforming to 
the model constituted for the scale were calcu-
lated. Moreover, other fit indices regarding the 
model were also shown to follow the suggested 
model(GFI=0.85, AGFI=0.83, RMSR≤0.05, 
RMSEA ≤ 0.05, RMR and SRMR ≤ 0.08, CFI ≥ 
0.95, NFI and NNFI ≥ 0.95, PGFI= 0.75). Internal 
consistency of EİÖ was tested with Cronbach’s 
Alfa. Cronbach’s Alfa coefficients of the scale 
vary in the range of 0.70–0.91 in subscales. 

Reliability of the scale was re-tested in the study. 
Accordingly, the Cronbach alpha coefficients 
of the scale applied to preservice teachers were 
determined to be in the range of 0.88 to 0.95 in 
subscales (Table 1).

Attitude Toward Computer and Internet Tech-
nology Usage Scale: The scale used in the study 
is a 4-point Likert scale with a total of 30 items 
measuring attitudes toward computer and internet 
usage, developed by Köse, Gencer and Gezer 
(2007). The sub-dimension measuring attitudes 
toward computer usage and the sub-dimension 
measuring attitudes toward internet usage consist 
of 20 and 10 items, respectively. In positive exp-
ressions of the scale, options of “Strongly Agree, 
Agree, Disagree, Strongly Disagree” were rated 
as 4, 3, 2, 1. In negative expressions, the options 
were reversed as 1, 2, 3, 4. The maximum and 
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minimum scores which a student can get from 
the items related to computer usage of the scale 
are 80 and 20, respectively, provided no items are 
left blank, so the attitudes of those who scored 50 
and over on average were assessed as “positive”. 
In the case of items related to internet usage, a 
score of 25 and above over a maximum score of 
40 and a minimum score of 10 was considered 
“positive”. Total maximum and minimum scores 
are 120 and 30, respectively. Cronbach’s alpha 
values for reliability of “Attitudes Toward Com-
puter Usage” sub-dimension and of “Attitudes 
Toward Internet Usage” sub-dimension were .74 
and .69, respectively.

In this research, internal consistency coefficient 
was calculated again in the total of “Attitudes 
Toward Computer and Internet Usage” and 
Cronbach’s alpha value was found as .73 for the 
total of scale (Table 1).

Procedure

Academics provided help in filling out of Edu-
cational Beliefs Scale and Attitudes Toward 
Computer and Internet Technology Usage Scale 
by voluntary research group, and enough time 
was given at the beginning of lectures. Before 
the forms were completed, brief information was 
given by the academics. The forms were collected 
again by the academics, and those which were 

not filled in or were incomplete were not taken 
into consideration.

Data Analysis

Before research data was analyzed, their dist-
ribution was examined. Lilliefors’ Kolmogo-
rov-Smirnov test (p> .05), the histogram chart 
and the normal distribution curve, Skewness 
(between +1 and -1) and Kurtosis (between +2 
and -2) were used to check whether research 
data follows normal distribution and accordingly, 
further analysis of data was conducted. Pearson 
product-moment correlation coefficient technique 
was used to determine the relationship by desc-
riptive statistics (number, percentage, mean and 
standard deviation) during analysis of research 
data. In addition, multiple regression analysis 
was employed to identify whether preservice 
physical education teachers’ educational beliefs 
predict levels of attitudes toward computer and 
internet technology usage. In these analyses, 
each subscale score of educational beliefs scale 
was considered an independent variable, while 
attitude toward computer and internet technology 
usage a dependent variable. In the study, SPSS 
18.00 software package was used to analyze data.

RESULTS

Descriptive Information About Educational 
Beliefs Sub-Dimensions And Attitudes Toward 
Computer And Internet Usage
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistical Values About Educational Beliefs Sub-Dimensions and Attitu-
des Toward Computer and Internet Usage (N = 235)

Variables M SD α

Progressivism 50.506 11.261 .95

Existentialism 27.361 5.695 .90

Re-constructionism 27.051 5.243 .89

Perennialism 31.489 6.473 .89

Essentialism 17.702 4.882 .88

Attitudes toward Computer and Internet 91.787 8.762 .73

In view of Table 1, it was found that the educa-
tional philosophy adopted by preservice teachers 
the most was progressivism (M = 50.506, SD 
= 11.261). It is followed by perennialism (M = 
31.489, SD = 6.473), existentialism (M = 27.361, 
SD = 5.695), re-constructionism (M = 27.051, 
SD = 5.243), and essentialism (M = 17.702, SD 

= 4.882). Means of the scores of attitudes toward 
computer and internet were found to be high (M 
= 91,787, SD = 8.762).

The Relationship Between Educational Be-
liefs Sub-Dimensions And Attitudes Toward 
Computer And Internet Usage

Table 2. Correlations, Means and Standard Deviations of Variables Included in  
Regression Analysis

Variables P E R PE ES ATCI

Progressivism 1 .849** .737** .798** .440** .677**

Existentialism .849** 1 .848** .815** .445** .534**

Re-constructionism .737** .848** 1 .804** .539** .434**

Perennialism .798** .815** .804** 1 .443** .595**

Essentialism .440** .445** .539** .443** 1 .294**

Attitudes toward 
Computer and 
Internet

.677** .534** .434** .595** .294** 1

M 50.506 27.361 27.051 31.489 17.702 91.787

SD 11.261 5.695 5.243 6.473 4.882 8.762

From looking at Table 2, it can be seen that there 
is a high positive correlation between  attitudes 
toward computer and internet and progressivism, 
one of the sub-dimensions of educational beliefs 
(r = 0.677, p <0.01), and a moderate positive 

correlation between attitudes toward computer 
and internet and the sub-dimensions of existen-
tialism (r = 0.534, p <0.01), re-constructionism 
(r = 0.434, p <0.01), perennialism (r = 0.595, 
p <0.01) and essentialism (r = 0.294, p <0.01).
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Table 3. Regression Analysis Results on Predicting Attitudes Toward Computer and  
Internet Usage

Variables B Standard 
Error ß t p Dual

r Partial r

Constant 66.09 2.255 29.307 .000**

Progressivism .526 0.074 .676 7.101 .000** .677 .425

Existentialism -.166 0.177 -.108 -0.938 .349 .534 -.062

Re-constructionism -.446 0.168 -.267 -2.658 .008** .434 -.173

Perennialism .463 0.125 .342 3.690 .000** .595 .237

Essentialism .066 0.101 .037 0.658 .511 .294 .043

R= 0.706 R2= .498

F= 45.408 p= 0.000

When the findings in Table 3 are examined, 
prediction equation between sub-dimensions of 
educational beliefs scale and scores of attitude 
toward computer and internet usage scale (R = 
0.706, p <0.01) is highly significant. Variables 
comprising educational beliefs sub-dimension 
explain 50% of the total variance in attitudes 
toward computer and internet usage. According 
to the standardized regression coefficient (ß), the 
order of relative importance of predictor variables 
on the attitudes toward computer and internet 
usage is as follows: progressivism, perennialism, 
re-constructionism, existentialism and essentia-
lism. In view of the results on the significance 
of regression coefficients, variables of progressi-
vism, re-constructionism and perennialism were 
found to be significant and important predictors 
on the attitudes toward computer and internet 
usage. Existentialism and essentialism variables 
do not have any significant effect. In line with 
these results, the sub-dimensions of educational 
beliefs were demonstrated to have a high level 

of impact on the attitudes toward computer and 
internet usage.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

According to the results obtained from the study, 
the educational philosophy adopted most by pre-
service physical education teachers was found to 
be progressivism. It is followed by perennialism, 
existentialism, re-constructionism and essentialism 
in decreasing order. Arithmetic means of attitudes 
toward computer and the internet scores were 
found to be high. Based on these results, it was 
seen that progressivism, part of pragmatist move-
ment, was adopted at the highest rate. The results 
of this study are supported by several previous 
studies (Duman and Uluğbey, 2008; Ekiz, 2007; 
Erbaş, 2012; Önen, 2012). However, there are also 
research studies which reported different results 
(Altınkurt, Yılmaz & Oguz, 2012). Considering 
that physical education classes are extremely 
efficient in learning by experience, adoption of 
the philosophy of progressivism by preservice 
physical education teachers can be seen as an 
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expected result. Dewey (2011), who states that 
progressivism is based on individuality, testing 
and experiencing, notes that when foundations of 
this philosophy are not soundly built, problems 
can be experienced in education especially in 
terms of control factors. To this end, considering 
that pragmatic educational approaches are not 
well situated in Turkey yet (Işıkoğlu et al, 2009), 
adoption of perennialism philosophy at a high 
rate after progressivism can be evaluated as a 
reaction to the problems experienced in education 
in terms of the control factors. It is thought as a 
positive result that physical education teachers 
and preservice physical education teachers adopt 
the same educational beliefs, and that this belief 
is in line with progressivism, a pragmatic appro-
ach. In addition to this, it is also important that 
perennialism philosophy was in second place in 
both groups. Johnson (2008) claims that teachers 
become aware of professional values during 
initial periods of their employment and therefore 
this period has a critical and decisive value for 
internalization of professional values. Lay et 
al. (2005) state that proper planning of teacher 
training process and training an individual in 
accordance with objectives are very important 
factors which ensure that the individual’s, as a 
teacher, corporate and class affiliation, commit-
ment to profession and process of adaptation, after 
graduation, take place in a problem-free manner. 
In this respect, during teacher training process, 
the fact that employed teachers and teacher 
candidates interact in practice environment and 
provision of pre-service educational process in 
accordance with the common curriculum across 
the country can be given as reasons for these 
results. Additionally, the arithmetic means of at-

titudes toward computer and internet scores were 
high, suggesting that preservice teachers, by the 
courtesy of computer and internet technologies, 
have easy access to many sources that they may 
require both during their preservice training and 
when they start working.

When the relationship between educational beliefs 
and attitudes toward computer and internet is 
examined, it was seen that there is a high positive 
correlation between attitudes toward computer 
and internet and progressivism, one of the sub-
dimensions of educational beliefs, and a moderate 
positive correlation between attitudes toward 
computer and internet and the sub-dimensions of 
existentialism, re-constructionism, perennialism 
and essentialism. The results of this research are 
also supported by several studies in the literatu-
re (Albirini, 2006; Herman, Tondeur, Braak & 
Valcke, 2008; Kao & Tsai; Önen, 2012). Önen 
(2012) argues that the scope of curriculum is 
constantly updated and extended, and preservice 
teachers need to adapt themselves to this so it 
has become inevitable for them to use computer 
and internet technology in teaching. Herman et al 
(2008) also note that attitudes toward computers 
and internet technology of teachers who adopt 
modern educational beliefs rather than traditional 
educational beliefs are positive. Similarly, in this 
research, a high positive correlation was found 
between attitudes toward computer and internet 
and progressivism, which implies that preservice 
teachers are aware of the relationship between 
education and computer and internet technology 
usage.

It was determined that educational beliefs sub-
dimensions have a high level of impact on the 
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attitude toward computer and internet usage. It 
was seen that there are studies (Önen, 2012) which 
support the conclusion that progressivism and re-
constructionism, which are included in pragmatist 
education philosophies, are significant predictors on 
computer and internet technologies. Önen (2012) 
argues that teachers’ philosophical views affect 
teachers’ opinions about technology as well as 
how much they utilize it. Although progressivism 
and re-contructionism are fundamentally based 
on pragmatic philosophy, the most important 
difference between them is that progressivism 
brings individuals to the forefront, while re-
contructionism brings the society to the forefront 
(Altınkurt et al., 2012, Erbaş, 2013). Accordingly, 
these two approaches were found to be significant 
predictors on computer and technology usage, 
which was considered an expected result. Also, 
perennialism approach, which reflects traditional 
educational approach, was demonstrated to be a 
significant predictor, which was considered an 
unexpected result. Herman et al. (2008) reported 
that attitudes toward computers and the Internet 
technology of teachers with traditional educati-
onal beliefs were low, which does not support 
the results of this research. Today, regardless 
of educational philosophy, preservice physical 
education teachers can easily access information, 
documents and teaching materials they need with 
the help of computer and internet technologies, 
which can be shown as a reason to the result of 
the aforementioned study. 

In conclusion, it was determined that preservice 
physical education teachers adopt pragmatic 
educational approaches in general, additionally, 
there is a significant percentage of preservice 
teachers adopting traditional education system. 

Also, preservice physical education teachers’ atti-
tudes toward computer and internet technologies 
were shown to be high. In addition to this, it was 
seen that there is a strong correlation between 
educational beliefs and attitudes toward computers 
and internet technology and preservice physical 
education teachers’ beliefs affect their attitudes 
toward computer and Internet technology. In this 
context, preservice physical education teachers 
should continue to be educated in accordance with 
pragmatic educational beliefs so that computer 
and internet technology, which have become an 
indispensable part of education and teaching, are 
used to a larger extent. Additionally, the influen-
ce of academics, who teach preservice physical 
education teachers, and of physical education 
teachers, who guide them in a teaching setting, 
should be borne in mind. In-service training 
processes should be put into practice so that the 
academics and physical education teachers provide 
education accordingly, which is expected to lead 
to positive results in the future.

Further studies to be carried with larger study 
groups in more than one academic year will 
contribute to this area of research. Also, addres-
sing this issue in combination with socio-cultural 
variables in future studies is thought to be useful 
for obtaining more distinct and significant results.     
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BEDEN EĞİTİMİ ÖĞRETMEN ADAYLARININ EĞİTİM İNANÇLARININ  
BİLGİSAYAR VE İNTERNET KULLANIMINA YÖNELİK  

TUTUMLARINA ETKİSİ

Özet: İnsanoğlunun, yaşantısını devam ettirebilmek için bilgiyi en önemli araç olarak kullandığı düşü-
nüldüğünde,  sahip olunan bilgi ve inancın, tutum ve davranışları etkileyen önemli etkenler arasında yer 
aldığı görülmüştür. Bilginin herkes için aynı değeri taşıdığını belirtilirken, inancın kişiye göre değişiklik 
gösterebildiğini belirtmiştir. İnançların, insanoğlunun yaşamı süresince aldığı tüm kararların, yaptığı tüm 
seçimlerin ve gösterdiği tüm davranışların en güçlü belirleyicisi olarak ortaya çıktığı görülmüştür. İnanç-
lar, davranış değişikliğini amaçlayan eğitim sürecinde de büyük önem ve etkiye sahiptir. Eğitim öğretim 
sürecinde önemli bir yere sahip olan öğretmenler, inandıkları bir eğitim felsefesine göre eğitim öğretim 
gerçekleştirirler ve birçok nedenden dolayı farklı eğitim inançlarına sahip olabilirler. Aynı zamanda öğ-
retmenlerin eğitime yönelik inançlarının, eğitim ortamındaki uygulama çeşitlerinin ve bu uygulamalarının 
öğrenci üzerindeki etkilerinin kaynağı olduğu belirtilmiştir. Eğitim felsefesinin; daimicilik, idealizm, 
realizm, esasicilik, pragmatizm, ilerlemecilik, yeniden kurmacılık, natüralizm ve varoluşçuluk gibi felsefi 
akımlardan oluştuğu görülmüştür. Bu araştırma için, daimicilik, ilerlemecilik, esasicilik, varoluşçuluk ve 
yeniden kurmacılık esas alınmıştır. Eğitim felsefelerinden olan daimiciliğe göre; öğretmen modeldir ve 
bu doğrultuda öğrencinin zihninde var olan doğruları bulmasında ona yol göstermelidir. Esasicilik akımı 
ise, merkeze öğretmeni ve onun otoritesini koyar. İlerlemecilik ise esasiciliğin tersine, daha demokratik, 
öğrenci merkezli ve ceza olmayan bir eğitim anlayışını ifade eder. Yeniden kurmacılık, ilerlemecilik ile 
demokratik olma ve eğitimde ceza kullanmama açısından paralellik gösterirken, eğitim aracılığıyla top-
lumun sürekli yeniden şekillendirilmesini öngörür. İlerlemecilik ile yeniden kurmacılık arasındaki fark; 
ilerlemecilik bireyselliği ön plana çıkarırken, yeniden kurmacılık toplumu göz önünde bulundurmak-
tadır. Varoluşçuluk felsefesi açık okul sistemini savunmaktadır. Her şeyin temelinde öğrenci olması ve 
öğrenciye göre belirlenmesi vardır. Öğrenci dersi ve öğretmeni seçme hakkına sahip olmalıdır. Bununla 
beraber varoluşçuluk, mevcut eğitim anlayışını da eleştirir. İstenilen düzeyde, kaliteli bir eğitim seviyesi-
ne ulaşmanın gereklerinden biri de kaliteli öğretmenlere sahip olmaktır. Kaliteli öğretmen; bilgiyi doğru 
ve eksiksiz tanıyabilen, bilgi ihtiyacını sorularla ortaya dökebilen ve değerlendirebilen, potansiyel bilgi 
kaynaklarını tanıyabilen, bilgisayar ve internet teknolojilerini eğitim ortamında kullanabilen öğretmen 
olarak tanımlanabilir. Bir öğretmenin, kaliteli öğretmen vasfını kazanabilmesi için iyi bir eğitim almış 
olması gerektiği belirtilmiş ve bu eğitimin onun eğitim felsefelerinin şekillendirdiği görülmüştür. Modern 
toplumlar, hızla gelişen yenidünya düzenine uyum sağlama çabası içerisinde, özellikle bilgisayar ve internet 
teknolojilerinin her alanda yaygın kullanımı konusunda büyük hassasiyet gösterdikleri düşünülmektedir. 
Özellikle eğitim alanında bilgisayar ve internet teknolojileri, eğitim ve öğretim ortamlarında etkin olarak 
kullanılmaya başlanmış, internet kullanımının da yaygınlaşmasıyla günümüzde çok daha farklı boyutlara 
ulaşmıştır. Bilgisayar ve internet teknolojisinin eğitim alanındaki etkileri, onun eğitimde destekleyici bir 
araç olarak kullanılması ve eğitimde köklü değişimlere yol açması olarak gösterilmiştir. Buradan hareket-
le; bu araştırmanın amacı, beden eğitimi öğretmen adaylarının eğitim inançları ile bilgisayar ve internet 
kullanımına yönelik tutumları arasındaki ilişkinin incelenmesidir. Bu araştırmada, beden eğitimi ve spor 
yüksekokulu, beden eğitimi ve spor öğretmenliği bölümü öğrencilerinin eğitim inançları ile bilgisayar 
ve internet teknolojilerini kullanmaya yönelik tutumları arasındaki ilişkinin belirlenmesi amacıyla iliş-
kisel tarama modeli kullanılmıştır. Araştırma grubunu 2012-2013 eğitim öğretim yılı içerisinde, iki ayrı 
üniversitede (Aksaray Üniversitesi, Niğde Üniversitesi) beden eğitimi ve spor öğretmenliği bölümünde 
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eğitim gören toplam 235 öğretmen adayı (Myaş = 22.42, SD= 1.753) oluşturmuştur. Veri toplama aracı 
olarak “Eğitim İnançları Ölçeği” ve  “Bilgisayar ve İnternet Teknolojileri Kullanımı Tutum Ölçeği” 
kullanılmıştır. Verilerin analizinde, beden eğitimi öğretmen adaylarının eğitim inançları ile bilgisayar ve 
internet teknolojilerini arasındaki ilişkiyi belirlemek amacıyla Pearson Momentler Çarpımı Korelasyon 
Katsayısı tekniğinden, eğitim inançlarının bilgisayar ve internet teknolojilerini kullanıma yönelik tutum 
düzeylerini yor dayıp yordamadığını belirlemek amacıyla da çoklu regresyon analizinden faydalanılmıştır. 
Sonuç olarak; beden eğitimi öğretmen adaylarının daha çok pragmatist eğitim anlayışlarını benimsedikleri, 
bunun yanında bilgisayar ve internet teknolojilerine yönelik tutumlarının da yüksek olduğu görülmüştür. 
Aynı zamanda ilerlemecilik ile bilgisayar ve internet teknolojilerine yönelik tutum arasında pozitif yönde 
yüksek düzeyde bir ilişki olduğu ve ilerlemecilik alt boyutunun bilgisayar ve internet teknolojilerinin 
kullanımında önemli bir yordayıcı olduğu görülmüştür.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Eğitim İnançları, Bilgisayar ve İnternet, Beden Eğitimi Öğretmen Adayı   
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TITLE NAME INSTITUTION

DR. Tuğçe TUNA MİMAR SİNAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Abdulkadir YUVALI ERCİYET UNIVERSITY

DR. Adalet KANDIR GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Adülkadir OĞRAK BARTIN UNIVERSITY

DR. Ahmet ACAR DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Ahmet ÜSTÜN AMASYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Akartürk KARAHAN YILDIRIM BEYAZIT UNIVERSITY

DR. Ali GÜREŞ CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Ali KIZILET MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Ali Murat KIRIK MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Ali Serdar YÜCEL FIRAT UNIVERSITY

DR. Ali Volkan ERDEMİR ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Ali ÖZARBOY MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Alper ASLAN NEVŞEHİR UNIVERSITY

DR. Ani AGOPYAN MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Arslan TOPAKKAYA ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Arzu ÖZYÜREK KARABÜK UNIVERSITY

DR. Aslı SAĞIROĞLU ARSLAN ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Aslı TAYLI MUĞLA UNIVERSITY

DR. Aslı Özlem TARAKÇIOĞLU GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Atabey KILIÇ ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayfer ONAN DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Aygül ALAN ERNEK MALTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayhan HELVACI ULUDAĞ UNIVERSITY

DR. Aylin ZEKİOĞLU CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Aysel PEHLİVAN MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Aytekin ALPULLU MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşe ATALAY MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşe KARADUMAN HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşe N. YARELİ CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşe TÜRKSOY İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşen CANDAŞ BOĞAZİÇİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Bahri ÖZTÜRK İSTANBUL KÜLTÜR UNIVERSITY

DR. Banu AYÇA MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Belkız Ayhan TARHAN LEFKE AVRUPA UNIVERSITY
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DR. Berna YAVUZ DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Birsen KOLDEMİR İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Burak KARTAL CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Burçak KAYA İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Canan ALBAYRAK SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Celil ARSLAN ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Cem ÖZEN KADİR HAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Cemal YILMAZ FIRAT UNIVERSITY

DR. Cevdet Alptekin KAYALI CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Çiğdem GÜLER MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Derya AYDIN OKUR İSTANBUL KÜLTÜR UNIVERSITY

DR. Dilek ANUK İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY TIP FACULTY

DR. Durmuş TEZCAN İSTANBUL KÜLTÜR UNIVERSITY

DR. Dursun ARIKBOĞA İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Duygu SÖKEZOĞLU AFYON KOCATEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ekrem ALBAYRAK MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Elnur Hasan MİKAİL KAFKAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Emel Funda TÜRKMEN AFYON KOCATEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Emine DEMİRAY ANADOLU UNIVERSITY

DR. Emine KOLAÇ ANADOLU UNIVERSITY

DR. Emre YANIKKEREM CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Erdem ÜNVER ATILIM UNIVERSITY

DR. Erdinç ALTAY İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Ergun YOLCU İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Erol DURAN ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Erol SOLMAZ MUĞLA UNIVERSITY

DR. Esin KUMLU DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Fatma ÇELİK KARAPINAR MEHMET AKİF ERSOY UNIVERSITY

DR. Fatma TEZEL ŞAHİN GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Fatoş SİLMAN ULUSLARARASI KIBRIS UNIVERSITY

DR. Feryal ÇUBUKÇU DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Fikriye TOKER TRAKYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Filiz ERBAY MEVLANA UNIVERSITY

DR. Filiz GÖLPEK GAZİKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Gülden ERTUĞRUL DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Gökhan BOLAT ERCİYES UNIVERSITY
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DR. Gökhan DELİCEOĞLU KIRIKKALE UNIVERSITY

DR. Gökşen ARAS ATILIM UNIVERSITY

DR. Habib YILDIZ SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Hacı Ömer KARPUZ PAMUKKALE UNIVERSITY

DR. Hakan CAVLAK DÜZCE UNIVERSITY

DR. Hakan KOLAYIŞ SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Halil KALABALIK SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Halil TEKİN HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Halil İbrahim BAHAR POLİS ACADEMYSİ GÜVENLİK BİLİMLERİ FACULTY

DR. Haluk ÖZSARI İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Hanifi ASLAN GAZİKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Harun ÖĞMÜŞ SELÇUK UNIVERSITY

DR. Hasan ABDİOĞLU BALIKESİR UNIVERSITY

DR. Hasan BAKTIR ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Hatice ANIL DEĞERMEN İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Hatice YALÇIN KAMANANOĞLU MEHMETBEY UNIVERSITY

DR. Havva YAMAN SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Hülya GÜLAY PAMUKKALE UNIVERSITY

DR. Hüseyin AKTAŞ CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Hüseyin YILMAZ UŞAK UNIVERSITY

DR. Işık BAYRAKTAR GENÇLİK VE SPOR BAKANLIĞI

DR. Kadim ÖZTÜRK DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Kaya YILDIZ ABANT İZZET BAYSAL UNIVERSITY

DR. Kerim TÜRKMEN ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Kurtuluş Yılmaz GENÇ GİRESUN UNIVERSITY

DR. Kürşad SERTBAŞ SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Kürşad ZORLU AHİ EVRAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Levent BAYRAKTAR ATAKENT VETERINARY MEDICINE

DR. Lütfiye OKTAR İZMİR EKONOMİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Macide ŞOĞUR İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Mahmut HIZIROĞLU SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet ANIK BARTIN UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet BULUT GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet GÜNAY GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet Hayrullah AKYILDIZ SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet Metin HÜLAGÜ ERCİYES UNIVERSITY
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DR. Mehmet Yalçın TAŞMEKTEPLİGİL 19 MAYIS UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet İNBAŞI ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet YORULMAZ MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet ÖZDEMİR SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Melike Lale GÜLER MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Menderes KABADAYI 19 MAYIS UNIVERSITY

DR. Mesut İDRİZ GAZİKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Metin AYCIL GAZİKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Metin AYCIL GAZİKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Metin SAYIN CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Metin YILMAZ AFYON KOCATEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Michael Mihalis KUYUCU İSTANBUL AYDIN UNIVERSITY

DR. Mustafa ÇOLAK ONDOKUZ MAYIS UNIVERSITY

DR. Mustafa KESKİN ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Mustafa TALAS NİĞDE UNIVERSITY

DR. Mustafa UĞURLU MUĞLA UNIVERSITY

DR. Mustafa ÖNER UZUN AFYON KOCATEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Mutlu TÜRKMEN TÜRKİYE HERKEZ İÇİN SPOR FEDERASYONU

DR. Mümtaz SARIÇİÇEK ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Naim DENİZ ÜSKÜDAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Nalan TÜRKMEN MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Natık RZAZADE AFYON KOCATEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Necdet AYSAL ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Nejla GÜNAY GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Neylan ZİYALAR İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Nilah YETKİN İZMİR EKONOMİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Nilay KARAKAYA ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Nuray EKŞİ İSTANBUL KÜLTÜR UNIVERSITY

DR. Nurgül ÖZDEMİR ADNAN MENDERES UNIVERSITY

DR. Nurhan TEKEREK ULUDAĞ UNIVERSITY

DR. Nurhayat ÇELEBİ MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Nusret RAMAZANOĞLU MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Okan TUNA DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Osman KABAKÇILI MİLLİ EĞİTİM BAKANLIĞI

DR. Osman TİTREK SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Osman YILDIZ SÜLEYMAN DEMİREL UNIVERSITY
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DR. Osman İMAMOĞLU ON DOKUZ MAYIS UNIVERSITY

DR. Pelin AVŞAR DUMLUPINAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Ramazan ERDEM SÜLEYMAN DEMİREL UNIVERSITY

DR. Ramazan GÖKBUNAR CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

ÖĞR.GÖRV. Ranamarcella ÖZENÇ HALİÇ UNIVERSITY

DR. Recai COŞKUN SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Recep KAYMAKCAN SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Recep TARI KOCAELİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Sacit ADALI TURGUT ÖZAL UNIVERSITY

DR. Salih Zeki İMAMOĞLU GEBZE YÜKSEK TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTESÜ

DR. Salih ÖZTÜRK GAZİKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Sami MENGÜTAY HALİÇ UNIVERSITY

DR. Seçil BAL TAŞTAN MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Sefer GÜMÜŞ BEYKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Selahattin KARABINAR SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Selçuk Bora ÇAVUŞOĞLU İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Semih YILMAZ MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Semih YILMAZ MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Serap MUNGAN AY MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Serdar AYAN DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Serdar ERDURMAZ GAZİKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Serdar TOK EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Serpil DÜNDAR ANADOLU UNIVERSITY

DR. Servet YAŞAR AFYON KOCATEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Seviç KÖSE CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Sevinç GÜNEL HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Sibel ARSLAN KIRIKKALE UNIVERSITY

DR. Sibel KARGIN CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Sinan AYAN KIRIKKALE UNIVERSITY

DR. Sinan BOZKURT MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Sinem TUNA İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Soner ESMER DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Suat CANOĞLU MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Sultan Bilge KESKİNKILIÇ KARA MİLLİ EĞİTİM BAKANLIĞI

DR. Suzan Suzi TOKATLI ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Süleyman DEMİRCİ ERCİYES UNIVERSITY
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DR. Süleyman ÖZDEMİR İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Süphan NASIR İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Süreyya SAKINÇ CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Tarkan KAÇMAZ DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Taşkın TANRIKULU FATİH UNIVERSITY

DR. Tunç ÖZBEN BOĞAZİÇİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Turgay BİÇER MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Türkay BULUT HALİÇ UNIVERSITY

DR. Uğur DEMİRAY ANADOLU UNIVERSITY

DR. Uğur TÜRKMEN AYFON KOCATEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ufuk ALPKAYA MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Vahit CELAL AĞRI İBRAHİM ÇEÇEN UNIVERSITY

DR. Vedat BAL GAZİKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Veysel KÜÇÜK MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Yalçın TAŞMEKTEPLİGİL ON DOKUZ MAYIS UNIVERSITY

DR. Yasin ÖZKARA AKDENİZ UNIVERSITY

DR. Yavuz YILDIZ CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Yaşar TATAR MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. İbrahim ÇAM CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. İbrahim EROL CELAL BAYAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Yener ÖZEN ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Yeşim Bektaş ÇETİNKAYA DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. İlhami YÜCEL ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. İlknur TÜTÜNCÜ KASTAMONU UNIVERSITY

DR. İmdat ELMAS İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY ADLİ BİLİMLER 
INSTITUTESÜ

DR. İrfan GÜLMEZ MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. İrfan GÜNSEL YAKIN DOĞU UNIVERSITY

DR. İsmail AYDOĞAN ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. İsmail GÜLEÇ SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. İsmet EMRE BARTIN UNIVERSITY

DR. Yusuf MİRİŞLİ AFYON KOCATEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Yılmaz KARADENİZ MUŞ ALPARSLAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Zahit SERARSLAN MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Zeki KAYA GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Zeliha YAZICI AKDENİZ UNIVERSITY

DR. Zeynep Çiğdem UYSAL ÜREY ÇANKAYA UNIVERSITY
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DR. Özay ÖZPENÇE PAMUKKALE UNIVERSITY

DR. Özbay GÜVEN GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Özgür AY AFYON KOCATEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Özgür Kasım AYDEMİR PAMUKKALE UNIVERSITY

DR. Özlem GÖRÜMLÜ DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Şaban KAYIHAN SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Şakir BATMAZ ERCİYES UNIVERSITY

DR. Şebnem ARIKBOĞA İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Şerif Ali BOZKAPLAN DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Şükran Güzin ILICAK AYDINALP KÜLTÜR UNIVERSITY

DR. A. Gamze Yücel IŞILDAR GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. A.Evren ERGİNAL ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Adem ÇABUK ULUDAĞ UNIVERSITY

DR. Ahmet AKIN SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Ahmet AKŞİT NİĞDE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ahmet ERGÜLEN NİĞDE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ahmet İMANÇER EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ahmet İNAM ODTU

DR. Ahmet Burçin YERELİ HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ahmet Ercan GEGEZ MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Ahmet Faruk AYSAN BOĞAZİÇİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Ahmet Faruk DOĞAN BEYKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Ahmet GÜNAY BALIKESİRUNIVERSITY

DR. Alev FATOŞ FARSA EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Alev Fatoş PARSA EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ali HALICI BAŞKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Ali Osman UYSAL ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Ali PULAT UŞAK UNIVERSITY

DR. Alptekin YAVAŞ ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Arif TUNÇEZ SELÇUK UNIVERSITY

DR. Aslı ERİM ÖZDOĞAN ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Atik KULAKLI BEYKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayda ÇELEBİOĞLU ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayfer BUDAK ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayfer TANRIVERDİ GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayhan AYTAÇ TRAKYA UNIVERSITY
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DR. Ayhan ÖZŞAHİN MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Aykut LENGER EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Aykut GÜL OSMANİYE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayla ALTINTEN GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Aylin NAZLI EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayse Sezen BAYOĞLU ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Aytekin ALBUZ GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayten AKATAY ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşe ÇAYLAK TÜRKER ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşe OKANLI ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşe Meral TÖREYİN GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşe MURATHAN GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşen HİÇ GENÇER BOSTON UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşen KORUKOĞLU EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşen TEMEL EĞİNLİ EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşen TOKOL ULUDAĞ UNIVERSITY

DR. Ayşen Altun ADA DUMLUPINAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Banu KEMALOĞLU ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Barış KARAELMA GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Barış KAYA ZONGULDAK KARAELMAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Belgin AYDINTAN GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Belgin GÖKYÜREK GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Belma FIRLAR EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Besim AKIN MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Beyhan ÖZTÜRK ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Bilgehan GÜVEN ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Birol DOĞAN EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Burcu ARACIOĞLU EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Burhanettin FARİZOĞLU BALIKESİR UNIVERSITY

DR. Bülent GÜLÇUBUK ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Cahit AYDEMİR DİCLE UNIVERSITY

DR. Cahit GÜNGÖR ÇUKUROVA UNIVERSITY

DR. Cemal ZEHİR GEBZE YÜKSEK TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTESÜ

DR. Cengiz AKBULAK ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Cengiz ÖZMETİN BALIKESİR UNIVERSITY

DR. Cevat BİLGİN ÇUKUROVA UNIVERSITY
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DR. Cumhur ASLAN ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Çağlan Karasu BENLİ GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Çetin BEKTAŞ ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Çetin YAMAN SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Çiler HATİPOĞLU ODTÜ

DR. Dilek DEMİRHAN EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Dizar ERCİVAN ZENCİRCİ EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Doğan BIÇKI ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Durmuş Ali BAL ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Ebru Özgül ÇETİN EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ebru Özgül GÜREL ÇUKUROVA UNIVERSITY

DR. Eda PURUTÇUOĞLU ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Efsun Ezel ESATOĞLU ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Ela Ayşe KÖKSAL NİĞDE UNIVERSITY

DR. Elçin MACAR YILDIZ TEKNİK UNIVERSITY

DR. Elif ÇEKİCİ MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Elif ÖZMETİN BALIKESİR UNIVERSITY

DR Emine ÖZMETE ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Erdal EKİCİ ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Erdal ZORBA GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Erdemir GÜNDOĞMUŞ ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Erdinç KARADENİZ MERSİN UNIVERSITY

DR. Erdoğan GÜNEŞ ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Erhan IŞIKLAR EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ertuğrul GELEN SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Esin ÖZKAN EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Esma Görkem KAYAALP ERSOY BEYKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Eva ŞARLAK IŞIK UNIVERSITY

DR. Faruk KARACA ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Fatih KILIÇ SÜLEYMAN DEMİREL UNIVERSITY

DR. Fatma ALİSİNANOĞLU GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Fatma PAKDİL BAŞKEN UNIVERSITY

DR. Fatoş GERMİRLİ BABUNA İSTANBUL TEKNİK UNIVERSITY

DR. Fehmi TUNCEL ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Feriha YILDIRIM GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Figen GÜRSOY ANKARA UNIVERSITY
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DR. Fikret GÜLAÇTI ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Filiz GİRAY ULUDAĞ UNIVERSITY

DR. Fusun TOPSÜMER EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Gaye ÖZDEMİR EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Gögçe UYSAL BAHÇEŞEHİR UNIVERSITY

DR. Görkem MERGEN ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Gülcan ERAKTAN ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Güldeniz EKMEN MALTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Gülsen KIRLA ÇUKUROVA UNIVERSITY

DR. Gülten BULDUKER ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Gülten HERGÜNER SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Gülşen ERYILMAZ ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Gürbüz GÖKÇEN MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Hacer ÖZGEN HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Hadiye ÖZER ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Hakan SARIBAŞ ZONGULDAK KARAELMAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Hakan YILDIRIM MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Halil TANIL EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Halil FİDAN ANKARAUNIVERSITY

DR. Halil İbrahim SAĞLAM SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Halil İbrahim TANÇ ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Hamdi GÜLEÇ ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Hanifi KURT EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Harun ÜRER EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Hasan TATLI ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Hasan İlhan TUTALAR DİCLE UNIVERSITY

DR. Havva ÖZKAN ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Hidaye Aydan SİLKÜ EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Hilmi SÜNGÜ BOZOK UNIVERSITY

DR. Hülya İz BÖLÜKOĞLU GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Hüseyin AĞIR KAHRAMAN MARAŞ SÜTÇÜ İMAM UNIVERSITY

DR. Hüsnü ERKAN DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Işıl AKGÜL MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. İbrahim BUDAK ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. İbrahim YILMAZ ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. İlyas KARABIYIK ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY
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DR. İlyas SÖZEN BEYKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. İnci KAYHAN KUZGUN HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. İnci Kuyulu ERSOY EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. İsa ÇELİK ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Kağan ÖĞÜT BAHÇEŞEHİR UNIVERSITY

DR. Kazım GÜNER ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Kerime ÜSTÜNOVA ULUDAĞ UNIVERSITY

DR. Kürşat YILMAZ DUMLUPINAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Lale GÜREMEN AMASYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Lale ORTA OKAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Lokman Hakan TECER BALIKESİR UNIVERSITY

DR. Mahir GÜMÜŞ ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Mahmut AKBOLAT SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet KAYA SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet METE DİCLE UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet ÖZBAŞ ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet TANYAŞ MALTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet YÜCE ULUDAĞ UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet Ali HAMATOĞLU SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet Barış HORZUM SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet Devrim TOPSES ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet TOP HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Meltem GÜRÜNLÜ MALTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Meltem DOĞAN GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Meltem Kutlu GÜRSEL DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Meltem YILMAZ GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Meneviş Uzbay PİRİLİ EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Merih Tekin BENDER EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Mesut TEKSAN ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Mehmet GÜÇLÜ GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Metin KAYA GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Metin SABAN ZONGULDAK KARAELMAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Metin UYAR BEYKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Metin YAMAN GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Mevhibe ALBAYRAK ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Mine SARAN EGE UNIVERSITY
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DR. Mirza TOKPUNAR ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Muhammet Fatih KESLER ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Muhammet Hanefi PALABIYIK ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Murat AYDOĞDU DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Murat ERCAN BİLECİK UNIVERSITY

DR. Murat KUL BARTIN UNIVERSITY

DR. Murat NİŞANCI ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Murat ÜNAL EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Musa BİLGİZ ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Mustafa AKSOY ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Mustafa BAYRAKÇI SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Mustafa KAYA ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Mustafa KOÇ SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Muzaffer ERCAN YILMAZ BALIKESİR UNIVERSITY

DR. Müjde KER DİNÇER EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Mümin KARABULUT BEYKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Münevver YALÇINKAYA EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Münir ÖZTÜRK EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Münir ŞAKRAK MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. N.Oğuzhan ALTAY EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Nalan AKDOĞAN BAŞKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Nazan GÜNAY EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Nergiz ÖZKURAL BEYKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Nesrin ADA EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Nesrin BAYRAKTAR ERTEN ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Nevin YILDIRIM KOYUNCU EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Nezahat GÜÇLÜ GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Nezihe ŞENTÜRK GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Neşet AYDIN ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Nihal ARIOĞLU İSTANBUL TEKNİK UNIVERSITY

DR. Nilgün AÇIK ÖNKAŞ MUĞLA UNIVERSITY

DR. Nilgün TOKER KILINÇ EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Nilgün TUTAL CHEVİRON GALATASARAY UNIVERSITY

DR. Nilüfer DALKILIÇ DUMLUPINAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Nimet ÖNÜR EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Niyazi KURNAZ DUMLUPINAR UNIVERSITY
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DR. Nuray ALTUĞ MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Nurdan KALAYCI GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Nurdan SARAÇOĞLU GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Nurettin ARSLAN ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Nurettin BİROL ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Nuri BİLGİN EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Nurşin ATEŞOĞLU GÜNEY YILDIZ TEKNİK UNIVERSITY

DR. Oğuz BAL GEBZE YÜKSEK TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE

DR. Oğuz ÇETİN NİĞDE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ömer TURAN ODTU

DR. Ömer İSKENDEROĞLU NİĞDE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ömer Faruk ÇETİN ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR Ömer Rıfkı ÖNDER ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Özcan SEZER ZONGULDAK KARAELMAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Özlem CANKURTARAN ÖNTAŞ HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Paşa YALÇIN ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Pınar TINAZ MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Rahmi YAĞBASAN BAŞKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Ramazan ABACI SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Ramazan AKSOY ZONGULDAK KARAELMAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Özcan GÜNGÖR ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Rasim KALE KARADENİZ TEKNİK UNIVERSITY

DR. Recep BOZTEMUR ODTÜ

DR. Recep ÖZKAN NİĞDE UNIVERSITY

DR. Remzi ALTUNIŞIK SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Rezzan TATLIDİL EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ruhettin YAZOĞLU ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Ruhet GENÇ BİLGİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Sabiha SEVİNÇ ALTAŞ SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Sadık KILIÇ ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Safiye AKDENİZ EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Sahavet GURDAL MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Sayın DALKIRAN ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Sebahat ERDOĞAN GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Seda ŞENGÜL ÇUKUROVA UNIVERSITY

DR. Selahattin GÜRİŞ MARMARA UNIVERSITY
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DR. Selçuk BİLGİN GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Selçuk KENDİRLİ HİTİT UNIVERSITY

DR. Selçuk YALÇIN DUMLUPINAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Selçuk ÖZTEK MALTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Selman CAN ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Selver ÖZÖZEN KAHRAMAN ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Selver YILDIZ ULUDAĞ UNIVERSITY

DR. Sema BUZ HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Sema Altun YALÇIN ERZİNCAN UNIVERSITY

DR. Semiyha DOLAŞIR TUNCER ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Semra DAŞÇI EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Serap ALTUNTAŞ ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Serap ÇABUK ÇUKUROVA UNIVERSITY

DR. Serap SÖKMEN ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Serdar PİRTİNİ MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Serkan BENK ZONGULDAK KARAELMAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Serkan EKİZ DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Sevim BUDAK İSTANBUL UNIVERSITY

DR. Sevinç ÖZER ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Sevinç ÜRETEN BAŞKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Sibel SÖNMEZ EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Siret HÜRSOY EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Solmaz ZELYUT EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Soner AKKOÇ DUMLUPINAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Soner YAĞLI EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Suat UĞUR ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Sudi APAK BEYKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Süleyman ÖVEZ İSTANBUL TEKNİK UNIVERSITY

DR. Ş.Emet GÜREL EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Şafak Ertan ÇOMAKLI ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Şahamet BÜLBÜL MALTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Şebnem BURNAZ İSTANBUL TEKNİK UNIVERSITY

DR. Şebnem TOPLU EGE UNIVERSITY

DR. Şehnaz ERTEM GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR. Şengül HABLEMİTOĞLU ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Şeref ULUOCAK ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY
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DR. Şinasi SÖNMEZ ZONGULDAK KARAELMAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Tamer BUDAK ZONGULDAK KARAELMAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Tevhit AYENGİN ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Timur Han GÜR HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Tuncay AYAŞ SAKARYA UNIVERSITY

DR. Turhan KORKMAZ ZONGULDAK KARAELMAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Tülin SÖYLEMEZOĞLU ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Uğur BATI YEDİTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ülkü GÜNEY MALTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Ümit GÜNER DUMLUPINAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Ünal BİLİR ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Valide PAŞEYEVA ATATÜRK UNIVERSITY

DR. Vasif NABİYEV KARADENİZ TEKNİK UNIVERSITY

DR. Veli DUYAN ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Veli Özer ÖZBEK DOKUZ EYLÜL UNIVERSITY

DR. Volkan ÖNGEL BEYKENT UNIVERSITY

DR. Yakup HACI ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Yasemin KÖSE ZONGULDAK KARAELMAS UNIVERSITY

DR. Yasemin YAVUZER NİĞDE UNIVERSITY

DR. Yavuz SOYKAN DUMLUPINAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Yaşar ÖZBAY GAZİ UNIVERSITY

DR Yener ATASEVEN ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Yusuf ÇELİK HACETTEPE UNIVERSITY

DR. Yusuf GÜMÜŞ DUMLUPINAR UNIVERSITY

DR. Yücel BAŞEĞİT ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Zafer AKBAŞ DÜZCE UNIVERSITY

DR. Zafer ÖNLER ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Zeki PARLAK MARMARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Zekiye UYSAL ÇANAKKALE 18 MART UNIVERSITY

DR. Zeliha KAYAALTI ANKARA UNIVERSITY

DR. Zeynep ZAFER ANKARA UNIVERSITY
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